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Abstract
School of Computing, Engineering and Digital Technologies

Doctor of Philosophy

by Jamie Matthews

Crowds have often been used in interactive entertainment applications to help

provide context to virtual environment or enhance the experience of the interac-

tive entertainment application for the user. This is particularly true in an inter-

active narrative, where many interactive narratives forgo the inclusion of crowds

due to the effort required in order to create them or at best create crowds with

simplistic programmed behaviours. Therefore, an approach to crowd simulation

that solves the problems with including crowds in interactive narratives would al-

low designers of these application to consider the inclusion of crowds. The aim

of this thesis is to create a novel approach to crowd simulation that solves four

key problems of including crowds in interactive narrative applications. The main

contribution of this thesis is a novel approach entitled Mise-En-Scène Region.

This approach allows the control of agents inside an interactive entertainment

application’s virtual environment. The control includes: regions of the virtual en-

vironment specified with data on the expected population; behaviours an agent

can perform in that region and types of agents that populate the region. During

the run-time of an interactive narrative simulation, an agent autonomously per-

forms a behaviour when entering these regions. As the simulation continues, an

agent may become more or less likely to enter a region based on the region’s

current population. This approach is implemented in two interactive narrative

applications that show the potential within interactive narratives. Finally, an eval-

uation has been conducted that shows the benefits of the approach in terms of

qualitative and quantitative aspects.
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List Of Definitions

Definition 1. Interactive entertainment application

A visualised digital experience or computer program with the primary pur-

pose of entertainment.

Definition 2. Video game

A visual digital medium, that is intended to entertain and provide entertain-

ment via engagement. [6]

Definition 3. Serious game

A sub-genre of video game, computer software that is purposed for more

than just entertainment. [6]

Definition 4. Interactive Narrative

A form of digital interactive experience in which a user influences the story-

line of the narrative through their own actions. [7]

Definition 5. Agent

A computer-driven character that can autonomously perform un-directed be-

haviours. [8]

Definition 6. Crowd simulation

The use of computational models for moving a collection of agents and col-

laborative behaviours of individual agents in a visualised virtual environment. [8]

Definition 7. Narrative generation

The automated creation of meaningful event sequences for a narrative. [9]

Definition 8. Narrative visualisation

The use of a variety of visual media, including text, images and video to

enabling effective storytelling. [10]



Definitions xi

Definition 9. Interactive Entertainment Application Author

A human author, responsible for the low level implementation of an interac-

tive entertainment application.



Chapter 1

Introduction

An interactive entertainment application is a visualised digital experience that

aims to entertain. Video games (such as the Uncharted series [11], the Grand

Theft Auto series [12], The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt [13], Heavy Rain [14] and

World Of Warcraft [15]) are a popular example, providing entertainment and

challenge via visualised virtual environment. A serious game, another form of

interactive entertainment application, aims to educate, motivate, or include a

supplementary purpose, in addition to providing entertainment (see Crystal Is-

land [16], Prime Club [17], Tactical Language and Communication Training Sys-

tem (TLCTS) [18], HotPipe [19], EVA [20]). An interactive narrative system (an

interactive experience in which the storyline is influenced by the viewer’s actions

[7]) often includes a visualisation component, to allow the viewer of the narrative

to see the story visualised in a virtual environment (for example, NetworkING

[2], Event-Centric Planning in complex 3D environments [21], Logtell [22], Using

Virtual Narratives to Explore Children’s Story Understanding [23]).

1



Chapter 1 Introduction 2

FIGURE 1.1: A screenshot from popular video game Uncharted 4: A Thief’s
End [1]

Within these interactive entertainment applications (IEAs), the visualised virtual

environments have grown to include more complex systems over time, requiring

agents (a computer-driven character that can autonomously perform un-directed

behaviours [8]) and crowds (a collection of agents collaborating together) within

these virtual environments to perform equally complex behaviours. Figure 1.1

shows a typical example from the commercially successful video game Un-

charted 4: A Thief’s End [1]. The virtual environment is filled with agents, each

performing an action that is visualised. Other IEAs such as serious games also

frequently use agents and crowds to help further the serious game’s purpose,

such as for simulating a crowd’s movement in an evacuation training system

[20]. Interactive narrative systems often use agents to help progress the story-

line being visualised, however in many of these systems the use of crowds is

not considered, as a crowd usually does not directly relate to a narrative action

being shown to a viewer of the narrative. This thesis explores this problem and

presents a solution to integrate crowds into interactive narrative systems much

like with all other forms of IEAs.
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1.1 Background and Motivations

FIGURE 1.2: Spot the difference? NetworkING [2] (left) shows the absence of
background agents compared to British television medical drama Casualty [3]

(right).

Interactive narrative systems frequently include the following capabilities: nar-

rative generation (generating and re-generating of meaningful event sequences

for a narrative); and narrative visualisation (a digital visualisation of the narra-

tive events). Narrative generation focuses on a few different factors, such as

the logical progression and the story atheistic but has a primary focus on under-

standably, being able to understand the events taking place. Narrative visuali-

sation, on the other hand, tells a story through a visualised virtual environment,

depicting different actions agents perform that convey the plot of the narrative.

One such example which includes both of these components is NetworkING

[2], a system that creates social relationships between characters, generates

a narrative based on those relationships and visualises it within a 3D virtual

environment. The system aims to create episodic style narratives, similar to

television dramas in a medical setting (such as ER [24]). Figure 1.2 shows

a comparison between similar corridor scenes within the NetworkING system

and a televised medical drama. Although both scenes contain similar features,

the television drama includes background agents (agents used to enhance the

scene, by performing behaviours relevant to the location the scene is set). Net-

workING accurately portrays a narrative action taking place, but does not include

any background agents, leaving the virtual environment empty. The same is true
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for many other interactive narrative systems with a narrative visualisation com-

ponent ([25], [26], [27] [28]), focusing on the portrayal of a narrative action at the

cost of not including any of these background agents.

In interactive narrative systems that do include some amount of background

agents, it is often an afterthought, with background agents included at static

locations inside the visualised virtual environment ([29], [30]). Some interactive

narratives do implement a more detailed inclusion of background agents through

crowd simulation techniques (the use of computational models to move a col-

lection of agents), however, these systems script the exact behaviours of each

background agent precisely for each possible narrative action ([31]). Whilst this

approach may work for a narrative with only a small amount of possible narrative

actions, the narrative generation component can often generate hundreds of dif-

ferent possible narrative actions, making this approach impractical for even the

least complex systems or systems that have dynamic elements, such as agents

and objects that move around the virtual environment ([32]). In other systems

that do use a crowd simulation approach, many will only focus on the movement

of agents as a crowd ([33], [34], [35], [36]), failing to consider individual agent’s

behaviour, current state and agents in proximity to that individual agent.

1.2 Aims and Contributions

The contribution of this thesis is a new approach to crowd simulation that solves

problems other IEAs have shown when presenting a narrative. This method

allows background agent to behave appropriately according to their location and

behaviours of agents around them. It is described as a Mise-En-Scène Region

(MISER) which provides a solution to the following problems:

1 The effort required by a human author to create background agents.

2 The variety of contextually relevant behaviours background agents’ may

perform.
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3 Control over the motion and population of background agents in different

regions of an interactive entertainment application’s virtual environment.

4 How to allow background agents to perform behaviours that can synchro-

nize with the narrative if needed and become involved in the narrative if

required.

An IEA’s author (a human author responsible for the implementation of the nar-

rative visualisation component, see Definition 9 ) can understand and use the

MISER approach with minimal learning time and the amount of effort required

by them to create background agents is reduced compared to other approaches.

In other narrative-focused IEAs that include background agents, control over the

motion and behaviours of those agents is applied often via scripting. A MISER

allows for the control of agent motion by altering the likelihood agents will en-

ter a region based on that region’s current population. Additionally, it allows

each agent to perform a behaviour that makes contextual sense for the region

they are located without a human author having to specify what behaviour each

agent is performing at a given point in the narrative. Finally, the approach of-

fers significant advantages over previous attempts to incorporate background

agents, by offering communication and interactions between background agents

and agents performing behaviours that progress the narrative. This approach

emulates interactions between characters from other media such as television

and film, offering a more interactive narrative experience as opposed to having

background agents perform the same behaviours during each run of an IEA.

These problems are expanded in Chapter 3, Problem Definition.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

For this thesis, we use a set of definitions for regularly used terms, which can be

found in the List of Definitions (5). These terms are defined from an interactive

narrative and crowd simulation mentality, using existing definitions from active

researchers in these fields. This thesis is structured in the following order:
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• Chapter 2 reviews the current state-of-art and previous research related to

the work presented in this thesis. This is broken down into two main sec-

tions, crowd simulation and interactive narrative systems, and discusses

the different approaches and limitations of the presented research.

• Chapter 3 expands upon the problems this thesis will solve, analysing the

gaps found in state-of-art work and how a new approach can be used to

solve issues related to those knowledge gaps.

• Chapter 4 presents the architecture of the developed approach Mise-En-

Scène Region. Additionally, this chapter provides a worked example of the

MISER approach in a realistic interactive entertainment application setting.

• Chapter 5 provides specific detail on integrating the MISER approach into

multiple interactive entertainment applications.

• Chapter 6 evaluates the method presented in this thesis with both quali-

tative and quantitative evaluation techniques. The evaluation focuses on

multiple areas such as a technical evaluation, the use of the system for

interactive narrative applications and in-depth discussions with academic

and industry experts about the use for the system in interactive entertain-

ment applications.

• Chapter 7 reviews the work presented in this thesis and summarizes the

unique contributions this work provides.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we will review the relevant state-of-the-art research such as evac-

uation simulation, architectural models and interactive entertainment applica-

tions (IEAs). This chapter will be split into two sections which encompass the

areas of interest for this thesis. Firstly this thesis discusses crowd simulation,

analyzing different crowd simulation models and solutions. Secondly, a section

will discuss interactive narratives systems, which incorporates the discussion of

native generation using multiple techniques and the visualisation of narratives

in a virtual environment and the staging of agents within an interactive narrative

system.

2.1 Crowd Simulation

As defined in Definition 6, crowd simulation research aims to create computa-

tional models for moving a collection of individuals in space [8]. The cooperative

behaviours of agents in different systems varies greatly depending on the goal,

with some systems focusing on every agent acting independently on their own

goals while acting as part of a group and others giving all agents the same goal

and using crowds to complete their task. The wide-scope of crowds has made

them applicable in many tools such as interactive narrative systems, serious

7
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games and disaster simulations [37, 38]. In all cases, a set of common chal-

lenges span across all crowd simulations, identified by Thalmann et al [39, 40].

1. Agent variation - the main focus of crowd simulations are the large number

of agents populating the virtual environment. This can cause issues with

the performance of the simulation, as each agents behaviour becomes

more complex. Crowd simulation programs are required to run with a tol-

erable performance for varying crowd sizes and agent appearance.

2. Agent behaviour - a requirement of a crowd is for multiple agents to per-

form their behaviours with knowledge of other agents in the crowd. On a

high-level, this requires agents to have a method of sensing other agents

movement or behaviours.

3. Adaptability - although some systems are tailored specifically for a single

virtual environment, most crowd simulations will be required to work for

multiple environment layouts and setups.
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FIGURE 2.1: A timeline of influential research and popular approaches in
Crowd Simulation

The next subsections will focus on the primary methods of crowd simulation

research explores. First, this thesis will discuss the seminal work of Reynolds

[41] and rule-based crowd models. This thesis will then explore social force

models and extensions of that system. It will then discuss the data-driven and

predictive models used to simulate crowds. Finally, there will be a discussion on

hybrid models and crowd simulation models that do not fit into the crowd models

already discussed.
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2.1.1 Rule-based Models

Early influential work in crowd simulation focused on creating certain rules that

each agent followed as part of a group. The first major publication using this

approach was authored by Reynolds [41] who analyzed the movement of birds

flocking to create one of the first rule-based systems. Reynolds creates a model

he calls the Boid model, which attempts to simulate an animal’s flocking be-

haviour with three rules each Boid (each agent) must follow to match the overall

flocks’ behaviour. The model’s three rules, collision avoidance, velocity matching

and flock centring encourages each Boid to stay close to each Boid surrounding

it whilst maintaining a formation and certain distance. The concept of rule-based

systems has been widely used in many multimedia applications, such as video

games and swarm simulations. This seminal work proposed by Reynolds was

developed into an open-source system, OpenSteer, a system incorporating the

steering behaviours described in his research for use in testing and develop-

ment of further crowd-based systems [33]. Reynolds model has some major

limitations which he describes. The behaviours of a Boid are all simplistic, iso-

lated behaviours of low complexity. Real-world animals, such as human have

more elaborate and abstract behaviours than to simply avoid collision [41].

Since the early work of Reynolds, rule-based models have been the focus of

much research for crowd simulation [34, 48, 49]. Jadbabaie, Lin and Morse ana-

lyze the nearest neighbour rule, showing that agents can cooperate to all move

in the same direction [48]. Their research studies a rule-based simulation pre-

sented by Vicesk [50], further work on the rule demonstrated in Reynolds’ Boid

model. Jadbabaie, Lin and Morse’s results show that using only this rule, agents

always tend to move together and cooperate, without the need of a centralised

system for coordinating the movement of the agents. Their research improves

upon the limitation of only using simple behaviour by promoting agent coopera-

tion, however Jadbabaie, Lin and Morse concede that their implementation is of

rudimentary behaviours much like the Boid model. Olfati-Saber presents multi-

ple algorithms that encompasses the rules presented in Reynolds’ Boid model,
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while presenting improvements for both environments containing multiple obsta-

cles and obstacle-free environments [49]. Tanner, Jadbabaie and Pappas also

analyze flocking behaviour and present a method for agents to communicate

information about their current behaviours effectively using certain controlling al-

gorithms [34]. Many others have looked at modelling different agent rules or

improving existing such as work by Chraibi and multiple co-authors [51, 52].

Recent work with flocking behaviours have analyzed applying rule-based models

to robots for them to navigate real-world environments [53–55], however, these

papers deviate to focus in the field of robotics rather than in crowd simulation,

which is the focus of this literature review.

Other research shows a practical use for rule-based models in evacuation simu-

lation. Kemloh et al present a model to determine the shortest path to an escape

point in different evacuation simulations [56]. Pelechano and Badler [57] present

another rule-based model, a synchronous method of multi-agent communication

for evacuation simulation (MACES). Their example demonstrates an evacuation

in the case of a fire, with the goal of agents to reach an exit point and parts of the

environment being blocked by hazards. Each agent in the simulation has three

steps which are repeated until the goal is achieved, similar to Reynolds’ Boid

model. The model differs in using agent types, in this case, a standard agent

and a leader agent. Agents can also be flagged as trained which gives them

knowledge of their environment before the simulation begins. The first action in

the model is for leader agents to share their knowledge of the environment with

other agents around them. After communicating their mental maps of the envi-

ronment, agents check their knowledge for the shortest path to the exit factoring

in any hazards which may block the path and moving if an exit has been found.

The last step factors in agent types and the agents trained flag. If a blocked path

is discovered, trained agents will attempt to find an alternative path and explore

the building for paths without a hazard. The same is true for leaders, however,

agents who are untrained and not leaders will follow leaders behaviour.

Other state-of-art work by Fu et al. presents further work on the Boid model in
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their paper discussing flocking behaviour [58]. Fu explores methods of influenc-

ing agents to become a flock in low-density environments, environments with a

low amount of agents. Their study looks at the efficiency of flocking techniques in

large areas with a high-density of agents and the effectiveness of these strate-

gies in low-density environments, summarising by discussing implementations

to allow agents to group as a flock more effectively in low-density environments.

More early work with rule-based models is inspired by mathematics and physics.

Cellular automation (CA) is defined as an agent maintaining a simple set of rules

for replication and destruction [42]. A popular application in the CA research

field, Conway’s Game of Life [59] demonstrates CA, with the application being

used as a learning tool and a tool for modelling agent-based systems. CA has

been used in real-world applications such as in research by Chassin et al [60],

who create an agent-based model for simulating power distribution, used by the

united states department of energy. Other applications, such as one presented

by Gutowitz et al. use a CA based approach to create a model to simulate traffic

[42]. Further research in the field of CA has studied providing agents more

complexity. Kuznetsov presents a model to allow agents to retain memories

about previous interactions [61]. Multiple research has looked at creating models

to simulate the expansion of urban areas [62–64].

One major evolution of rule-based models is in research focused on agent per-

ception. Agent perception refers to simplified computational models that are

considered analogous to human sensory perception mechanisms; some form of

internal world model is maintained by the virtual agent, which is a local view or

representation of the external world from its perspective [65]. The earliest ex-

ample of this could be considered the Boid model, as agents within that model

are able to sense their proximity to other agents, all be it with simplified rules.

Early work in this field incorporated virtual senses such as sight [43, 66], hear-

ing [67, 68], touch [69] and in multiple cases analysing how virtual senses could

function in-conjunction with one another [70–72]. Ennis et al. [44, 73] use agent

perception techniques to create a model of agent movement that mirrors that of
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the motion from the real-world. Their approach analyses two populated loca-

tions in order to create a model a virtual agent (in conjunction with their virtual

senses) can use to emulate how individuals in these real-world environments

navigated through them. Their results are promising, demonstrating that their

model does well at simulating real-world motion, however suffers in contrasted

environments for the positioning of agents. Other works such as O’Connor et al.

[74] experiment with the challenges of integrating perceptual agents into realis-

tically modeled urban environments while Kyriakou et al. [75] take steps to use

perceptual agents in Virtual Reality, proposing methods of interaction between

other virtual agents and human participants. The use of agent perception has

been expanded in recent years, allowing agents to make accurate predictions

about their environment based on their sensory input. This is discussed in more

detail later in this chapter (Section 2.1.3)

Another rule-based model is presented by Moussaı̈d, Helbing and Theraulaz

who discuss the use of rule-based models for pedestrian style crowds [76]. Their

extension of a rule-based model proposes the use of behaviour heuristics in

combination with agents additional senses, such as sight, to create a more real-

istic pedestrian model. This approach uses data from real-life pedestrian studies

to address questions of how pedestrians perceive information and how they al-

ter their behaviour using the information they have received. The data they have

analyzed has been modelled into cognitive heuristics that is used for agent mo-

tion, for example in the case of avoiding other agents, in a traditional rule-based

approach, agents would be repelled from one another. Their method enables

agents to actively seek out a free path by using their senses rather than simply

be repelled by other agents into a possible free path. Research from Yersin et al

discusses their model, Crowd Patches, which allows different patterns of agents

to be placed together in multiple groups [77]. Their model combines different

patterns of agent motion in different patches, areas that can be placed together

to create different patterns of crowd motion.

Rule-based systems provide an effective method of simulating large groups of
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agents all with similar behaviours however in all the examples provided, be-

haviours of individual agents rarely deviate from other agents. This restricts

the behaviours individual agents are allowed to perform. Techniques have been

developed in the papers that have been reviewed that tackle this problem, such

as allowing agents to follow different sets of rules when being identified as a

different agent type. For example, in MACES, agents who are leaders or are

trained can follow a slightly different set of rules compared to standard agents,

but this still does not allow different agents to act independently whilst still being

part of a crowd. The same is true for agent perception models. Similar to Boids,

these models allow for powerful and realistic simulation of crowds but in general

do not allow for individual agent control, a requirement for narrative driven IEAs.

2.1.2 Social Forces Models

A social forces model uses elements inside a virtual environment to dictate the

motion of each agent. The model aims to simulate forces such as repulsion,

attraction and dissipation for multiple agents [78]. As game engine technology

and computing hardware have progressively improved over time to include more

packages for the development of AI behaviours, graphics and simulating physics,

the development of crowd simulation models has grown to incorporate elements

from multiple scientific and philosophical fields. Helbing and co-authors, pio-

neers of the social forces model detail a likeness to physics as an explanation of

the models working [45]. The acceleration of agents within the model is depen-

dant upon certain attractive and repulsive forces. Attractive forces are described

as desirable goals for the agent to reach, which could include other agents they

have a social connection with (for example, a family member or a friend) whilst a

repulsive force could represent a hazard within the environment an agent wants

to avoid. Helbing focuses on panic situations which they define as occurring in

virtual environments when agents have to: move through small spaces; or have

a large number of agents surrounding them. The characteristics of the agents

created with the system have attributes which make them impatient or nervous,
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slightly altering their overall behaviour.

Social forces models have been used by many crowd systems [79–81] how-

ever has also been extended and further developed by other researchers. Szy-

manezyk et al. [82] extend the model, who create an airport environment based

on a real-world location to simulate agent movement in a realistic environment

with social elements. They describe the uniqueness of an airport as having

certain social forces that heighten an agent’s emotions or place the agent un-

der certain time pressures (for example, a flight schedule). This takes some of

the social forces described by Helbing such as panic and applies it to a real-

world example. Their model allows agents to navigate freely through their air-

port environment affected by these unique social forces using a pre-calculated

navigation layer; a path planning system based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [83]. Szy-

manezyk, however, recognizes an important limitation of implementation he has

developed. The movement of agents uses a navigation layer, which is a network

of how agents should move based on the social forces in the environment. The

paper describes that changing the environment in any way, such as adding a

new obstacle requires the re-calculation of this layer.

Another extension of the traditional social forces model is described by Pelechano

et al. [35] who describe a system to create crowds with multiple agents for virtual

environments. The High Density Automated Crowd system (HiDAC) simulates

high-density crowds with animation realism by using psychological and physio-

logical traits to change agent motion in different situations. Agents hold a variety

of traits, divided into psychological (human characteristics such as impatience,

panic, personality attributes, etc) and physiological (locomotion, energy level,

etc) categories. These traits are authored for each agent and are both super-

vised and modified by two system modules. The high level module is responsible

for navigation, communication and decision-making and is mainly influenced by

psychological traits, such as panic. The low level module is responsible for an

agent perception, velocity and direction of movement, influence by physiological

traits such as energy levels.
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The HiDAC model is further improved upon in a paper by Durupinar that focuses

on creating agent variation within a crowd [84]. The Five Factor or OCEAN per-

sonality model is used to apply personality like traits to each agent in the crowd.

These traits are mapped to low-level parameters used in the HiDAC system to

give variations of behaviour to different agents. For example, a personality trait

of the OCEAN model is agreeableness, described as a measurement of com-

passion and cooperation [85]. This trait is mapped to low-level parameters within

the HiDAC system such as the amount of time an agent is allowed to wait and

preference on where to move. Combining different personality traits described by

the OCEAN model and setting them for each agent results in agents displaying

varied personality types, such as an agent being impatience, having leadership

qualities or being more likely to communicate.

The exploration of using personality traits to be used for the simulation of crowds

is also described by Guy et al. in their research [86]. They describe the use

of a personality model with three main components psychoticism, extraversion,

and neuroticism (referred to as PEN) [87]. They explain that the OCEAN mod-

els criticisms, noting that OCEAN model traits are not fully independent of one

another. In a user study, they ask participants to describe virtual agents with

pre-selected adjectives such as impulsive or shy. These adjectives are then

mapped, in a similar fashion to the HiDAC model, to the PEN model’s traits, to

create a unique personality for each agent. In their tests, they demonstrate the

use of their model for evacuation simulations but express desires of future eval-

uations against other crowd simulation systems. Models such as HiDAC using

OCEAN or PEN present powerful ways of creating varied crowds however their

main limitation for use in IEAs is the authoring required to create these varied

personalities. On the surface, this may not seem like a huge limitation, agents

can be assigned personality traits randomly and simulated in the virtual envi-

ronment. However, for narrative focused IEAs, precise control of agent types

and the actions they can perform is often required. The time required to author

individual agents with unique personality traits so as to not interfere or interact

poorly with the narrative would large amounts of additional time and some tech-

nical knowledge. One of the problems these thesis will solve is the authoring
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effort, removing the large amounts of effort required by an IEA author in order to

create these agents.

More recent interest in crowds has been for virtual reality (VR) applications.

Pelechano [88] provided early insight into simulating crowds in VR, comparing

approaches such as a traditional social forces model, rule-based models and

the HiDAC system. Their experiment aimed to simulate being part of a crowd

for a human user but expressed the limitation of current VR technology as a

potential reason for not allowing participants to become immersed in the virtual

environment. In a different research paper, together with Pelechano, Kapadia

et al. provide an in-depth analysis of crowd simulation and animation of agents

within a crowd [8].

2.1.3 Data-Driven Models and Predictive Models

Crowd models have looked at using large real-world data to improve the ac-

curacy of simulating real human behaviour. Both data-driven crowd models and

predictive models look at simulating the behaviour and motion of a crowd through

the analysis of real-world data. Data-driven approaches use a combination of

artificial intelligence techniques that observe the behaviours of real people to

create a crowd model [8]. Predictive approaches aim to predict collision threats

to create more realistic steering behaviours [8].

State-of-art systems in this field recently have focused on example-based ap-

proaches, extracting examples from video data to distinguish agent motion [89–

91]. Zhao et al. present their system, CLUST, a clustering-based data-driven

model focuses on extracting with and classifying agents motion into a cluster

and training a model of an agents motion using neural networks, improving on

the previous video-based extraction methods before it [47]. Research from Bul-

bul and Dahyot analyses using accessible data, from data sources such as social

media to populate virtual cities or large virtual environments [92].

Other work in this area by Charalambous and Chrysanthou uses a graph-based

approach combined with real-world data [93]. Building upon their previous work,
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Charalambous and Chrysanthou create Perception-Action Graphs from real-

world data, which instructs agents on how to navigate the virtual environment

when they encounter obstacles similar to ones analyzed in their real-world data.

Graph-based approaches have also been studied by Kwon et al in their data-

driven model [94]. Their approach constructs a graph using multiple motion clips

of groups of agents, which can be combined into larger groups.

Karamouzas et al present the novel data-driven model, derived by analyzing a

large amount of statistical-mechanical data [36]. Their data-driven approach,

dubbed Power Law studies many types of human interaction, emulating what

they call interaction energy between different agents. Their approach creates

many crowd phenomena that take place in real life crowds (such as crowd be-

haviour within a bottleneck) with relatively simple laws agents must follow.

An inherent issue of a data-driven model is that it requires real-world data. Many

of the research described above require large amounts of human motion data for

analysis [36, 91, 93]. As real-world motion data becomes more available, these

approaches could become more widespread however due to large amounts of

motion data being a requirement, this can be a barrier to entry for researchers

looking at these approaches.

In the predictive model field, there are several influential papers that have in-

spired seminal papers in the area [95–97]. Van den Berg et al. presents the

reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO) model builds upon a previous approach of

avoiding moving obstacles in a virtual environment [98]. This approach implic-

itly assumes that agents within a virtual environment maintain similar rules for

collision avoidance while considering each agent navigation independently. Al-

though the paper expresses concerns with this method in a 3D environment, the

approach handles agents moving at high velocities easily and does not require

agents to communicate with each other. In another paper, Van den Berg et al

presents an extension to RVO in their improved RVO model [99]. Van den Berg

dubs this model RVO2 [46], a direct improvement to the RVO model. Based

on the previous RVO model, RVO2 presents a method to derive the required

conditions for collision-free motion.
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Ondřej et al present further work with predictive models using virtual human

agents [100]. Their paper explores using agent perception techniques to to avoid

collision with agents. Agents use visual stimuli to both avoid potential collisions

with other agents and manoeuvre to avoid potential future collisions. The model,

known as OSV is one of the first approaches to successfully use a synthetic

vision-based approach to avoiding potential collisions.

Another predictive system, Clearpath presented by Guy et al. builds upon the

methods proposed in RVO [101]. By optimizing the algorithm to efficiently run

in densely populated, Clearpath can run large simulations with thousands of

agents in real-time. Their evaluation results are mostly focused on large crowd

environments (such as a maze) but demonstrate to the potential of the model for

disaster and large crowd simulations.

Durta et al. present a similar comparative approach to OSV in their paper [102].

Their approach uses visual stimuli to help guide agents similar to OSV. However,

their model improves upon the OSV model by using gradient-based steering

and a control loop. This allows for more variance in how each agent navigates

through the environment. As an example, an agent can speed up or slow down

based on their visual stimuli, enabling an agent to pass or avoid other agents.

Durta and coauthors compare their vision-based model to RVO2 and OSV, not-

ing that the RVO2 model pushes agents unnaturally close together with the OSV

model being much slower at achieving the goals of agents.

Another paper by Guy and coauthor’s describe another systems PLEDestrians.

The PLEDestrians systems combine predictive approaches with data-driven mod-

els [103]. Guy and coauthor’s system is based on human motion behaviour and

crowd dynamics of the principle of least effort. This explains that in real-world

examples, humans aim to reach their goal with the least amount of effort.

2.1.4 Hybrid Models

Many of the crowd simulation systems reviewed above use elements from other

models and incorporate them into their own. For example, some social forces
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models have underlying rules that have been re-used from rule-based models.

This section discusses hybrid models that combine multiple approaches to cre-

ate crowd simulation models, as opposed to models incorporating minor ele-

ments from existing models. Liu et al. present a social forces model reinforced

by video data [104]. Their work uses real-world video data from evacuations to

create an evacuation model for agents that aims to create a more realistic feeling

of agent navigation and the social forces that affect each agent.

2.2 Interactive Narrative Systems

An interactive narrative system is a form of IEA, defined as digital interactive

experience used to tell virtual stories, in which a user influences the narrative in

some way [7] (see definition Definition 4). These systems can be broken down

into two main components which all Interactive Narrative systems contain.

1. Narrative Generation - defined in the introduction, Definition 7. As will be

detailed throughout this section, the level of autonomy and the amount of

user influence in generating a narrative differs in each system, however, a

generated narrative will always produce a detailed set of events that take

place during the story.

2. Narrative visualisation - defined in the introduction, Definition 8. This in-

corporates the staging of an agent; the position and events each agent

is involved in. It also considers agents involved directly in the narrative

(agents involved in an action from the narrative plan) and background

agents (agents used to enhance the narrative without being directly in-

volved in the narrative plan).
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FIGURE 2.2: A timeline of influential research and popular approaches in Nar-
rative Generation

In the works we will look at, research in interactive narrative systems mostly tar-

get one of the two main components at a given time. Research in the generation

of a narrative focuses on the generation of a narrative plan. This tends towards

incorporating AI techniques such as Planning [9] to aid in the construction of a

cohesive narrative whilst recent interest of Narrative visualisation research has

been the believability of agents within the virtual environment [110].

2.2.1 Narrative Generation

Generating a narrative using an automated or semi-automated means has led

to multiple AI techniques being adapted. A popular approach in the creation of

a narrative has been the generation of a narrative plan using AI techniques such

as Planning which has been an interest for researchers for nearly 20 years [106].

One of the novelties of using AI planning for creating narrative plans is identifying

vital narrative actions and balancing the plan’s length. Many traditional planners

aimed to reach a goal using the shortest plan possible [111]. For a narrative

plan, the shortest plan to reach a goal may not be what’s desired, as the point of

a narrative plan is to convey a story. This has led to techniques used in solving

traditional planning problems such as landmarks [108] being adapted and used

for the unique problem of generating a narrative using an AI planner. This is also

discussed by Porteous and Cavazza, who outline considerations a planner must

make when creating a narrative plan [112]. Their work shows the potential for

using PDDL constraints, a feature of PDDL 3.0, a more updated version of the

planning domain definition language.
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Iterations of partial order casual link (POCL) planners, a traditional AI planner, is

presented by multiple researchers. Riedl and Young describe the Intent-based

Order Casual Link (IPOCL) planner [9], a model that identifies a narrative char-

acter’s objectives and creates plot progressing plans that explain their actions.

Ware and Young [113] discuss another iteration, the Conflict partial order casual

link (CPOCL) planner, a model that describes levels of conflict between differ-

ent characters in the narrative. POCL algorithms provide explicit representations

about multiple aspects of a narrative, however, due to their complexity and length

they are too slow to be used in an interactive context. An interactive setting would

allow for narrative plans to adapt to changes, a possible example of which is a

user making a change within a virtual environment in real-time. Other systems

such as Logtell developed by Da Silva et al also use partial order planning to aid

in narrative generation [114].

Other methods of planning allowing for narratives to take place in a more inter-

active setting. Cavazza, Charles and Mead [107] propose a method of using

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) to plan out a narrative and allow interaction

from a user. Using a HTN, they allow a user to change elements of the environ-

ment at any time. The narrative plan will then change based on changes by the

user, but still, convey important narrative actions by selecting different paths of

the plan.

An approach taken by Porteous and collaborators is to use social relationships

of virtual characters to aid in the generation of a narrative [2]. They describe the

use of a social network; a one-to-one link of social relationships between charac-

ters in the narrative. For example, a relationship between two of the characters

may be described as ”professional-rival”. The social network is then used when

creating a narrative. A user selects a theme (such as romance or work-based)

and selects characters to be the focus of the narrative. Based on the social

network that has been created and the attributes of the narrative, a narrative is

generated that incorporates how the characters socially interact with each other.

Some research focused on narrative generation using AI planning chooses to

focus on a particular aspect or feature of an interactive narrative system rather
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than plot generation. Porteous et al present a narrative controller that manages

narrative time, a management component that synchronizes narrative actions

according to their duration and other actions being performed [25]. Young dis-

cusses Mimesis, a narrative controller that can be used in popular video game

titles to generate new coherent storylines. [115].

More recent approaches in narrative generation involve crowdsourcing methods

in combination with AI techniques. Li et al present their novel approach to cre-

ating narratives using crowdsourced plot graphs [116]. Sina et al present their

system ScenarioGen, which uses crowdsourcing to house a database of scenar-

ios that can be adapted for different narrative situations [109]. Others such as

Feng et al have used crowdsourcing to improve the accuracy of their interactive

narrative for social training [117], whilst research from Orkin and Roy analyses

the use of crowdsourcing to improve the accuracy of dialogue in a generated

narrative [118].

Additionally, some planners look at the state of the agent’s involved in the narra-

tive to help build a plan. Aylett et al discuss their planner for effective synthetic

characters [119]. Their agent framework FearNot! appraises the emotional state

of agents in the virtual world to build an educational anti-bullying narrative.

Other approaches in generating narrative also focus on using AI techniques, but

are less dominant than current AI planning methods. Case-based reasoning

(known as CBR) is another method of narrative generation, working by adapting

prior stories (referred to as cases) to new narrative requirements. Turner first

proposes using a CBR approach in the generation of plots for his doctoral work

[105]. His system, Minstrel, uses CBR creative generation of a storyline which

creates short stories surrounding King Arthur and Knights of the round table. An

example of the Minstrel system and the CBR approach outlined by Perez [120].

The goal is to create a scene where a knight kills himself. Two previous cases

are in the system’s memory, one in which a knight fights and kills a troll and the

second in which a princess makes herself intentionally ill by drinking a potion.

The Minstrel system can find a solution using the previous cases, the knight

intentionally drinking the potion to kill himself. CBR is also discussed in other
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work by authors Gervás et al, who present using CBR for narrative generation

[121].

2.2.2 Narrative Visualisation

Interactive narrative systems often employ novel methods of simulating back-

ground agents, agents not directly involved in the narrative’s plot, as part of

a crowd. Shoulson and Badler [122] describe a method of event planning for

agents within a crowd for narrative applications. The paper explores the method

of providing events (a collection of actions an agent can perform) to different

groups of agents. Expanding upon this further, Shoulson et al. [21] demonstrate

combining the method with a form of AI planning to demonstrate agents escap-

ing from a prison environment. This method provides agents with a set of events

to perform, however, uses a behaviour tree, a set of linked actions to describe

these events. Behaviour trees show a huge constraint with this system, having

agents constrained to following these scripted actions with each event.

Ennis and O’Sullivan observe that agents in the background of virtual environ-

ments are becoming a more integral part of video games and identified a num-

ber of characteristics influencing the believability of virtual agents in these con-

texts [123]. Their work emphasizes the role of meaningful interactions between

agents in the background, such as conversations, as playing an important role

in adding plausibility, or a sense of presence, to a real-time simulation. How-

ever, it is not obvious from their work the best methods to create and vary these

kinds of groups. Work by Limberge et al presents a supporting agents’ director

for interactive narrative systems, which allows for enhancing the dramatization,

improving the realism, and extending the duration of the narratives being gener-

ated [110]. Their narrative controller generates and manages different types of

agents, where some can interact with the main agents (agents involved in the

narrative plot), while others are used to populate the background scene. Addi-

tionally, Jan and Traum describe an algorithm that generates behaviour for back-

ground agents in conversation that supports dynamic changes to conversation

group structure [124].
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Recent work by Louarn et al has looked at the staging of agents and objects

for virtual cinematography [32]. Their work proposes a staging language for the

specification of objects, agents and cameras, that allow the location of each to

be precisely specified in the virtual environment. Secondly, their work uses the

staging language to aid in the automated placement of cameras and characters.

Louran et al present multiple working examples however express some limita-

tions of their current implementation, importantly noting that their system does

not support dynamic (e.g. moving agents) scenes.
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2.3 Conclusion

Approach
Authoring

Effort

Variety of

Agent

Behaviours

Control of

Agent Motion

Interaction

with IEA’s

Narrative

Rule-Based 3 7 3 7

Boids 3 7 3 7

MACES 3 7 3 7

CA 3 7 3 7

Crowd Patches 7 3 3 7

Agent Perception 7 3 3 7

Social Forces 7 3 3 7

Helbing Model 7 3 3 7

Szymanezyk Model 7 3 3 7

HiDAC 7 3 3 7

- OCEAN 7 3 3 7

- PEN 7 3 3 7

Data Driven 7 3 3 7

CLUST 7 3 3 7

Perception-Action Graphs 7 3 3 7

Power Law 7 3 3 7

RVO/RVO2 3 7 3 7

OSV 3 7 3 7

Clearpath 3 7 3 7

PLEDestrians 7 3 3 7

Scripted 7 7 3 3

TABLE 2.1: Crowd simulation approaches reviewed and summarised. No
single approach solves the problems presented in this thesis.

This chapter examined the two primary areas of interest for this thesis. Crowd

simulation approaches have been reviewed, analysing the state-of-art and sig-

nificant major research. The two main components of an interactive narrative
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system have been discussed; the narrative generation component which is re-

sponsible for creating cohesive narratives and the narrative visualisation com-

ponent which displays a narrative action in a visualised virtual environment. Of

all the work reviewed, none of the approaches are able to solve all four of the

problems presented in Chapter 1 (shown in Table 2.1).

Existing interactive narrative systems mainly focus on the narrative generation

component and fail to consider the impact of enhancements to the narrative vi-

sualisation component, such as background agents. For narrative visualisation

components that do include background agents one of two problems are present.

There is often some major limitation to the background agents being generated

(such as background agent’s not being able to move) due to the potential to in-

terruption or disturbance of the narrative action being visualised. At other times,

background agent’s are explicitly programmed what to do by a narrative author,

who designs the movement and behaviour of each background agent. By using

crowd simulation techniques that connect with a narrative visualisation compo-

nent, a fit for purpose approach can be created to reduce the effort required by

a narrative author to create background agents and include complex agent be-

haviours that allow for agent interaction within the context of the agent’s current

surroundings.



Chapter 3

Problem Definition

This chapter will expand on the four problems defined in the Introduction (Chap-

ter 1) relating to the creation of agents with varied behaviours inside an inter-

active entertainment application (IEA). Although the term IEA covers a range of

applications, the problems discussed will be for IEAs that focus on portraying a

narrative, which can be an interactive narrative application or a video game with

a narrative element. When referring to IEAs in the following sections and future

chapters, we will be referring to IEAs in this context.

3.1 Problem 1: Authoring Effort

Three of the four approaches listed in table 3.1 require a large amount of ef-

fort to be implemented. A human author is responsible for the implementation

Approach Authoring
Effort

Variety of
Agent
Behaviours

Control of
Agent Motion

Interaction
with IEA’s
Narrative

Rule-Based 3 7 3 7

Social Forces 7 3 3 7

Data Driven 7 3 3 7

Scripted 7 7 3 3

TABLE 3.1: The commonly used approaches for background agent simulation
in interactive narratives.

27
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of one of these approaches in an IEA, which we will call the IEA author (Def-

inition 9). A social forces approach requires an IEA author to program each

agent with attraction or repulsive forces, allowing them to act asynchronously to

agents around them. An example previously given is a social connection, spec-

ifying each agent’s social connection to another agent, that would provide an

attraction or repulsive force. This approach is time-consuming, requiring large

amounts of individual agents to be assigned these attraction or repulsion forces,

even when using personality models such as OCEAN [35, 84]. Data-driven and

predictive models such as RVO2 [46] require data of real-world crowd interac-

tions and movements to construct a model, which can be both difficult and time-

consuming to acquire. This issue is magnified when creating a high-density

group of agents (a crowd) that is intelligently diverse in their interactions. Script-

ing [125] of agents has allowed IEA authors to specify precisely what behaviours

each agent will perform during each narrative action. Much like the authoring of

attraction or repulsive forces, the scripting of an agent’s behaviours requires a

large amount of effort. It is not only required for individual agents but is required

for each separate narrative action. Rather than these solutions being generic

for use with any IEA, current research has focused on an ad-hoc approach to

agent creation, creating solutions for very specific narratives, scripting agent be-

haviours for a single narrative action. A generic solution should be able to allow

agents to perform a variety of behaviours that make contextual sense for their

surroundings, without the effort required by an IEA author. There is a clear gap

for a solution that is of lower effort than the three approaches listed above.
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3.2 Problem 2: Variety of Agent Behaviours

FIGURE 3.1: The number of background agents can alter the context of a
scene. Left: Scene contains many background characters. Right: Scene con-

tains a few background characters [4]

The behaviour of background agents can be vital for adding context or meaning

to the main narrative action [124] (an action that progresses the narrative), both

the position and movement of background agents can affect the context of any

visualized scene. For example, Figure 3.1 compares two similar scenes from

popular television sit-com The Big Bang Theory [4]. Both scenes take place

in the same restaurant setting, however one contains a large number of back-

ground characters while the other contains only a few background characters.

A viewer can intuit different contexts from each scene despite being set in the

same location, the former scene giving a sense of busyness and popularity to

the location, while the latter gives a sense of isolation to the circled character

involved in the narrative. This is the very meaning of Mise-En-Scène, a stage

design phrase used in media such as television or film; the placement of char-

acters and objects providing context to a scene [126]. The approaches listed

in table 3.1 can provide background agent behaviours in some ways however it

is often the case that background agents are not included at all ([25], [26], [27]

[28]). The most common IEA implementation of background agent behaviours

is a scripted approach, which gives no variance in the behaviours agents will

have; the background agents will act the same every time for every behaviour

within the narrative application. There is a gap to allow background agents to

perform behaviours that are relevant to the location they are in without the same
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behaviours being performed every time. Assuming agents are in an appropri-

ate location, agents should perform a behaviour that is relevant to that location

without being scripted to do so by an IEA author.

3.3 Problem 3: Control of Agent Motion

All the approaches listed in table 3.1 allow for some control of agent motion to

varying degrees. By far the most precise of these is a scripted approach, an

IEA author specifies exactly how each agent moves and where they are located

within the IEA’s virtual environment. This is great for controlling the population

of agents within different regions of the IEA, however, scripting has other prob-

lems that would not make it a suitable solution. Data-driven approaches create

an agent motion model from data while both rule-based and social forces pro-

vide methods to attract or repel agents from each other. Our approach should

also include some level of agent motion control, however, there is room for an

improved approach that is tailored to an IEA. Our approach will able to control

where agents are within the IEA’s virtual environment without specifying each

agent’s exact location and behaviour as with scripting.

3.4 Problem 4: Interaction with IEA’s Narrative

FIGURE 3.2: A background character becomes involved in the main narrative
conversation. [5]

Agents are used to represent the plot of the narrative in an IEA however many of

these systems only focus on creating a visualisation of agents directly involved
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in the plot, or visualising multiple agents that will perform a limited number of

behaviours. This focus on agents involved in the plot often comes from how

narrative is generated, which is regularly achieved through AI planning. A gen-

erated plan provides a set of narrative actions, with details about which agent(s)

is involved in the action, what action is being performed and at what location.

While this is great for visualising agents directly involved in the narrative it pro-

vides no details about background agents that could be included in the location

the action is taking place, resulting in these agents ether not being included or

given simplistic behaviours as mentioned previously. For narratives in media

such as television, background agents can often become involved in the nar-

rative to enhance a narrative action being portrayed. As an example, Figure

3.2 shows a scene from the popular television sit-com Community, in which two

main characters are having a conversation [5]. A background character inter-

rupts the conversation by shouting at one of the main characters. In an IEA, the

only common approach that allows for background agent interaction is scripting,

an IEA author would specify the exact time of when a background agent should

become involved in the narrative and what actions they should perform. Not only

does this approach reinforce all the previously mentioned problems, but the so-

lution presented is also specific for a single narrative action and IEA. Work that

has implemented a less scripted approach of background agent interaction have

major limitations that would not make them suitable for this work, such as only

allowing for stationary agents [32], [123]. A general approach should be able to

use a background agent to support the narrative if required to do so, rather than

requiring interactions with background agents to be scripted.
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Mise-en-scène regions in

interactive entertainment

applications

This chapter presents a solution for the research problems that were defined in

chapter 3, detailing the solution entitled Mise-En-Scène Regions and the contri-

bution to knowledge discussed in the introduction, reviewing each component of

the solution presented and demonstrating each component’s purpose.

4.1 Formal Definition: Mise-En-Scène Region

A new approach has been proposed to solve the problems discussed in section

3 for interactive entertainment applications (IEAs). The method presented in this

thesis is named Mise-En-Scène Regions, abbreviated to MISERs. The name

comes from the term Mise-En-Scène, defined in film as the placement of objects

on a stage including the sets, props and actors [126]. The term describes not

only the placement of actors on a set but also the actions they perform and

the objects they are surrounded with. Given the term’s context, Mise-En-Scène

perfectly describes the approach to staging agents presented in this thesis. To

32
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help define the presented approach, some definitions relating to the terminology

used in this chapter’s section are given below.

Definition 10. Virtual Environment

An interactive, virtual image of an environment that is digitally displayed.

An example of this would be an environment in an IEA that visualises an inter-

active narrative or within a video game; an image of a digital world represented

using 3D models. We abbreviate virtual environment to VE.

Definition 11. Position

A location in the virtual environment specified with a single 3D coordinate.

Positions are used to specify the location of objects and agents inside the VE.

Definition 12. Region

An area; a part of the virtual environment.

A region helps distinguish different sections of the VE. An example of this would

be rooms within a house. Each room could be its own region, with the whole VE

being the house in its entirety.

Definition 13. Agent Role

A text label to identify different agent groups.

An agent has been defined previously in the list of definitions (Definition 5). In

this work, each agent is always assigned one agent role (a one to one relation-

ship between an agent and an agent role) which groups agents of the same type

together. Agent roles are used to distinguish agents from each other and provide

some detail about the behaviour the agent may perform Examples of agent roles

can be found in section 4.3.1. Importantly, agent roles are specific to the IEA in

which the agents populate and are specified during its development.

Definition 14. AR: Set of available agent roles

AR, agent role set. AR is not MISER specific and therefore not a MISER el-

ement, but a number agent roles must be present as part of the IEA to implement
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the MISER approach.

Examples of AR, and it’s use within the MISER approach are discussed later in

this chapter.

Definition 15. Object

A material thing that can be interacted with by an agent inside the VE.

Objects have a location and size within the VE in addition to other properties,

such as being movable. A piece of furniture such as a chair or vase would be

considered an object, it can be interacted with by an agent and can be moved

to a different location by an external force (such as an agent picking it up and

placing it down somewhere else). An object differs from an agent in that an ob-

ject can not be given any behaviours to process or act autonomously, unlike an

agent. For the approach presented in this thesis, an object must be given a text

label (a descriptor of its uses) for it to be considered an object.

Using these definitions, we can define a Mise-En-Scène Region (abbreviated

to MISER). A MISER is a region inside an IEA’s VE that not only controls the

number of agents within the region, their behaviours and number of agents of

each agent role.

Definition 16. Mise-En-Scène Region

A Mise-En-Scène Region (MISER) is a tuple M 〈B, A, P, R, S, L 〉 such

that B is a set of behaviours, A is a map of which agent roles may perform

behaviours listed in B, P is the target agent population of M with R specifying a

ratio of agent roles for that population, S specifies the shape M will take inside

a virtual environment whilst L specifies its position.

An agent motion algorithm has been created that calculates the navigation cost

for an agent to traverse through a MISER. This increases or decreases the likeli-

hood an agent will enter the MISER and perform behaviours from B. Full details

on this algorithm are found later in this chapter.
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4.1.1 B: Behaviour Set

B represents a set of all behaviours that can be performed inside a MISER.

A single behaviour is a tuple b 〈bn, na, ob〉 where bn is a string that specifies

the name of the behaviour, bn is an integer that specifies the number of agents

involved in the behaviour and ob is specifies the name of any objects used in the

behaviour. Behaviours are specified at a high level, requiring no knowledge of

the IEA’s implementation. This makes it easy for an IEA author to add behaviours

to B independent of the IEA they will be performed in. When a behaviour needs

to be performed and visualised in the VE it is interpreted and passed through

other layers of the IEA (section 4.3.2).

4.1.2 A: Agent behaviour map

A is a one to many mapping of an agent role to behaviours that are valid for that

MISER, M . The map A contains the elements (r,AB) where r is an agent role

from AR and AB is a set of behaviours b from B. For an agent a with role r, AB

specifies the set of valid behaviours for a in M .

4.1.3 P: Population

P is the target population of the MISER, defined as a positive integer value

that specifies the target number of agents for the MISER, M . P is required to be

greater than zero. Logically, this makes sense; if the target population of a region

is zero, the region should be made inaccessible rather than allow agents into it.

Not allowing agents to enter a region of the IEA is more logical than placing a

MISER in that area. The agent motion algorithm will alter the likelihood an agent

navigate through M based on the current amount of agents in M and the value

of P. This is explained further in section 4.2.
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4.1.4 R: Role ratio

Element R is the Role Ratio which is a multiple term ratio, defining the target

ratio between agents of different roles populating a MISER at any time.

How agents are divided into agent roles (Definition 13) is dependant on the cur-

rent narrative domain and what groupings of agents are required to be distinctive.

R describes, for each agent role, the target MISER population. R also defines if

agents of a certain role are allowed to enter the MISER entirely.

R is defined as a ratio that represents the target ratio of agents for different agent

roles (ri) inside some MISER M . For some MISER M , R is valid if and only if :

1. At least one agent role 〈r1, r2, r3, ...rn〉 is represented with a positive integer

value.

2. The total of 〈r1, r2, r3, ...rn〉 is greater than 0.

3. An integer value for an agent role ri is not less than 0.

4. Only one Role Ratio exists per M .

R is also used (in conjunction with P, the target population of a MISER) in cal-

culating the cost of navigating inside the MISER to encourage and discourage

agents of certain roles to enter or leave the region. More details of agent motion

can be found in section 4.2.

4.1.5 S: MISER Shape

S is a tuple 〈sh,si,ro〉 where sh defines the shape of the MISER, si specifies the

size (dimensions) of sh and ro defines how sh is rotated (its orientation).

sh is the shape of the MISER and is expressed as a text label that describes

the name of the shape. It can be one of three shapes, a cuboid, a sphere or

a capsule. Because of the differences in these shapes, the data specified in si

and ro vary between shapes. Figure 4.1 shows a visual example of the available

shapes with the data required to specify si and ro for each of those shapes.
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FIGURE 4.1: A Visual example of the shapes S may be specified as.

The component si defines the size (the dimensions of the shape) of the MISER.

The numerical units that express the size of S match the units of distance used

inside the VE to measure objects. The component ro specifies the rotation of

the MISER shape. The rotation of the MISER takes place around its centre, with

ro expressed by three angles (x,y,z) representing clockwise rotation about each

axis respectively. These angles are measured in degrees, with a range of 0 to

360.

A cuboid needs three values (a,b,c) to define its size. Each value represents the

size of the shape in each axis respectively. A capsule is specified with two values

(a,r). a is the capsule’s cylindrical height, the value is half of the capsule’s full

height while r is the radius of the half spheres that make up the top and bottom

of the capsule. Finally, a sphere is specified with only a single si value (r), the

radius of the sphere. ro is not required for this shape because of the nature of a

sphere, no matter what rotation value is given, the sphere will always match its

original rotation.

4.1.6 L: MISER Location

L specifies the location of the MISER inside the VE, which takes the form of a

position. A valid position will require three values, (x, y, z). L is always the centre
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point of S, the MISER shape.

4.2 Agent motion algorithm: Calculating Agent Naviga-

tion Costs

MISERs allow for autonomous control of agent movement in an IEA. This im-

proves upon de Sevin et al’s [127] concept of a Living Scene, making a VE feel

more like a real-world environment by using multiple agents to populate and ex-

plore the environment, whilst also performing behaviours relevant to the region.

A MISER implements an algorithm to reduce or increase the cost of an agent

navigating through a MISER.

For a MISER, agents in an IEA navigate using search algorithms, such as A*

[128] which has been used for path-finding in many IEAs. A* is popular within

the domains of this thesis and has fast computational speed for calculating a

path [129]. Details of a path-finding approach can be found in other works

([130],[131]) however definitions of path-finding for this thesis can be as follows.

A path is a list of positions required to navigate to travel from a starting posi-

tion to a destination position. A path-finding algorithm generates a path from

the starting position to the destination position. In the case of A*, the algorithm

generates the lowest navigation cost (discussed further in the following section)

path from the start to the destination, which is given to an agent in the IEA to

follow. An IEA that implements path-finding requires some way of representing

if a particular region can be navigated through, or is more difficult to traverse

than another region. An example can be seen in Figure 4.2, an IEA in which an

agent needs to travel from the start to the destination position in two different sit-

uations. The top image shows the agent moving to the destination on the most

direct path available while to bottom image shows the agent taking a different

path, avoiding a MISER region. Although the agent in the bottom image could

have taken the more direct path like in the top image, a value has been assigned

to the MISER region that indicates the region is more costly to navigate through.
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IEAs need some way of representing the difficulty of navigating through a region

that is not just based on the length of the path.

FIGURE 4.2: Top: Agent’s path goes directly to the destination (estimated 6
tiles). Bottom: A MISER increases the navigation cost of the highlighted region,
the agent’s path goes around the MISER and other agents (estimated 9 tiles).

A common approach to do this is to give each region in a VE a numerical value

([132]), that a path-finding algorithm uses to reflect how easy or difficult it is to

move through that region of the VE. This value is commonly named the Navi-

gation Cost, a higher cost in a certain area indicates it is more difficult to move

through that region of the VE, while a lower cost indicates it is easier for an agent
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to move that region. Continuing to use Figure 4.2 as an example, the VE shows

the same location in two different scenarios, an un-populated corridor region and

an overpopulated corridor region. A numerical value can easily distinguish that

traversing through the overpopulated requires more effort than going around it

to reach their destination; the navigation cost through the overpopulated region

would be high whilst the navigation cost on the un-populated region would be

the default navigation cost for the IEA. When an agent navigates from a starting

point to a destination, a path-finding algorithm such as A* will search the IEA,

analysing each region’s Navigation Cost, creating a path for the agent to follow

from the start to the destination so that the cumulative Navigation Cost of moving

through each section is as low as possible. Because agents may have different

roles, a navigation cost is calculated for each agent role in (AR). These naviga-

tion costs are entered into a one to one map of navigation costs for each agent

role and used when an agent of a given role needs a new path.

The key point is that a MISER impacts how an agent navigates around an IEA

by altering the Navigation Cost through a given MISER. A MISER with a low

cost increases the likelihood that agents will enter the region frequently while a

higher cost decreases the likelihood that agents to enter will region. Algorithm 1

calculates the navigation cost for a given agent role, for a MISER. Details of the

steps the algorithm takes go as follows.
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Algorithm 1 Navigation Cost Algorithm using Agent Roles

1: procedure NAVIGATIONCOST(MISER m, AgentRole currentRole)
2: float Cost
3: integer P = m.P
4: integer agentTotal = FindNumberOfAgentsCurrentlyInRegion(m)
5: integer RRole = m.R(currentRole)
6: integer RTotal = sum(m.R)
7:
8: if P ≤ 0 or RRole ≤ 0 then
9: Cost = MAXFLOAT

10: else
11: Cost = (agentTotal / P ) +
12: (AgentOfRoleCount(m,currentRole) / ( (RRole / RTotal) * P ))
13: Cost = Cost / 2
14: return Cost

15:
16: procedure AGENTOFROLECOUNT(MISER m, AgentRole currentRole)
17: integer AgentCount= 0
18: for each Agent a ∈ m do
19: if a.AgentRole == currentRole then
20: AgentCount = AgentCount + 1
21: return AgentCount

22:
23: procedure AGENTENTERSOREXITSMISER(MISER m)
24: for each agent role r ∈ list of agent roles 〈r1, r2, r3, ...rn〉 do
25: m.N (r) = NavigationCost(m,r)

Line 1 Provides the input required to perform this algorithm. Specifically, it re-

quires a MISER and an agent role, with the navigation cost for agent’s of

that role being the output of this algorithm.

Line 2-6 Retrieve relevant information about the current state of the MISER.

This is required to calculate the navigation cost.

Line 8 Checks if the value of MISER element R for the agent role being calcu-

lated or P is less than or equal to zero. This results in moving to Line 9 or

Line 11 based on the outcome

Line 9 describes the situation where Line 8 is true; no agents of a certain role

are targeted to populate a MISER and no agents of any role are targeted

to populate the MISER. In this case, the navigation cost for agents of that

role is set to a maximum value. As an agent of that role moves around the
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IEA, it will only enter the MISER in exceptional circumstances (e.g. it is

the only way to reach a goal location, illustrated further with an example in

section 4.3.8).

Line 11-13, 15-20 describes the situation where Line 8 is false; agents of a

certain role are targeted to populate the MISER or agent’s of any role are

targeted to populate the MISER. The cost calculation is split between lines

11, 12 and 13. Line 11 checks to see how many agents are currently in the

MISER and divides it by P.

(agentTotal / P )

P is the target population for a MISER (defined previously in section 4.1.3).

It is required as part of the algorithm in order to recognise if a MISER

should increase or decrease the likelihood of agents entering the region,

based on how many agents are currently inside. If there are fewer agents

in the MISER than the value of P, the result is less than 1, however, if the

inverse is true the result will be greater than 1. As mentioned previously,

a lower value increases the likelihood agents will enter the MISER region.

Line 12 relates to the number of agent’s in the MISER of a certain role.

( AgentOfRoleCount(m,currentRole) / ( (RRole / RTotal) * P )

AgentOfRoleCount(m,currentRole) outputs the number of agents currently

inside the MISER that are of a role, currentRole (described from Line 16

onwards). This value is then divided by the number of agents that should

be inside the MISER of role currentRole. This is calculated by using

MISER element’s R and P; it calculates the target number of agents that

are expected to populate the region that are of currentRole. Just as with

P, R (the Role Ratio, defined previously in section 4.1.4) is used to de-

termine if their should be an increase or decrease the likelihood of agents

entering the region. However by using R we can see if the MISER should

increase or decrease the likelihood of an agent with a specific agent role

entering the region. Similar to Line 11, if the result is less than or greater

than one, the likelihood of agent’s of role currentRole should be increased

or decreased respectively. Finally, Line 13 divides the cost by two, so that
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if both halves of the equation come out to the default value of one, that

the final result equals one. This is explained further in the worked example

section to follow. The use of this algorithm means that the cost of navigat-

ing through a MISER will change every time an agent enters or leaves the

region.

Line 14 Is the output of the algorithm, outputting a calculated cost value for the

given agent role.

Line 23-25 Is a separate procedure that re-calculates navigation cost whenever

an agent enters or leaves a MISER. Because the number of agents in a

given MISER change whenever an agent enters or exits it, re-calculations

need to be made when the state of the MISER changes. Line 24 iterates

though every agent role in AR which populates a map of agent roles to

navigation cost specific for that MISER.

The algorithm uses P, R and information from the current state of the VE (how

many agents are currently inside the MISER). By default, a returned cost value

equal to 1 will neither increase nor decrease the likelihood of agents navigation

through the region. If there are fewer agents inside the MISER than P, the cost

inside the region will be lower than 1, increasing the probability agents will enter

the region. Conversely, if more agents are in the region than P, the cost will be

higher than 1, decreasing the probability a path will navigate through the region.

4.3 Mise-En-Scène Region worked example

In this section, we illustrate the various MISER elements through a worked exam-

ple using an IEA set in a hospital. A hospital is a good setting to demonstrate the

different MISER elements as it can contain agents with a range of different agent

roles (such as medical staff in the hospital and patients), multiple locations which

have different uses (such as a waiting room, nurse’s station, operating theatre

and so on) and restrictions on what agents should be able to access depending
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on their role (for example, no visitors in the operating theatre, everyone permitted

in the waiting areas).

4.3.1 Worked example of AR : Agent roles

In this hospital example, we will define three agent roles, a Doctor, a Nurse

and a Patient. Each role is distinct in that each of these roles would perform a

different task within a hospital. A doctor would perform major medical treatments

or diagnosis, a nurse would be responsible for assisting a doctor or performing

minor medical treatments whilst a patient would be receiving medical treatment.

Figure 4.3 shows a visualised representation of these agent roles for the IEA.

FIGURE 4.3: Three agent roles for an IEA with a hospital setting, Doctor, Nurse
and Patient

4.3.2 Worked example of element B : Behaviour set

B contains a set of behaviours. Figure 4.4 shows a visualised example for the

hospital IEA, with an agent performing a behaviour from B. When an agent en-

ters the MISER (M ), a behaviour is randomly selected for the agent to perform.

This behaviour must be valid for the agent according to the map of agent roles to

behaviours (explained further in section 4.3.3). A reference to the agent which

has entered (M ) and where they are located are passed to an IEA’s Agent Co-

ordinator, along with the selected behaviour. The implementation of the Agent

Coordinator is bespoke to each IEA, however, is responsible for parsing the be-

haviour and generating low-level instructions that can be executed to visualise
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the behaviour in the VE. The Agent Coordinator communicates with two other

systems to generate these instructions. Firstly, the Agent Coordinator will com-

municate with the VE to obtain information about the state of the environment.

This is done to locate objects and other agents required to perform the behaviour

inside the VE. Secondly, the navigation system is responsible for generating a

path to a new location if needed. Once these low-level instructions have been

generated, they are passed to the VE where they are executed in order by the

required agents. These instructions could include navigating to a new location,

animating the 3D model, moving an object in the VE and playing a sound or

line of dialogue. A single behaviour may consist of multiple Agent Coordinator

instructions to create a visualisation of what is happening in the IEA.

The technical knowledge required to implement a behaviour set is minimal, re-

quiring only knowledge about the name of an action, the number of agents in-

volved within that action and any objects the are required in order for the action

to occur. This makes the specification of these actions simple and easy, allowing

any member of an IEA development team to add or remove actions. However

the visualisation of these actions within the environment is dependant upon the

low-level instructions that an action generates (as shown in Figure ??). The gen-

eration of these low-level instructions require more specific technical knowledge

of the visualisation system the IEA chooses to use. This thesis has previously

defined an Interactive Entertainment Application Author (Definition 9) as this per-

son, a human author that has this knowledge and can create these low-level

instructions. This could include but is not limited to instructions such as visually

animating an agent or specifying an agent to travel to a location.
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FIGURE 4.4: A behaviour (b) is selected from B and visualised in the VE
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4.3.3 Worked example of element A : Agent behaviour map

AR contains three agent roles, a Doctor, a Nurse and a Patient. Consider

three example behaviours ComputerWork (a behaviour to perform hospital re-

lated work at a computer), GetDrink(a behaviour that instructs the agent to get

a drink from a vending machine) and Converse(a behaviour that instructs an

agent to communicate with another agent). One of the behaviours, Computer-

Work, is related to working at the hospital, something a Patient should not do.

Only agents with the role of Doctor or Nurse would be able to perform the Com-

puterWork behaviour. The other behaviours, GetDrink and Converse should be

accessible to agents with any role, as no specific knowledge (such as being a

member of staff in a hospital) is required to perform this behaviour. Similarly

to B, the technical knowledge required to implement A is trivial, only requiring

knowledge of which agents should be able to perform which behaviours. Table

4.1 shows a visual example ofA, how each agent role inARmaps to behaviours

in B.

Doctor Nurse Patient
ComputerWork 3 3 7

Converse 3 3 3

GetDrink 3 3 3

TABLE 4.1: Map of agent roles to behaviours in Figure 4.4, visualised via a
table

4.3.4 Worked example of element P : Population

Following from the previous sections, the example MISER is located in the corri-

dor of a nurse’s station. A nurse’s station should be a populated area, with both

doctors and nurses working at all times. As such, P represents that the region is

expected to be populated with a range of agents. Research into nurse’s stations

shows many potential nurse’s station designs and indications for how many staff

should populate a nurse’s station [133, 134]. Although this example does not

look at recreating a real hospital, the research provides good estimates of staff

to patient ratios for working hospitals. Based on this, it is reasonable that for
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a small nurse’s station caring for 30 patients, around 8-10 hospital staff should

be available. Using this as a metric, P will be set to 8. This follows all the re-

quirements of assigning a value to P; it is a positive integer and greater than

0.

4.3.5 Worked example of element R : Role ratio

R describes the ratio of different agent roles targeted to populate a MISER at

any given time. Consider the following example for the hospital IEA in Table 4.2

with three agent roles in AR.

Agent Role Doctor Nurse Patient
Role Ratio 1 2 3

TABLE 4.2: Role Ratio Example 1

Table 4.2 shows an example ofRwith all agents roles having a value. The Doctor

role has a value of 1, while the Nurse and Patient roles have higher values of 2

and 3 respectively. This ratio indicates that there should be 3 patients to every

2 nurses and 1 doctor. A MISER with this Role Ratio would have an increased

likelihood for the region to be populated with agents with Patients. How agents

of different roles are more or less likely to enter the MISER are explained further

in an example using the agent motion algorithm (section 4.3.8).

Considering a second example, Table 4.3 shows R specifying only one agent

role with a value :

Agent Role Doctor Nurse Patient
Role Ratio 1 - -

TABLE 4.3: Role Ratio Example 2

In this example, the three agent roles are still present, however, both the Patient

and Nurse agent roles have not been specified with a value. Not specifying a role

provides that role with a value of zero whilst the Doctor role has been specified

with a value of one. As defined in section 4.1.4, a rule for creating R is that each

role is represented by an integer value. Although two of the three roles are not
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specified, a null value is equivalent to an integer value of zero, therefore those

roles are still represented.

4.3.6 Worked example of element S : MISER Shape

FIGURE 4.5: Three MISERs, each with one of the available shapes

S is comprised of three components; sh (Shape), si (Size) and ro (Rotation).

As shown previously in Figure 4.1, the three available shapes for a MISER re-

quire different values to be specified for each shape. Figure 4.5 shows a visual

example of these shapes within the VE.

4.3.7 Worked example of element L : MISER Location

L is a position within the IEA on which the MISER is centred. This takes the form

of three coordinate values (x, y, z) where a value represents where the position

is on each axis respectively. Figure 4.5 shows the three shapes that a MISER

can take, with the highlighted point at the centre of each shape representing L.

4.3.8 Worked example of agent motion algorithm: Agent motion

inside a MISER

The agent motion algorithm is used to populate a map of navigation costs for

each agent role in AR. To demonstrate the agent motion algorithm, this sec-

tion will present a visual example with values for R, P and information about the
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MISER’s state. The example will continue to use the three agent role’s discussed

throughout the previous example sections, a doctor, a nurse and a patient. Fig-

ure 4.6 shows the visualised example of the agent motion algorithm, the path an

agent would take if the MISER was not present and subsequently the path an

agent of each agent role takes because of the MISERs placement.

FIGURE 4.6: The agent motion algorithm increases the likelihood of agents
from the Nurse role entering the MISER, while decreasing the likelihood agents

from the Patient role will enter.

The example demonstrates how a navigation cost is calculated when the MISER

overpopulated with one specific agent role. Firstly, input to the algorithm is as
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follows:

P: 8

R:

Agent Role Patient Nurse Doctor
Role Ratio 2 1 1

m.NumberOfAgentsInRegion = 8
AgentOfRoleCount(m,Patient) = 8
AgentOfRoleCount(m,Nurse) = 0
AgentOfRoleCount(m,Doctor) = 0

The navigation costs for each agent role are calculated using the above values.

Line 11 from algorithm 1 can be shown with values depending on the current

role. Consider the patient role:

1: procedure NAVIGATIONCOST(m, Patient)
2: ...

11: Cost = (8 / 8) + ( 8 / ( 2 / 4) * 8 ) ); Cost = Cost / 2
14: ...

In this example, m.NumberOfAgentsInRegion matches than the target popula-

tion, P. Line 11,

(agentTotal / P )

gives a value one, as the MISER currently contains the target amount of agents.

Line 12,

( AgentOfRoleCount(m,currentRole) / ( (RRole / RTotal) * P )

calculates how many agents of the Patient role are targeted populate the region.

In this instance, there are more agents of the Patient role than R targets to

populate the region. Because of the large population of agents with the Patient

role, line 12 results in a value greater than one. The final Cost value gives a

value of greater than one, discouraging agents of the Patient Role from entering

the region. Figure 4.6 shows the agent of a Patient role taking a different path

because of this.
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The other two roles are not currently present in the MISER region, which results

in those role’s navigation cost being lower than one, to encourage the agents of

those roles into the region.

1: procedure NAVIGATIONCOST(m, Nurse)
2: ...

11: Cost = (8 / 8) + ( 0 / ( (1 / 4) * 8 ) ); Cost = Cost / 2
14: ...

1: procedure NAVIGATIONCOST(m, Doctor)
2: ...

11: Cost = (8 / 8) + ( 0 / ( (1 / 4) * 8 ) ); Cost = Cost / 2
14: ...

Figure 4.6 shows the path agents of the Doctor and Nurse role will take, which

is a different path than that of the Patient role agent.

Agent Role Patient Nurse Doctor
Navigation Cost 1.5 0.5 0.5

TABLE 4.4: Navigation Cost Table

The final navigation cost’s can be shown in table 4.4. The navigation cost of the

Patient role is high, while the navigation cost for the other two roles is low. This

increases the likelihood agents with low values to navigate through the region

whilst decreasing the likelihood high values enters the region.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter presents the solution this thesis contributes to the research prob-

lems detailed in chapter 3. This method, entitled Mise-En-Scène Region (abbre-

viated to MISER) is defined as a tuple with six elements that are necessary in

order to implement the approach. In addition to these elements, the MISER ap-

proach uses a bespoke agent navigation algorithm that is defined and explained

line by line.

Worked examples of each MISER element and the agent navigation algorithm

are included and discussed, detailing how each element functions and its use
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within the approach. These examples, combined with the detailed explanations

above allow for the recreation of this approach within other IEAs. Upcoming

chapters will demonstrate the implementation of this approach, implementing

MISERs into multiple interactive narrative applications and validating the ap-

proach within both a quantitative and qualitative evaluation.



Chapter 5

Integration into interactive

entertainment applications

The previous chapters clearly define problems presented in this thesis, describes

the solution in detail and provides a worked example of the solution for an inter-

active entertainment application (IEA). This chapter will discuss integrating the

MISER approach into prototype IEAs solving Problem 4 from our problem def-

inition (Chapter 3), allowing background agents behaviours to be synchronized

with behaviours of agents involved in the narrative if required and allowing for

background agents’ to become involved in the narrative if needed. Multiple end-

to-end examples will be used to demonstrate uses for the MISER approach in an

IEA and be used to demonstrate an implementation of MISERs into a prototype

system.

This chapter incorporates work from the following publications:

• MISER: Mise-en-scène region support for staging narrative actions in in-

teractive storytelling [135].

• Mise-En-Scène of Narrative Action in Interactive Storytelling [136].

54
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5.1 Implementation of the MISER approach

An implementation of the MISER approach has been developed into two fully

implemented IEAs. Each IEA houses its own interactive narrative, with the ap-

plication’s architecture consisting of two main components. The first component

is the Narrative Generator, which is responsible for the generation of narrative

events inside the IEA. Secondly, there is a Staging Manager, which is used for

the staging and execution of generated narrative events. Although the Staging

Manager is the component that is responsible for the instantiation and imple-

mentation of the MISER approach, both components are necessary for a fully

functional interactive narrative for the prototype IEA. Figure 5.1 shows a diagram

of the architecture with the key features which helps visually demonstrate how

these components working together, with the components described further in

the following subsections.

Due to the nature of narratives, some agent’s will have more narrative impor-

tance than others. For example, an agent involved in a narrative action will be

more important to the narrative than an agent who is not. Because of this, these

examples define these different types of agents, to distinguish the narrative im-

portance of them.

Definition 17. Primary Agent

An agent that participates directly in the ongoing narrative.

A primary agent is directly involved in the narrative via a narrative event and

progresses the narrative further.

Definition 18. Background Agent

An anonymous agent used to enhance the presentation of the narrative

inside the IEA.

For the context of these prototype IEAs, a background agent is used to enhance

the narrative events being visualised by the primary agents. Importantly, back-

ground agents are not directly involved in narrative events, and are used to con-

textualise a narrative event being portrayed.
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FIGURE 5.1: Architecture of the interactive entertainment applications. a) is
the Narrative Generator, responsible for the generation of narrative events. b)
is the Staging Manager, responsible for staging agent’s and narrative events.

5.1.1 Narrative Generator

The Literature Review (Section 2.2.1) covered AI planning techniques have been

used in many interactive narratives for narrative generation. The IEAs presented

in this chapter have adopted a plan-based approach for narrative generation,

however, it must be emphasised that the staging control mechanism is suitable

for use in any IEA in which a narrative is being visualised, irrespective of how the

narrative is generated.

A plan is defined as a sequence of pre- and post-condition actions, implemented

in the IEA using the planning domain definition language, or PDDL. More in-

formation about PDDL can be found in the accompanying paper [137]. PDDL
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allows the definition of a domain (information about the environment) and the

definition of pre- and post condition actions in a human readable format. At run-

time, narrative plans are generated incrementally using an approach similar to

work from other narrative planners [112].

This approach allows for constant monitoring and updating of the narrative state

as actions are executed. This enables the generation of altered plans based

on the remaining narrative should this be required. The reason this could be

required is because of the implementation of the MISER approach. This is ex-

plained in more detail in the following staging manager section, however, a back-

ground agent performing a behaviour inside a MISER could interrupt or alter a

narrative action that is currently being performed. Due to a change in the nar-

rative state, the current narrative plan may not be viable (for example, an object

may have been moved) and so the narrative plan is required to be re-generated.

As each next action of the narrative plan is generated it is passed to the Staging

Manager (Figure 5.1). After an action has been sent to the staging manager, the

narrative generator waits for a response to signal one of two possibilities:

• The narrative action has been completed successfully and the next narra-

tive action in the plan should be sent to the staging manager.

• The narrative action has been interrupted and the shared knowledge about

the world has changed, requiring a new narrative plan to be generated.

The narrative generation component focused in particular on the generation and

staging of episodic serial dramas and soap operas such as popular situation

comedies (e.g. Big Bang Theory [4] and Community [5]), police procedurals

(e.g. CSI: Crime Scene Investigation [138] ) and medical dramas (e.g. Casualty

[3]). We focused on these genres due to their repetitive nature: they frequently

feature different instances of the same elementary narrative actions and these

narrative actions tend to be staged in a number of locations with which the au-

dience becomes familiar. Narratives from two situation comedies were chosen

to be portrayed as IEA prototypes. Because of the repetitive nature of these
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narratives, narrative actions and staging locations were easy to define and nar-

rative plans easy to generate. The focus of this thesis is the implementation of

the MISER approach within an IEA, not the narrative generator. Using narrative

actions from existing well defined narratives will be perfect for the application of

narrative generation within this thesis.

5.1.2 Staging Manager

As the name suggests, the Staging Manager is responsible for the staging of a

narrative action taking place in the IEA’s virtual environment (VE). It visualises

each received action from the narrative generator and communicates with the

narrative generator to provide updated information about the narrative domain

and the agents within it. This shared knowledge is stored in a database called

Narrative World Knowledge which is used when generating a narrative plan (i.e.

obtaining current information about the state of the VE) and periodically updated

by the staging manager upon a change to the VE (such as a narrative action

being interrupted).

A narrative action includes the same information as described for a MISER be-

haviour tuple (see section 4.1.1). This includes information about the agents

involved in the action to be staged and any objects that are required to perform

the action. For staging of the first action in a narrative or later actions that re-

quire a change of location, the staging manager is responsible for setting up the

scene.

5.1.2.1 MISER Instantiation via the Staging Manager

The staging manager is responsible for the instantiation of a MISER when a new

location or narrative action is being visualised. Because of this implementation

of the MISER approach, we distinguish between two types of MISER:
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• Action-based: which are tied to the narrative action being staged and its

primary agents and whose actions are centred around a location instanti-

ated at run-time.

• Location-based: which are specified for any location in the IEA deemed

to be of potential use during the run-time staging of any narrative action.

5.2 MISER integration examples using real world narra-

tives

The MISER approach is used to enhance an IEA by allowing for background

agents to become involved in narrative actions, promoting them to primary agents.

In order to achieve this, co-ordination is required between the Narrative Genera-

tor and the Staging Manager. This can be seen in Figure 5.1, where information

about the state of the IEA is fed into the narrative world knowledge database,

which is then utilised by the narrative generator. The following sections provide

an example of two prototype IEAs, highlighting the co-ordination between the

Narrative Generator and the Staging Manager and demonstrating the potential

of the MISER approach as part of the Staging Manager.

The IEAs use the Unreal 4 Game Engine for real-time 3D visualisation [139]

of low-level instructions generated for each narrative action being portrayed. In

addition to this, co-ordination is required over content used by both components

of the applications (the Narrative Generator and the Staging Manager) which is

specified as follows:

• Narrative Actions: Within the Narrative Generator domain model, the nar-

rative actions are parameterized pre and post-condition actions, specified

using PDDL [137]. At run-time they are instantiated to domain objects

(such as agents and locations), as the narrative is generated and the ac-

tion name and instantiated parameters are communicated to the Staging

Component. Thus co-ordination is required between the specifications of

both components to ensure appropriate action parsing.
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• Narrative World Knowledge: Within a plan-based approach to narrative

generation, states of the narrative world are represented as sets of ground

predicates (e.g. relating to relationships, personality traits, and narrative

events). As part of the specification, any predicates which are important for

the staging of a given narrative action are tagged and then communicated

when that action is staged. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.1,

where the Narrative World Knowledge can be both used by the Narrative

Generator and updated by both components (i.e. when a narrative action

has been completed or interrupted in the Staging Manager).

• Agent Role and Location Information: Within the Narrative Planning Do-

main Model, agent role and locations can both be specified as object typing

information (a feature of PDDL). This allows for hierarchies of types to be

specified and reasoned about during narrative generation but also used

when required in action staging. This feature of PDDL is particularly useful

in relation to the MISER approach; where two elements of a MISER are

the role ratio (Section 4.1.4) and location (Section 4.1.6). The type hier-

archy allows for flexibility of agent and location choice: the type of agent

or location can be left more or less general depending on the importance

in the context of the narrative. As illustration, part of the type hierarchy

for the Community domain is shown in Figure 5.3. If it is important in the

context of the narrative that an action is staged at a particular location (e.g.

the stall in the quadrangle) then the planner will instantiate the location

parameter accordingly to a constant of that type, otherwise choice of loca-

tion is delegated to the Staging Manager (e.g. type quadrangle allows for

variability).
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FIGURE 5.2: Left:LOCATION-based MISER instantiation for Community and
Big Bang Theory. Top-down view of: empty visual stage (a); MISER instan-
tiation (b); background agents instantiated (c). Right: ACTION-based MISER
instantiation for Community and Big Bang Theory. Top-down view of: empty
visual stage (a); MISER instantiation (b); background agents instantiated (c)

5.2.1 Interactive Entertainment Application One: Community Inter-

active Narrative

The first IEA generates a narrative plan based on the narrative actions and en-

vironments from the episodic television drama Community [5] (a sitcom based

in an American community college). By analysing the details from several Com-

munity episodes, a narrative domain has been created that incorporates typical

locations and actions from the television drama.
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FIGURE 5.3: Example action from Community interactive narrative

To demonstrate the use of the MISER approach in this Community narrative, an

example of a visualised action will be detailed in full (see Figure 5.3). For this

action a visualised location that is typical of the Community drama has been

created, a college quadrangle. The quad range is a large, outdoor location with

multiple agents wondering and interacting socially. Consider the staging of the

following action in the quadrangle location:

(discuss-shoutall-work britta union-stall)

Suppose that the location for this action, namely the union-stall location within
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the quadrangle, represents a change of location and hence the staging man-

ager is required to set up all aspects of the virtual stage. From Figure 5.1 we

see that this involves firstly MISER instantiation at all locations within the quad-

rangle virtual stage (step 1). Then the next step is to instantiate all the required

background agents. The precise number of agents and their role ratios are pro-

vided from the specification and they are each assigned a low-level controller

within the game engine which handles behaviours and motion (physics, anima-

tions etc). This process, of location-based MISER instantiation, is illustrated in

Figure 5.2.

Subsequently, the narrative action is parsed and from this, a set of low-level in-

structions are built. These are created by analyzing the semantic knowledge of

the narrative action, the primary agents named in the narrative action param-

eters, and the subject of the semantic knowledge. The sets of instructions for

each MISER are those specified as part of the IEAs creation (as discussed in

section 4.1.1). Low-level instructions for agents to perform in the IEA include

moving to different locations, performing specific animations or vocalizing ap-

propriate dialogue. The instructions are then passed to the relevant agents,

as shown Figure 5.3. For example, once the action (discuss-shoutall-work

britta union-stall) has been parsed, it is identified as a discussion with a

single primary agent named britta, and with the topic of work. From this knowl-

edge, the set of low-level instructions are retrieved from the specification, and ap-

propriate work-related dialogue is instantiated from a text template and passed

to agent britta to perform.

As the low-level instructions for agents to perform are constructed, a new MISER

is instantiated using the information determined from the parsing of the narrative

action. This process, called action-based MISER instantiation is illustrated in

Figure 5.2. The action-based MISER is centred around the primary agents in-

volved in the high-level action whose behaviours have been pre-specified during

system design. For this example action, the MISER behaviour requires that

some background agents in the Community scene interrupt a primary agent in

the midst of speaking to agents around them. This behaviour has been specified
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via the use of the discuss prefix on the action name signifying an action that

involves agent discourse. When this narrative action, (discuss-shoutall-work

britta union-stall), is parsed and a MISER centred around agent britta is

instantiated, the visualization chooses the ”interruption” behaviour to be used,

as it meets the criteria as specified.

As the agent instructions are being performed and visualised on screen, our

MISER centred around the primary agents involved in these actions continues

to provide a behaviour for any background agents that enter its space. If a back-

ground agent performs a behaviour that interacts with the primary agent(s) and

this behaviour was provided by the MISER, the visualization system stores in-

formation about that agent to be passed back to the narrative planner. This has

the effect of ”promoting” the background agent involved in the MISER behaviour

to a primary agent as they are no longer anonymous and functionally equivalent

to all other background agents. As a result this agent now becomes available

to the narrative planner for future narrative plan generation. In our example, a

background agent could enter the MISER that has been centred around primary

agent britta, gaining the ”interruption” behaviour defined by the IEA author.

The background agent carries out this behaviour and interrupts britta while

performing an instruction. Information about this background agent is stored by

the staging manager and is sent to the narrative planner on completion of agent

britta’s instructions. For the remainder of the system runtime this background

agent has the status of a primary agent and hence is available for the narrative

planner for subsequent narrative generation and instantiation of narrative actions

that require an agent of that type should it be necessary.

5.2.2 Interactive Entertainment Application Two: Big Bang Theory

Interactive Narrative

The second interactive entertainment application generates a narrative plan based

on the narrative actions and environments from the popular episodic television

drama The Big Bang Theory [4] (a sitcom based on characters employed at a

university). By analysing the details from several The Big Bang Theory episodes.
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Here we consider the staging of narrative actions on a smaller virtual stage

based on a bar scene in the Big Bang Theory narrative world, as shown in Figure

5.4 for the narrative action:

(discuss-introduce-location raj howard bar)

FIGURE 5.4: Example action from Big Bang Theory interactive narrative

Like the Community scene, for the initial setting up of the IEA, all the pre-

specified location-based MISERs are instantiated at named locations for that

virtual stage. Also created are background agents with default behaviours ap-

propriate for their role and with numbers and role ratios as specified as part of

the system content.
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The action (discuss-introduce-location raj howard bar) is parsed, and

identified as a discussion with a two primary agents named raj and howard, and

with the topic of introduce-location.These agents are created, the set of in-

structions governing behaviour are retrieved from the specification, and dialogue

related to introducing the location is instantiated from a text template and passed

to the agents involved to perform, in this case raj and howard.

As with the Community, a new MISER is instantiated using the information from

parsing the narrative action. In this case the action-based MISER is centred

around both raj and howard with its behaviour selected from a list of available

MISER behaviours for the Big Bang Theory virtual stage. A behaviour is selected

by the staging manager based on criteria defined by the IEA author and the

knowledge about the narrative action that has be determined. For our example,

a IEA author has created a MISER behaviour that allows background agents

in our Big Bang Theory environment to interrupt primary agents engaged in a

conversation. This is specified via the action name prefix: discuss.

A background agent interacts with the primary agent(s) and the visualisation

system stores information about that agent to be passed back to the narrative

planner. This information about the background agent is stored by the staging

manager and is sent to the narrative planner, effectively ”promoting” this agent

to have narrative importance and can be used in subsequent narrative actions

generated by the narrative generation.

5.3 Integration Summary

To conclude the work described in this section, the above illustrates the poten-

tial of integrating the MISER approach with a plan-based interactive narrative.

This is demonstrated through two detailed examples of narrative instantiations

inspired by the sitcom genre from two different TV series demonstrating a variety

of narrative actions, displayed in a visualised virtual environment. Additionally,

both prototype systems show how the MISER approach can be used to integrate

background agents into the narrative.
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The integration of the MISER approach could be easily replicated into other

IEAs that use plan-based narrative generation. In the same way that actions

have been identified in the above examples, a collection of narrative actions

would need to be specified for a narrative planner to use when planning narra-

tive events (see Figure 5.1). The above examples use popular sitcoms for this

purpose, as they contain multiple well defined narrative actions that can be spec-

ified, although further implementations would not need to be limited to using ex-

isting narratives. An IEA author (Definition 9) would need to instantiate Location-

based MISER’s around points of interest in areas of the virtual environment as

shown in Figure 5.2. Finally, as detailed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, a MISER should

be centered around the narrative action being visualised on screen, allowing

background agents to interact with the action being performed. If interrupted,

knowledge of the interruption should be passed to a narrative world knowledge

database, which can be used by the narrative generator when re-planning a se-

ries of narrative actions.



Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the Mise-En-Scène Region approach using two different

evaluation methods, a technical evaluation and professional user feedback. The

first of these evaluations, defined as the qualitative evaluation, demonstrates that

the MISER approach reduces effort compared to a traditional scripted approach,

whilst still maintaining the same performance. This is explained further in the

following section. The second evaluation method looks at feedback about the

MISER approach from academic and industry professionals.

6.1 Quantitative evaluation: Technical study

To evaluate the MISER approach technically, this thesis will demonstrate its ben-

efits over scripted approaches by comparing the amount of effort required to give

agent’s behaviours using the MISER approach compared to traditional agent

scripted approaches. The effort of an approach can be defined as the following:

• The amount of computer code required to implement specify agent be-

haviours for a given approach

• The amount of computer code that is unique across all the computer code

required.

68
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A smaller amount of computer code would require less effort for an IEA author

to implement as opposed to a larger amount, each experiment will analyse the

amount required. Additionally, each experiment will also show how many lines of

code are unique across the code required. If a large amount of code is required,

but the lines of code are all identical, this could be considered to be less effort

than requiring a large amount of code with each line of code being different. In

order to fairly and accurately test and evaluate both the MISER approach and

a scripted approach, a prototype system has been created for the sole purpose

of testing and evaluating the MISER approach. The strategy this thesis takes

will be to evaluate multiple scenarios that which would occur whilst simulating

a crowd in an IEA and analyse the effort required to create these scenarios for

both the scripted and MISER approach. These scenarios will test an increase in

agent numbers and an increasing number of behaviours each agent will need to

perform.

6.1.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments have been designed to test an increasing number of agents in

different scenarios. Full details of the variables in each experiment can be found

below, however in one example, an experiment tests agent actions with a single

MISER, whilst another tests agent actions with multiple MISERs. The number of

agents being simulated each experiment increases by a power of two each time,

starting with 4 agents and going to a maximum of 1024 agents. These numbers

have been chosen for two reasons, the first is that it doubles the difficulty of the

simulation each time. Secondly, a crowd of over 1000 agents is a reasonably

large number to have in the environment at any given time. The IEA’s detailed

from our literature review have much fewer than 1000 background agents or sim-

ply none at all ([2], [110]). The environments recreated from the television drama

narratives used in the prototype MISER implementation (Chapter 5) also provide

a good reference point for the number of agents expected to be simulated at

any given time. Both of these environments simulated contained much less than

1000 agents; given this reasoning, an upper-bound of 1024 agents is reasonable
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for our technical evaluation. For each experiment, agents were given an initial

behaviour to reach a goal location in the virtual environment. In the MISER ap-

proach, agents gained and performed additional behaviours as they entered a

MISER without the requirement of scripting. Behaviours that were performed by

agents in the MISER approach were then replicated using a scripted approach

which allows us to compare the effort required for both approaches when agents

perform identical behaviours.

6.1.2 Experiment One: Single MISER

The first experiment tests a single MISER that provides two behaviours to any

agent that enters the region. The first behaviour provides each agent with a new

location to travel to that inside the MISER, while the second tells the agent to wait

at this new location for a small period of time. Table 6.1 shows the lines of code

required to specify each agent’s behaviour in the MISER approach and the lines

of code required to perform identical agent behaviours for a scripted approach.

In both approaches, as the amount of agents increases the lines of code for

both the MISER and scripted approach grows. As each behaviour needs to be

specified by a line of code in the scripted approach, we find that it requires a

much larger amount of code than the MISER approach, which only requires an

initial line of code to specify the agents starting behaviour.

Agent
Amount

Lines of
Code:
MISER

Unique Lines
of Code:
MISER

Lines of
Code:
Scripted

Unique Lines
of Code:
Scripted

4 4 4 20 14
8 8 8 40 26
16 16 16 80 48
32 32 16 160 76
64 64 16 320 123
128 128 16 640 172
256 256 16 1280 223
512 512 16 2560 241
1024 1024 16 5120 243

TABLE 6.1: Experiment results for an environment that contains a Single
MISER
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The lines of code that are unique across both approach also vary greatly. In the

MISER approach, the maximum amount of unique lines of code is 16, which is

due to multiple agents with the same initial behaviours. From this comparison

we can see that for a virtual environment that contains only one MISER with

simplistic behaviours, providing a strong indication that the effort required by an

IEA author to replicate the agent behaviours using scripting requires significantly

greater computer code than the MISER approach.

6.1.3 Experiment Two: Single Large MISER

The second experiment replicates the first experiment setup, however, doubles

the size of the MISER to cover a larger area of the virtual environment. Ta-

ble 6.2 again shows a comparison between the lines of code required for both

the MISER approach and a scripted approach. As in Experiment One, a larger

amount of code is required for a scripted approach as compared to the MISER.

The lines of code required to implement the agent behaviours in a scripted ap-

proach match the lines required from Experiment One, which is due to each

agent performing the same number of behaviours as in that experiment.

Agent
Amount

Lines of
Code:
MISER

Unique Lines
of Code:
MISER

Lines of
Code:
Scripted

Unique Lines
of Code:
Scripted

4 4 4 20 14
8 8 8 40 26
16 16 16 80 50
32 32 16 160 77
64 64 16 320 139
128 128 16 640 242
256 256 16 1280 406
512 512 16 2560 647
1024 1024 16 5120 849

TABLE 6.2: Experiment results for an environment that contains a Single Large
MISER

However, we can see a large difference in the lines that are unique in the scripted

approach compared to that of Experiment One. This is due to MISER’s larger

size. A larger MISER provides more possible locations for an agent to move to
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as part of the first behaviour; move to a new location inside the MISER. From

this comparison, we can see evidence that by only changing one variable about

the MISER, an increase in its size, the lines of unique code required in a scripted

approach increases greatly thus requiring more effort from an IEA author. This

does not appear to be the case in the MISER approach, that only requires an

IEA author to specify a small number of unique lines of code.

6.1.4 Experiment Three: Multiple MISERs

The third experiment uses multiple MISER’s with each MISER matching the size

of the MISER from Experiment One. Each agent again is given a goal location,

however, may enter one or more of the five MISERs set out in this experiment

as part of the path planned to reach that goal. Table 6.3 shows the difference

for the code required in a MISER and scripted approach, where the amount of

MISERs each agent enters can vary between one to five.

Agent
Amount

Lines of
Code:
MISER

Unique Lines
of Code:
MISER

Lines of
Code:
Scripted

Unique Lines
of Code:
Scripted

4 4 4 52 27
8 8 8 72 41
16 16 16 112 63
32 32 16 224 97
64 64 16 448 149
128 128 16 869 210
256 256 16 1792 246
512 512 16 3584 262
1024 1024 16 7168 263

TABLE 6.3: Experiment results for an environment that contains Multiple MIS-
ERs

Just as in the previous experiments, the lines of code for each agent in the

MISER approach are limited to only the starting behaviour to move to the goal

location. In the scripted approach, although the lines of unique code are similar

to that of Experiment One, the total number of line of code to replicate the MISER

behaviour in is significantly larger. This is due to some agent’s entering more

than a single MISER, meaning multiple agents will require multiple behaviours
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to be specified. This provides a clear indication that in even in an environment

with multiple MISERs that have similar behaviour lists, the effort to produce this

in a scripted approach is much higher.

6.1.5 Experiment Four: Single MISER with interaction behaviour

Experiment Four introduces a more complicated behaviour into the MISER, in-

teraction with other agents in the region. Once again, a MISER will have the

behaviours to instruct the agent to move to a location within the region and re-

main idle for a period of time, however, will additionally contain a behaviour to

allow two agents to converse with each other. For this behaviour to be selected,

an agent must not already be conversing with another agent. Table 6.4 shows

the lines of code required for both approaches, with the MISER approach once

again only requiring the starting behaviour specification.

Agent
Amount

Lines of
Code:
MISER

Unique Lines
of Code:
MISER

Lines of
Code:
Scripted

Unique Lines
of Code:
Scripted

4 4 4 22 16
8 8 8 42 28
16 16 16 88 56
32 32 16 172 88
64 64 16 358 161
128 128 16 728 260
256 256 16 1410 353
512 512 16 2806 487
1024 1024 16 5662 785

TABLE 6.4: Experiment results for an environment that contains a Single
MISER with an interaction behaviour

The total lines of code for the scripted approach are similar to that of Experiment

One, however, a major difference can be seen in the unique code required. If an

agent performs the interaction behaviour, this behaviour is unique to that agent.

This suggests that having multiple agents perform an interaction behaviour leads

to more agents requiring unique lines of code for a scripted approach.
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6.1.6 Experiment Five: Multiple MISERs with interaction behaviour

The final experiment continues to use the same interaction behaviour as in

Experiment Four, however, includes multiple MISERs as in Experiment Three.

Much like Experiment Three, agents may enter one or more of the five MISERs

set out in this experiment, with each MISER containing the behaviour set from

the previous experiment. Table 6.5 shows the difference for the code required in

a MISER and scripted approach, where we say a vast difference in the lines of

unique code required much like in Experiment Four.

Agent
Amount

Lines of
Code:
MISER

Unique Lines
of Code:
MISER

Lines of
Code:
Scripted

Unique Lines
of Code:
Scripted

4 4 4 52 27
8 8 8 74 43
16 16 16 118 69
32 32 16 248 123
64 64 16 512 219
128 128 16 1008 354
256 256 16 2146 620
512 512 16 4342 1056
1024 1024 16 8424 1585

TABLE 6.5: Experiment results for an environment that contains Multiple MIS-
ERs with an interaction behaviour

Much like with Experiment Four, there is a large increase in the number of unique

lines of code required in the scripted approach. This effect appears to be multi-

plied due to the additional MISER. In Experiment Three similar indications were

discovered, the inclusion of additional MISERs provided agents with the opportu-

nity to perform more behaviours. Due to the interaction behaviour in this experi-

ment, we see this effect more pronounced, where agents are not only performing

more behaviours, but these behaviours are more unique to each agent.

6.1.7 Summary of Technical Study

All the experiments conducted indicated that for a crowd of agents, the MISER

approach required significantly less programming code to create each agent’s
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behaviour during the running of a virtual environment compared to a traditional

scripted approach in the evaluation system. This evaluation also compared the

unique lines of code required in each experiment. Although this varied across

each experiment, the unique code required was also significantly higher than that

required in the MISER approach. This is especially true in Experiment Four and

Experiment Five which introduces a behaviour for agent interaction. In these ex-

periments, an agent could converse with another agent in a MISER if they were

not currently conversing. This introduces a large amount of possible unique be-

haviours, as each agent has the possibility of conversing with every other agent

being simulated. These experiments showed that using a scripted approach

for just a relatively simple interaction behaviour increases the amount of unique

code required for each agent significantly.

Additionally, although the behaviours have been replicated in the scripted ap-

proach, this was only for a single run of the evaluation system. Each time the

evaluation system runs, the MISER approach will provide different sets of be-

haviours to different agents. Using Experiment Four as an example, running

this experiment two times could provide a single agent with a different set of be-

haviours for the first run compared to the second (the agent may go to a different

location inside the MISER or converse with a different agent). Our experiment

only evaluates a single run of the evaluation system and shows the code re-

quired for the scripted approach. Were the experiment to be run again, each

agent would have different unique behaviours which would need to be scripted.

In the MISER approach, this is not the case; each run of the application provides

a unique but familiar behaviour list of behaviours each agent will perform whilst

still only requiring each agent’s initial behaviour be specified. This is exactly the

behaviour we want to achieve within an IEA, allowing multiple users to have a fa-

miliar experience whilst their interaction with the IEA remaining unique to them.

Doing this in a scripted approach is currently unfeasible, multiple unique be-

haviour lists for each agent would have to be created and then replicated across

each run of an application.

Although these results are promising and show excellent potential for the MISER
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approach compared to a scripted approach, the number of experiments could be

expanded to include additional situations. Each experiment conducted indicates

that the use a MISER can reduce the effort required by IEA author however

additional experiments would be able to support this conclusion, if their results

followed a similar trend to the experiments above.

6.2 Qualitative evaluation: Professional user feedback

The second evaluation of the developed approach analyses the MISER imple-

mentation within a visualised interactive entertainment application. Two separate

studies have been conducted to evaluate how a professional user would use the

MISER approach, and the benefits of it. For this thesis, a professional user can

be defined as the following.

Definition 19. Professional User

A participant in an evaluation that has a high level of expert knowledge in

the computer science field.

The IEA author, an academic research or video game developer could all be con-

sidered professional users in the context of the evaluation this thesis presents;

each participant possesses a high level of specialised expert knowledge in a

respective area of computer science.

A tool has been developed inside this visual application in order for professional

users to test and evaluate the MISER approach within a fully visualised environ-

ment. This evaluation specifically aims to gather the following data :

• To evaluate if the MISER approach can be easily understood by a first time

professional user

• An analysis of the ease of use of the evaluation tool from a professional

user’s perspective.
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• To evaluate a professional user’s view on if they would use the MISER

approach in a professional setting, such as for their own work or similar

projects.

Two separate studies have been conducted for this evaluation. The first con-

sists of a survey, in which professional users, can watch a short explanation of

the MISER approach and feedback about their understanding of a MISER and

how useful a MISER would be for certain scenarios. The second study con-

ducts an in-person interview with a professional user. The professional user will

be explained a MISER’s function and use the tool designed to add and test the

MISER approach in a prototype visual environment. During this testing, profes-

sional users will be asked questions on how useful they believe a MISER to be,

their understanding of the MISER approach and evaluated on their use on the

evaluation tool.

6.2.1 Experimental Setup: Professional User Survey

The first of the two studies conducted focuses on a survey of professional users

about the MISER approach and the use of it in different computer science sys-

tems. The survey was distributed as a series of digital forms that a participant

could complete at any modern computer. The procedures for distribution and

completion were as follows:

• An email was sent to professional users requesting their participation in the

survey and advising them on the length of time it would take to complete

the survey.

• The professional user would complete the survey as directed by the email,

taking a short amount of time to dedicate their attention to the survey.

• Once completed, the responses the participant gave would be stored in an

online database.
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FIGURE 6.1: An image of the digital survey given to professional users. The
full survey can be found in Appendix A

Importantly, once a participant had completed the survey, the participant was not

required to send confirmation of their completion. This eliminates the potential

for certain participants to be identified. The email sent to each participant can be

found in Appendix J, requesting honest opinions from each participant. As the

participants could complete the survey from a number of different environments,

control questions were included to ensure responses given from each participant

were valid. As part of the survey, participants are asked to watch an explana-

tion video that explains the MISER approach. Following this, two questions were

asked about the participants understanding of the approach to act as a control,

one of which asks each participant to explain the approach in their own words,

demonstrating their understanding. The full survey can be found in Appendix A

and contains three main sections to answer the qualitative evaluation points this

evaluation focuses on. Additionally, the ethics of recording professional user re-

sponses via a survey were considered and discussed with an ethics committee.

After analysis of the survey, the ethics committee agreed no explicit approval for

this element of the qualitative experiment. More details can be found in Appendix

I.
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The first section gathers data about the participant of the survey, specifically

their age and gender if they choose to provide it. The collection of this data

has been minimised to reduce the risk of participants in the survey being identi-

fied. All survey participants will be a professional user, so questions such as the

participants’ occupation or level of experience have not been asked and are not

required.

The second section consists of two parts, a video explanation of the MISER

approach and a selection of questions about the participants understanding of

a MISER. These questions ask if the participant believes it would be useful in

virtual environments they are creating (if they create any at all), how much a

participant agrees or disagrees with statements provided about the MISER ap-

proach, and requests additional comment about what each participant thinks in

regards to MISERs in general. This section evaluates the first and third eval-

uation points mentioned in the above paragraphs. The video explanation and

related questions answer if a participant of the survey understand the MISER

approach, while the questions relating to if a participant would use the approach

and how much they agree with presented statements answer the third point,

evaluating a professional user’s view of the presented approach.

The final section of the survey consists of another two parts, a video demonstra-

tion of the tool created for testing the MISER approach in a visual application

and a selection of questions about how a participant would feel using the tool.

The questions focus on the difficulty participants believe they would have in us-

ing the tool, if they would use the tool and an explanation of their answer. This

section evaluates the second evaluation point discussed in the above paragraph;

analysing the ease of use of the evaluation tool from a professional user’s per-

spective.

6.2.2 Survey Results

The survey was given to twelve professional users for completion. All of these

professional users had a specialism within the computer science field, such as
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video game creation or AI research, however not all of the participants used

or worked with applications that could implement the MISER approach. This

will be discussed further in the coming sections, as the answers some of the

participants have provided are explained by accompanying free text answers

that relate to their own occupations.

6.2.2.1 MISER Explanation and Related Questions

As mentioned in the experimental setup, after collection of some data about the

user, each participant was asked to watch a video describing the MISER ap-

proach and then answer a short set of questions focusing on evaluating if the

approach could be easily understood by a professional user. The first questions

ask the user about their understanding of a MISER and require the participant

to briefly explain their understanding in the participants own words. Out of the

twelve participants, all twelve said they fully understood the function of a MISER

with free text answers such as ”To highlight areas of importance to AI characters

and influence their behavior, interactions and path finding.” and ”Manages what

ai agents will do when they enter an area with a miser, and also influence move-

ment in and around them”. Full responses by each participant can be found in

Appendix B.

The next questions ask participants to evaluate a collection of statements and

provide their opinion on if they agree or disagree with the statement. The state-

ments are as follows:

• The use of MISERs is very useful for providing behaviours to agents that

are relevant to an agent’s location in the virtual environment.

• The use of MISERs is very useful for influencing an agent’s movement

within a virtual environment.

• The use of MISERs is very useful for allowing different types of agents to

perform different tasks within a virtual environment.
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The use of MISERs is very useful for..

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree or Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

FIGURE 6.2: Participant responses on questions about a MISER’s uses.

The response each participant can provide follows a well-known method for

analysing the attitude or opinion of a given statement [140]. More can be found

about the technique in the accompanying reference, however, it is a well estab-

lished and documented technique for survey style questionnaires. A participant

is presented with five options for each statement; two negative responses to

the statement (Strongly Disagree and Disagree); two positive responses to the

statement (Strongly Agree and Agree) and a neutral response (Neither Agree or

Disagree).
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Figure 6.2 above shows how each participant responded to the three statements

provided. Out of the twelve participants, none responded negatively to any of the

statements. Below is a breakdown of the responses by statement:

• For the statement ”The use of MISERs is very useful for providing be-

haviours to agents that are relevant to an agent’s location in the virtual

environment.”, out of the twelve responses, five said they Agree and seven

said they Strongly Agree with the statement.

• For the statement ”The use of MISERs is very useful for influencing an

agent’s movement within a virtual environment.”, out of the twelve responses,

one said they Neither Agree or Disagree, six said they Agree and five said

they Strongly Agree with the statement.

• For the statement ”The use of MISERs is very useful for allowing different

types of agents to perform different tasks within a virtual environment.” ,

out of the twelve responses, one said they Neither Agree or Disagree, five

said they Agree and six said they Strongly Agree with the statement.

For each of the statements, nearly all of the responses are positive responses,

either ”Agree” or ”Strongly Agree” which demonstrates that the majority of pro-

fessional users surveyed not only understand the MISER approach (shown in

the previous paragraph) but also agree that the use of a MISER can provide the

functionality suggested in the three statements.

Figure 6.3 above shows responses about another question in this section of

the survey ”How likely would you be to use MISERs in a virtual environment

you have currently or are developing?”. Importantly, this question was followed

with a free text section, asking participants to explain their answer. Similarly

to previous questions in the survey, the question continues to use the same

response layout discussed in the previously [140], with the participant having five

different responses ”Very Unlikely”, ”Likely”, ”Neither Likely or Unlikely”, ”Likely”

and ”Very Likely”. Out of the twelve participants surveyed, half responded with a

neutral response (Neither Likely or Unlikely), while the other half responded with

a positive response (Likely or Very Likely).
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Use MISERs in your own virtual environment?

FIGURE 6.3: Participant responses on if they would use MISER in a virtual
environment they currently use or have that in development.

Although these results are already positive, with none of the participants giving

a negative response, it is important to understand why half of the participants

provided a neutral response to this question. Looking at each participant who

responded with a neutral answer, their free text explanation indicates that out

of those six participants, four gave a neutral response due to not working with

a system that would implement the MISER approach. These participants gave

answers such as ”I am a games art lecturer and dont programme as such.” and ”I

don’t need them now but I can imagine them being very useful in many games”,

most of which provide indicators that the participant still sees the potential use

of the MISER approach. The other two participants both express in their free

text explanations that they wish to see more about the MISER approach being
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FIGURE 6.4: Participant responses on using the prototype tool.

used in an application. Both mention a specific question they would like to be an-

swered that relates to their own work. This is understandable, as a professional

user would want to ensure that any new approach integrates well with what they

are looking to do / are currently doing with their own systems and applications.

6.2.2.2 MISER Tool Explanation and Related Questions

Following on from the MISER approach questions, participants watched a short

video about the tool created to show the MISER approach being used inside a

virtual environment. These questions asked about the ease of use of the tool,

if participants would use the tool and explanations to justify each answer they

provided.
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FIGURE 6.5: Participant responses on the difficulty of using the prototype tool.

Figure 6.4 shows participant responses to the question ”Would you use the

tool?”. Nearly all the responses provided say Yes, with only one participant opt-

ing to say they would not use the tool. Analysing the explanation this participant

gave about this response indicates that the participant said No because ”I am a

game artist and as such dont create virtual worlds”. Looking at the participant’s

earlier responses, they also indicated that they would be ”Neither Likely or Un-

likely” to use the MISER approach due to their occupation not requiring the use

of such a tool.

Similarly to the question’s asked about a MISERs use-ability in the previous

section, Figure 6.5 asks participants to provide a response on the usability of

the MISER tool. The questions continue to use the Likert [140] technique, with

the participant again having five different responses ranging from ”Strongly Dis-

agree” to ”Strongly Agree”.
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Participants were asked ”How easy or difficult would you find using the tool for...”,

for three different questions. The first asked participants about ”Adding MISERs

(Setting properties such as size, role ratio and location of a MISER)”. Out of

the twelve participants surveyed, all answered positively, with half responding

that they ”Agree” and the other half responding that they ”Strongly Agree” Sec-

ondly, participants were asked about ”Editing MISERs (Changing properties of

already placed MISERs)”. From the twelve participants, ten provided a posi-

tive answer, with one participant giving a neutral response, and the other giving

a negative response (”Disagree”) Finally, participants answered a question fo-

cused on ”Testing MISERs (Starting the simulation with the MISERs set up)”.

Again, the majority of the participants (nine out of twelve) gave a positive re-

sponse, while the remaining three participants gave a neutral response.

6.2.2.3 Summary of Survey results

As detailed in the above sections, the survey given to professional users gave

clear and useful feedback on the MISER approach and the tool developed to

demonstrate the approach. As shown in Figure 6.3 and 6.2, the majority of pro-

fessional users agreed that the MISER approach would be useful for providing

agent behaviour allowing different agents to perform different tasks and control-

ling agent motion. Out of the participants that would use a crowd simulation

approach in their work, the majority agreed that the use of MISERs would be

beneficial to them. With participants that gave a neutral response, most simply

did not use any crowd simulation in their work, but still saw the benefits of the

MISER approach. Participants also analysed the tool developed to demonstrate

the MISER approach. Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show that not only would participants

use the tool, but the majority found the tool easy to use for all functionality the

prototype tool could provide. In the rare case where a participant responded with

a neutral or negative statement, their explanation provided information indicat-

ing that they do not regularly use crowd simulation systems. Overall the survey
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results indicate that a professional user can easily understand the MISER ap-

proach and would use the MISER approach in work to control agent motion

and/or provide agent behaviours in projects that required it.

6.2.3 Experimental Setup: Professional User Interviews

Following on from the survey results, participants indicated that they would use

the MISER approach in their own work regarding crowd simulation. An experi-

ment has been designed to gather data on the itemised points in the previous

section, allowing professional users to test the MISER approach first hand. As

discussed, a tool has been developed inside a visual application in order to test

professional user’s experience with the MISER approach. This tool has the fol-

lowing features:

• Creating a MISER with the ability to specify it’s shape (a cube, a cuboid or

a sphere), location within the 3D environment and the MISERs Role Ratio.

• Edit a MISER already specified in the 3D environment, by changing details

such as its shape or location.

• Delete a MISER specified in the 3D environment.

An experiment has been designed in the form of a live demo with a professional

user consisting of three parts:

• An explanation the term Mise-En-Scène Region (and its abbreviation MISER)

and its use.

• A demonstration of a tool that can create, test and use a MISER, be given

a walkthrough on how to use this tool and complete a set of tasks that will

analyse your use of the tool.

• Evaluation of a professional user’s view on the MISER approach in a pro-

fessional setting, such as for their own work or similar projects.
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FIGURE 6.6: An image of the tool given to professional users for evaluation.
Full interview transcripts can be found in Appendices D,E,F,G and H

Five participants took part in this experiment, each following the same set of

procedures. Details about the questions asked as part of the experiment can

be found throughout this section, however, each live interview adhered to the

following steps:

• The interview participant was invited into the test environment and asked

to take a seat.

• The participant was advised that the interview would be recorded, with the

recording deleted shortly after the interview after the transcription process

was completed (see Appendix I). If the participant agreed, the interview

would continue.

• The participant was asked questions about their background, with any

identifying information redacted from the transcription.

• The MISER approach and prototype tool was demonstrated to the par-

ticipant. The explanation of the approach and tool was kept consistent

between each participant.
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• The participant was asked to complete three tasks inside the prototype

tool, one at a time (see Appendix C). Questions were asked about each

task after the participant had completed the given task.

• The participant was asked post task completion questions, focusing on

their experience with the tool, feedback and any additional questions the

participant had.

• The interview was concluded and the participant thanked for their partici-

pation.

To explain a Mise-En-Scène Region and ensure each professional user pro-

ceeds with the same information about the approach, a short video of around

two minutes demonstrates the MISER approach to each professional user. A

link to this video can be found in Appendix C, the collection of interview tasks.

Throughout the interview, participants were asked a series of interview ques-

tions relating to what they saw, which is covered in more detail in the following

sections. As with the professional user survey, the ethics of recording profes-

sional user responses via a live interview were considered and discussed with

an ethics committee. After discussion, it was agreed that an ethics release doc-

ument should be completed, outlining the data being recorded. Because of the

nature of giving an interview live, each interview session was recorded and tran-

scribed after the interview. These recordings were not kept after transcription

was completed and identifying information was removed from each transcrip-

tion. More details of the ethics procedure and the ethics release document can

be found in Appendix I.

6.2.4 Interview Results

As mentioned in the section above, each participant was given a set of tasks

to complete using the prototype tool, but was also asked some questions about

their occupation, their thoughts on the MISER approach and questions about the

tasks each participant completed. The questions asked were as follows:
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• A background of the professional user being interviewed

• Questions focused on the MISER approach after watching the explanation

video.

• Questions after each task the professional user completes, asking about

how the user completed the task.

• Questions asking the professional user’s overall experience with the tasks

and any additional comments the professional user would like to provide.

A full transcript of the five professional user interviews can be found in Appen-

dices D, E, F, G and H.

6.2.4.1 Participant Backgrounds

The five professional user participants come from varying technical and aca-

demic backgrounds. Some of the participants work or have worked with interac-

tive entertainment applications, such as video games.

”I previously worked as a game programmer, different engines, Unity

3D, unreal. I worked there for 2 years. After I started my research

with c++ and c” — Professional User Two

Other participants are experts in academic areas of research that relate to inter-

active entertainment applications, however, all the participant’s match the pro-

fessional user definition, defined in.

6.2.4.2 MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration

Each participant was shown a short video (just over two minutes in length) that

explained the MISER approach and given a live demonstration of the tool they

would be using to complete the provided tasks. After the explanation and tool

demonstration, participants were asked a few questions, asking them to explain
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what they believed the MISER approach was in their own words and allowing

them to ask any follow up questions about the tool or the MISER approach.

When asked to give a short summary of the MISER approach, all participants

were able to give a brief summary of a MISERs function or purpose.

”providing an interaction point for the AI agents I guess, that they

can go to a certain region, to then perform some sort of activity, that

is to do with to do with, not quite pathfinding, but drawing them, or

equally repelling them to a certain region based on a function” —

Professional User Three

Participants were also asked if they had seen or used anything similar to the

MISER approach in their previous work. Although the majority of participants

said they had not, one participant did note during their work with video game

development, that they have used a tool similar to the prototype tool shown to

add objects into a virtual environment, however, also mention that the objects

placed would be randomized and not use an approach similar to a MISER.

Each participant was then shown a live demonstration of the tool created to

integrate the MISER approach into a virtual environment. They were shown how

to perform all the actions the tool could perform in the same order, however,

due to the nature of a live interview, some participants asked questions related

to action being demonstrated, which were answered during this demonstration.

After this demonstration, participants were asked how confident they feel in using

the tool after the demonstration, all of which said they would be fairly confident

and should be easy, based on what they had seen.

6.2.4.3 Participant Tasks and Related Questions

Participants were asked to complete three tasks to test different functions of the

tool. The order for task completion was randomised for each participant, as to

mitigate the effects of getting used to the tool, after already performing multiple

tasks. The order in which the participant was given each task is included in their
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interview transcripts (Appendices D, E, F, G and H). Each task tested a different

facet of the tool. Full details on each task can be found in Appendix C, however,

each task can be summarised as testing the following:

• Task 1 : Creating a MISER with provided specifications.

• Task 2 : Creating two MISERs with any specification and the editing one of

the MISER the participant created.

• Task 3 : Deleting an existing MISER and populating the virtual environment

with agents.

After the completion (or failure to complete) each task, participants were first

asked to provide a short explanation of what they had done. This was asked to

ensure that the participant understood what task they had just performed, and if

they could explain it in their own words. All participants were able to provide a

correct explanation of the task they had just completed for each task.

”To place a MISER roughly in the centre of the level, near the recep-

tion desk, to place it with a set size and a rectangular shape, slightly

offset in terms of rotation and with a number of NPCs different in

each kind of column.” — Professional User One

Participants were also asked to rate the task on a scale from 0-10 with 0 indi-

cating the task was very difficult/impossible and 10 indicating the task was easy

to understand/complete successfully. Figure 6.7 shows the responses for each

participant per task. The majority of participants rated each task an 8 or above,

indicating they understood the task well and found the task easy to complete.

One participant gave task 2 a rating of seven, while still being a positive rating,

was the lowest given.
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FIGURE 6.7: Participant responses to ease of task completion

In all responses, participants offered opinions and comments for the reasoning

behind their rating. Many of these reasons related to the same topic, partici-

pants explained that some of the user interface choices on the prototype tool

could be improved upon for further clarity. Although this did not hinder their un-

derstanding or completion of the task, these suggestions of small adjustments to

the prototype tool could help with further development of a similar tool in future

works.

”..in terms of how its presented its fairly clear, it’s just that tendency

to want to click on something to select it, which that drop down list

maybe goes against..” — Professional User Three

Importantly, most of these suggestions were only minor changes and did not

stop any of the participants from completing the given tasks. In one interview,

the participant made a mistake, performing an operation not required for the
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task, however, was able to correct their mistake quickly without further instruction

from the interviewer. This shows that the participant was able to understand and

adjust their completion of the task using the tool’s current user interface, despite

the minor adjustments that were suggested.

”So the only thing I noticed there is I didn’t read the second part of the

task, but I’ve just edited this to correct my mistake. ” — Professional

User One

6.2.4.4 Post Task Questions and Feedback

Each participant was asked a series of questions about their opinion of the

MISER approach, the tool and any other comments after completing all three

tasks. All participants responded positively to the MISER approach and the tool

with one participant specifically indicated that the MISER approach and tool is

something developers of interactive entertainment applications would be inter-

ested in.

”Ye really nice, in terms of the concepts being able to save people

time and behaviours that do what would you expect them to do in ar-

eas, that’s really nice. In terms of is it comparative with industry stan-

dards, at the moment this is exactly the kind of thing that industry is

interested in. You know, time saving tools that automate behaviours,

or so that people don’t have to place 100s of entities, they can place

one entity and the system sort of manages that.” — Professional

User One

Some participants did continue to recommend minor changes that could im-

prove the tool’s user interface and use-ability. As previously discussed, these

minor changes did not hinder any participants ability to interact with the tool and

complete the provided tasks, however, has provided feedback that could be in-

corporated into the future development of the prototype tool. In cases where
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certain adjustments were recommended, participants still describe the tool as

straightforward, in a format professional users would recognise and understand.

”As I was saying before, with game engines, it fits in well there with, it

seems quite straightforward, there are things that could be improved

as I’ve mentioned, but in general a game designer would know there

way around it, it’s a format people are used to.” — Professional User

Three

6.2.5 Summary of Professional User Evaluations

Each professional user that participated in the live interviews answered all the

asked questions in detail, providing insight into their opinions on each task they

completed with the prototype tool. The participants answered positively to each

question asked, understanding the MISER approach with only minimal learn-

ing time, and completing tasks an IEA author would have to perform with ease.

Although all participants offered feedback on the tool which could be used to

improve it for future work, participants were able to use the prototype tool, rating

tasks they were given to perform as easy to complete. Finally, professional user’s

that use crowd simulation in their own work said the MISER approach and tool

similar to the prototype tool demonstrated would be something they and other

creators of interactive entertainment applications would use.
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Conclusion

A new approach for simulating agents inside an interactive entertainment appli-

cation (IEA) has been presented in this thesis. The approach, entitled MISER,

solves four problems that effect existing approaches for narrative focused IEAs.

This chapter contains two sections, the first reiterating the key problems and

presenting the contributions. The second part discusses future directions for the

MISER approach.

7.1 Contribution: Mise-En-Scène Regions

The overall contribution presented in this thesis is a new approach for simulat-

ing background agents in IEAs. Our approach, Mise-En-Scène Regions (MIS-

ERs), is targeted at IEAs that specifically focus on portraying a narrative, with

behaviours that progress the narrative being carried out by agents in an IEAs vir-

tual environment. It solves four problems faced by IEAs simulating background

agents other approaches fail to entirely solve.

1 The effort required by a human author to create background agents.

2 The variety of contextually relevant behaviours background agents’ may

perform.

96
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3 Control over the motion and population of background agents in different

regions of an interactive entertainment application’s virtual environment.

4 How to allow background agents to perform behaviours that can synchro-

nize with the narrative if needed and become involved in the narrative if

required.

A MISER reduces the amount of effort required by an IEA author (Definition 9)

to implement behaviours for background agents compared to other viable ap-

proaches such as scripting (specifying what behaviour each agent should per-

form and at what time they should perform it). Both a qualitative and quantitative

evaluation (Chapter 6) have been carried out. Our technical evaluation showed

that for IEAs that simulate more than four agents, a scripted approach requires a

significantly larger amount of lines of computer code than the MISER approach

to achieve the same background agent behaviours. Additionally, a MISER offers

interactions between background agents that vary on each instantiation of the

IEA, which would be difficult to replicate in a scripted approach (such as con-

versations between background agents). Of the professional users (Definition

19) interviewed and surveyed, all agreed that the MISER approach is easy to

understand. Professional users also provided feedback for an implementation of

the MISER approach in a prototype tool, with each professional user giving the

tool a positive rating and showing they were easily able to understand a set of

tasks related to using the MISER approach.

Each MISER contains a behaviour set, a set of behaviours that can be performed

by an agent while inside the MISER. Combined with the location of the MISER,

this allows certain behaviours to only be performed at relevant locations. Im-

portantly, our approach continues to maintain control over the motion of agents,

which existing approaches offer. This is achieved in the MISER approach by an

agent motion algorithm, which increases or decreases the likelihood an agent

will enter a given MISER based on two variables, the current population of the

MISER and the proportion of the population that match the agent role as that

agent. A survey of professional users asked if they believed the MISER ap-

proach was able to influence agent motion, which the majority agreed with.
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Chapter 5 shows two working prototype IEAs which implement the MISER ap-

proach and demonstrate the benefits the approach for an IEA. In both proto-

types, behaviours are performed in the IEA’s virtual environment that have been

passed to agents via a narrative plan; a set of actions that represent the nar-

rative. In each case, a MISER is centred around the primary agents (an agent

that performs a narrative action), increasing or decreasing the likelihood back-

ground agents will populate the region around them. Behaviours are selected

for background agents to perform inside a MISER which can interact with the

behaviour currently being performed by the primary agent. When a background

agent interrupts a narrative action being portrayed in this manner, information

about the state of the virtual environment and that agent are passed to a world

knowledge database. This information can then be used by the narrative planner

when re-generating narrative plan, as the previous plan was interrupted by this

agent.

Both the quantitative and qualitative evaluation (Chapter 6) provide evidence that

the MISER approach demonstrates significant benefits over a scripted approach

for IEAs and that multiple professional users agree that the MISER approach

solves the problem of effort for IEA authors. It is important to recognise the

limitations of these results and how further experiments could re-enforce the

findings from the evaluation presented in this thesis. The quantitative evaluation

presents strong evidence that the MISER approach would significantly reduce

the effort required by an IEA author. However, these tests were conducted with

a single test-bed application with a limited number of scenarios. Further testing

in additional environments (such as in prototype IEAs) would further strengthen

the choice of the MISER approach. From the qualitative results, the professional

user survey provides strong indication that the MISER approach does indeed

solve the problems presented in this thesis, however, only a sample size of 12

participant responses were recorded for this survey. Although not a standard,

research in statistical analysis indicate that a sample size of 25-30 is reasonable

to draw accurate conclusions from survey data [141]. This does not detract from

the data gathered, however, could provide evidence that the results can only

give strong indications rather than full conclusions. Additional responses would
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re-enforce the indications made from the initial survey results gathered in this

thesis. The same can be said for the live interviews, however, due to the in-

depth nature of the questions and responses, the data gathered is still relevant

and can be used to strengthen the argument for the MISER approach.

7.2 Future work

One of the main limitations of this thesis is that the MISER approach was limited

to solely narrative focused IEAs. Although this was a purposeful choice (to solve

the problems listed in Chapter 3) other forms of IEA such as a serious game or

video game face similar challenges to the problems outlined in this thesis. Fur-

ther work could look to expand the approach into other IEAs. Selecting video

games as an example, agents in these IEAs often have to both interact with an

agent controlled directly by a human, while also ensuring they do not interfere

with decisions the human is making (for example, such as in previously men-

tioned video game Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End [1]). This is similar to narrative

focused IEAs, where agents directly involved in the narrative are deemed to have

more importance. An implementation of agent importance could be consider for

to MISER approach, allowing the approach to deem agents as important and

providing different behaviours and rules for those agents, no matter the type of

IEA.

Another limitation of the MISER approach is in the elements of a MISER. Al-

though more than functional, these elements could be refined further to reduce

the technical knowledge required to implement the MISER approach within a

given IEA. An example of this could be with element B, Behaviour Set (Sec-

tion 4.1.1) and element A, Agent behaviour map (Section 4.1.2). These two

elements could be combined into a single element that specifies both agent’s

behaviours and the agents able to perform that behaviour rather than two dis-

tinct elements. The implementation of the MISER approach in this thesis only

included MISERs that were statically placed. One possible extensions could in-

clude a MISER that dynamically changes MISER elements during the run-time
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an IEA (such as location or shape). The approach stays the same, with each of

a MISER’s elements being specified and the agent motion algorithm used to in-

crease or decrease the likelihood of agents entering the MISER. Modifications to

the approach would be minimal, however, considerations should be made with

the agents inside the region or that will enter the region due to a change of a

MISER element. For example, changing the behaviour set of a MISER could

result in an agent currently performing a behaviour inside a MISER that is not

valid. Situations like this would need to be considered, and appropriate solutions

incorporated into the approach for when they do occur.

Finally, additional work around narrative focused IEAs could also be considered.

As shown in Chapter 5, our approach manages effectively interactions between

primary and background agents of the interactive narratives generated. How-

ever, future work could also account for interactions between the agents and the

user of the IEA. This problem is one of the challenges faced by immersive inter-

active narratives where the user is free to evolve within virtual narrative worlds.



Appendix A

Professional User Survey

The below document details the professional user survey questions in full. This

survey also requires two videos be watched, with questions asked based on the

user’s understanding of those videos. Hyperlinks to the videos are as follows:

Video A - MISER System

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l47a98Ba1qo

Video B - MISER Tool

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLhKMm8FHq4
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Appendix B

Professional User Survey

Responses

Responses by the participants of the survey have been split across multiple ta-

bles for easy viewing, with each participant given a participant ID to help identify

them across multiple tables.
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Participant ID Which age range do you fit into? What is your Gender? Do you understand the function of a MISER?

1 18 to 25 Male Yes

2 18 to 25 Male Yes

3 18 to 25 Female Yes

4 18 to 25 Male Yes

5 18 to 25 Male Yes

6 25 to 29 Male Yes

7 18 to 25 Male Yes

8 30 to 34 Female Yes

9 50 to 54 Male Yes

10 25 to 29 Male Yes

11 45 to 49 Female Yes

12 30 to 34 Male Yes
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Participant ID Briefly explain your understanding of a MISER’s function

1 Upon entering a MISER- agents gain new behaviors

2
To highlight areas of importance to AI characters and influence their behavior- interactions and path

finding.

3
It allows you to have agents interact with objects. You can also have different situations that happen

so that a handful of agents can be doing different things but in the same MISER.

4 Allows agents to gain a function or behaviour based off their status and the location.

5
Manages what ai agents will do when they enter an area with a miser- and also influence movement in

and around them

6 Miser -check the type of AI - control the population in certain area and how the ai interact

7
The agent will perform a certain behavior when inside a zone. There are many other uses such as

overpopulated zones and interactions between different agent roles.

8

The MISER’s function appears to allow a designer to influence agent behavior- through the placing of

MISER regions- to either encourage interaction with the environment and other agents. The MISER

regions can be used in the context of assigned agent roles- to influence and instigate role specific

behaviors and actions. The MISER region also functions as a crowd control system- encouraging role

specific agents to enter and avoid the volumes- dependent on designer specified parameters for the

maximum number of agents desired for each role.
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9
The miser is a character that enables the interaction of other characters and facilitates the interactions

with the other agents.

10 Allows generation of dynamic objects or behaviours to populate an environment.

11 To target automated context-sensitive actions dependent on role.

12

A MISER is a specified volume within a virtual environment that influences the behaviour of agents

within and around that volume. The MISER can influence agents of differing roles in distinct ways

based on their classification- such as visitor actors exhibiting one behaviour set within a volume and

receptionist actors exhibiting a second behaviour set. Additionally the MISER allows for a target agent

population within its bounds- actively regulating this by attracting or repelling actors to ensure the

desired count is met.
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Participant

ID

How much do you agree or disagree

with the following statements: ”The use

of MISERs is very useful for..” providing

behaviours to agents that are relevant to

an agent’s location in the virtual

environment.

How much do you agree or

disagree with the following

statements: ”The use of MISERs

is very useful for..” influencing an

agent’s movement within a virtual

environment.

How much do you agree or disagree

with the following statements: ”The use

of MISERs is very useful for..” allowing

different types of agents to perform

different tasks within a virtual

environment.

1 Agree Neither Agree or Disagree Agree

2 Strongly Agree Strongly Agree Agree

3 Strongly Agree Strongly Agree Strongly Agree

4 Agree Agree Strongly Agree

5 Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Agree

6 Agree Strongly Agree Neither Agree or Disagree

7 Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Agree

8 Strongly Agree Strongly Agree Strongly Agree

9 Agree Agree Agree

10 Agree Agree Agree

11 Strongly Agree Strongly Agree Agree
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12 Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Agree
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Participant

ID

Do you currently use a system for controlling agents

within a virtual environment you are working on?

If yes- please briefly explain the system you

currently use

1 Not Applicable

2 Not Applicable

3 No

4 Not Applicable

5 No

6 Not Applicable

7 No I’m using A* pathfinding for a project but nothing like this.

8 No

9 No

10 No

11 No

12 No
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Participant

ID

How likely would you be to

use MISERs in a virtual

environment you have

currently or are developing?

Please explain your answer

1 Likely Save time developing if using MISER

2 Likely
I feel it would help improve the level of realism of a virtual environment and

facilitate emergent systematic gameplay.

3 Very Likely

In my final year project I am making a video game based in a theme park.

There is going to be a handful of AI agents that will need to different things at

different times and get triggered at different points. It is a very cool system to

have that could determine interactivity and actual job roles.

4 Neither Likely or Unlikely N/A

5 Likely
Working on a game entirely based aelround AI- they could be use directly as

intended in video A

6 Neither Likely or Unlikely My AI is for a Zombie game so the states are limitated.

7 Neither Likely or Unlikely

I don’t need them now but I can imagine them being very useful in many

games. Something that comes to mind is a theme park game like ”Planet

Coaster” for example.
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8 Neither Likely or Unlikely

The system offers some good benefits. I’d more likely to use it in conjunction

with the Nav filter system. I’d like to know more about setting up the agents and

agents roles- and run time capabilities.

9 Neither Likely or Unlikely I am a games art lecturer and dont programme as such.

10 Likely

If the product helps save time on agent work - low level tasks that are time

intensive- then it could be beneficial- especially for densely populated open

worlds.

11 Neither Likely or Unlikely

I would want to know what parameters I could control and when- before

implementing a blanket solution. I’d want a tool- rather than giving up control

completely. For example- what if I needed more drama from a crowd and

wanted to increase the number of MISERs- or make it feel more isolated- and

reduce them?

12 Likely

I currently have no projects for which actor behaviour or movement are

required- however I can see the clear benefits of the system and would

definitely seek to implement it in future projects - dependent on any

performance limitations.
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Participant

ID
Do you have any additional comments about the MISER system from the video?

1

2

3

4

5

6
It is interesting that miser increase cost in the area to not overpopulate .i feel nice and the ai will cover

bigger areas .

7 If there is a decent performance gain using MISERs then this is really great.

8

Clear and easy to follow for main functionality. I’d like to know more details; What do the different

Miser volume colours mean? Is there additional tagging required for focal points such as the statue?

Can the regions be placed and updated at run time?

9

it seems to work relatively well but on a very basic level- I woudl be more interested in how agents

could influnence other agents once and look further down the stream- to see how there actions would

be affected.
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10

11
It looks powerful- but I’d want to see how I could customise their actions (in a limited way) for my own

particular mise en scene needs.

12
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Participant

ID

How easy or difficult would you find

using the tool for the purposes listed

below? Adding MISERs (Setting

properties such as size- role ratio and

location of a MISER)

How easy or difficult would you find

using the tool for the purposes listed

below? Editing MISERs (Changing

properties of already placed MISERs)

How easy or difficult would you find

using the tool for the purposes listed

below? Testing MISERs (Starting the

simulation with the MISERs set up)

1 Easy Easy Neither Easy or Difficult

2 Neither Easy or Difficult Neither Easy or Difficult Neither Easy or Difficult

3 Easy Easy Easy

4 Very Easy Easy Easy

5 Easy Neither Easy or Difficult Easy

6 Easy Very Easy Easy

7 Easy Easy Easy

8 Very Easy Very Easy Neither Easy or Difficult

9 Easy Easy Easy

10 Easy Easy Easy

11 Easy Difficult Neither Easy or Difficult

12 Very Easy Easy Easy
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Participant

ID

Would you use

the tool?
Please explain why

1 Yes Simple- Intuitive

2 Yes
The tool is appropriate for intergrating MISERs into a virtual environment (hence I would

use it)- however- I feel the UI design could be improved.

3 Yes

The tool seems like it could add a lot to different video games. It feels like you can have so

much interactivity and detail behaviors added and having it all in one space where you can

control it seems only logical.

4 Yes
It is straight forwards and easy to use- with very intuitive controls as well as being

functional.

5 Yes

It simplifies the process and means that you dont have to worry about changung a

property that would break a misers functionality or otherwise- the tool has been made with

the user in mind so why not use it.

6 Yes it is interesting how can you improve the AI and make meeting point for the AI

7 Yes Don’t you have to use the tool to use MISERs?
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8 Yes Generally looks interesting and easy to use- I’d definitely try it out.

9 No I am a game artist and as such dont create virtual worlds.

10 Yes

It seems to replicate some of the behaviours of BSP brushes from Unreal engine- volume

based geometry which allows areas to be carved out or defined to give the user the ability

to place zones of influence.

11 Yes It has two of the main controls I would want: trigger boxes and spawn parameters.

12 Yes Simple and straightforward creation method.
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Participant

ID

Do you have any additional comments about the tool

from the video?
Please provide any further comments if you wish

1 Delete all easily misclicked

2

3 Nope

4

5

6
Maybe selectable color - actually i had some problems

see the green box.

7

The UI could be cleaner. Maybe the camera could move

to the MISER when you select it or there be a button for

it. Renaming a MISER could also be useful as a scene

may be very complex making it easier to find the MISER

you want to edit.
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8

It isn’t clear if the simulation is tested by pressing play in

the UI- or if it would be the normal editor simulate option.

I’d like to know how easy it is to set up and define agent

roles to work with the MISER tool set.

I’d like to know if there is anything additional needed in

scene for focal points in the first video- if I wanted to set

them up in the role based system. Can regions be

overlapped with priority ordering- and if the regions can

be animated at run time? For example- a patient on a

trolley and family trailing behind- people needing to

move to make a clear path.

9

The tool seems to work well- however I do think this isnt

new- It seems to work realtively well- but as with most

game ai I am more interested how the ai learns and how

smart they become further into the simulation.

10
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11

The third shape - is that a circle or a cone? The other two

shapes are described in 3D terms- but the third in 2D terms -

was that deliberate or a slip of the tongue? I would like to see

a freeform polygon shape- or some way of creating more

complex paths. For example- if I wanted to make a MISER

that is L-shaped (for a walkway) or zig-zagged (boats on a

winding river)- could I combine/group existing shapes into

something more complex? Also- selecting MISERS seemed

difficult from the dropdown box because of their default

naming conventions. I would need to implement my own

naming- and be able to edit it- or add prefixes (e.g. MO for a

scenario that only takes place on Mondays- or some other

hypothetical parameter) and generally have the kind of file

management that is associated with large complex 3D scenes

or game levels. Being able to colour code the MISERS would

be great- so I could see at a glance which ones were

applicable to whatever custom needs I was implementing in a

single scene.

This is a good tool! I’m not sure about the naming used.

MISER is a nice copyrightable acronym but it does reject

some of the more standard naming conventions used in

game development tools- such as ”trigger box” and

”context-sensitive action” and ”spawn-point” or ”emitter”

which is essentially what you are doing here. Not a

requirement- but depending on your target demographic-

you might want to consider using them in descriptions

and explanatory documentation.
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12

There does not appear to be any in-depth simulation

options within the tool as shown in the video.

Additionally there does not seem to be an option to

simulate behavior of additional agents who are not

subject to the MISERs.



Appendix C

Professional User Experiment

Tasks

The below document details the three tasks a professional user completed as

part of their live interview. In addition to completing these tasks, each user was

asked to watch a short video that explained the MISER approach, a hyperlink to

which can be found below:

Video A - MISER System

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l47a98Ba1qo
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Task 1 

This task requires you to create a MISER with given 

specifications. 

 

Please create a MISER with the following specifications, 

centred somewhere in the highlighted area. 

 

MISER Shape: BOX 

MISER Size: 300,200,350 

MISER Rotation: 100, 0, 30 

Role Ratio: 

 STAFF PUBLIC 

Ratio of Agents 1 2 

Expected Number of Agents 2 4 

 



   

Task 2 

This task requires you to create multiple MISERs with any 

specifications, and edit them. 

 

Part A: Please create one MISER in each of the highlighted 

areas. The MISERs you create must be of different shapes. 

 

 

Part B: If you were able to successfully create both MISERs, 

edit the MISERs so that they both have the same shape.



   

Task 3 

This task requires you to delete MISERs and alter settings 

about the simulation. 

There are currently three MISERs in the environment in the 

highlighted locations. 

 

 
 

 

Part A: Please delete the MISER shaped like a Sphere. 

Part B: Set the number of background agents to 17, and press 

play.



Appendix D

Professional User One Interview

Transcript

The below document is a transcript of the interview between the interviewer and

professional user participant one.
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User Walkthrough and Evaluation Transcript 

User 1 
 

Key: 

P - Participant 
I – Instructor 

Note: The Order in which Tasks were given to this participant was: 1, 2, 3 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Participant Background Questions 

 
I: Ok so the recording should have started now so just before we start, a bit about you, can 
you give an overview of professions you have been involved in, in the past, not anything 
specific, but an idea of what you have been involved in? 
 
P: Ye so I previously worked in triple AAA games for about 5-6 years, more in the field of 
game and level design, so in terms of what I have just seen to me that looks like level design, 
the placement of assets and that. 
 
I: Ye ok 
 
P: Yes I have worked on a range of different games across different genres and I have used a 
range of different game engines across my time as well. 
 

MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration Questions 

 
I: Ok great, so first of all I’m going to ask you to do is watch a short video. 
 
P: Yes 
 
I: That just explains the MISER system. So if I give you this headset here and if you want to 
pause or ask questions at any time just feel free to say stop or ask a question and I’ll pause 
it. 

P: Cool 

I: Ok great, so I’m just going to quickly show you the tool now and take you through that, so 
if we just quickly swap places. 



 

 
P: Yep, sure 
 
I:So this is the tool that we have for creating MISERs, basically it is a user interface to allows 
allow you to add remove and edit MISERs of different shapes and sizes, different 
specifications into an existing virtual environment. 
 
P: Ye ye 
 
I: For this one we have a sort of hospital environment, a basic hospital. So to move around 
we just use WASD, very standard game like controls there, and we can click the mouse with 
the right mouse button and move to turn the screen. 
 
I: If we go to the floor we can see a sort of outline of where we can place our MISERs, 
wherever we look at; the centre of the screen is where the place of the MISER would be. We 
can change the shape of the by clicking any of the buttons, cube, sphere or cylinder. And we 
can change the size of it by typing in the size boxes. 
 
P: Just typing in the boxes, ye 
 
I: So say we want to be 300 in this box, we can enter that and change the shape into sort of 
a larger rectangle. Again, we can also specify the rotation similar to the size just by changing 
values here. So if we change it to 43 this way, it just becomes a rotated rectangle there. 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: Now something else that’s mentioned in the video is the role ratio which distinguishes 
different agents expected to be in the MISER at any given time. So for this environment we 
have some staff member and some member of the general public as our agents. We can edit 
that role ratio, again in the same way we edit the size and rotation, just by entering 
numbers and clicking them there, just like this. It auto-populates our expected number. Out 
of our role ratio we have entered. 
 
P: Is that relative to the number you’ve entered in the box above? 
 
I: Ye so if we were to change to 4, it would change it to 4 but changing it to let’s say 2, 
changes it to the right amount. 
 
P: Right ok ye. 
 
I: So let’s say we really like what we have set up here specifications wise, we can click the 
add new MISER button, and that locks in what we have created. Moving away we can see 
there is now a box with a green outline. We can make copies of this MISER if we want too, 
we can go over to this part of the environment and place it here, or we can just create a 



 

brand new MISER from scratch by selecting different specifications and role ratio. 
 

I: We can also edit the MISER that we have already put down. Here we have a green 
outlined MISER, we just go to the currently added MISERs section, and select the MISER we 
have already added. It gives you the shape and location for the MISER, and when we do 
select it highlights the MISER blue for us. That’s too indicate that the MISER is in edit mode, 
and you’ll see that a new button, “Edit selected MISER” has appeared. So lets say we want 
to edit these details, we want to change our rotation back to 0, we enter 0 and click the edit 
selected MISER button and our MISER has been edited to our new orientation from the one 
we had previously. 
 
I: We can also delete a MISER, so if we go to the currently added MISER section here select 
the MISER, we can see again it’s highlighted in blue, that’s our currently selected MISER. But 
we can see a button has appeared that allows us to delete our currently selected MISER in 
the corner. If we click this button the MISER will be deleted, and we can continue to add and 
delete MISERs as we wish. 
 
P: Cool. 
 
I: The other important setting is to set the number of background agents. Now this is the 
number of agents that will be spawning when we hit the play button, and they will be 
roaming around potentially performing behaviours. So we can set that to say, 26, and that 
will be set. Then if we hit play it will start up the simulation. 
 
P:Ok cool 
 
I: Ok great ill hand the computer back to you, but I’m just going to ask you a few questions 
first if that’s ok? 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: Ok fantastic, so after seeing the video and watching the tool what would you say your 
understanding of a MISERs function is? What would say it does? 

P: To me it looks like a goal for NPCs (non player characters) to go towards, an area of 
influence within the level, ye in short. 
 
I: Ok great. What you’ve seen there, of me just demonstrating the tool to you, how 
confident do you feel you would be using the tool, just from me showing it to you? 
 
P: Ye pretty confident, it looked really strait forward. 
 
I: Do you or have you used tools similar to this one in your previous experience. 
 



 

P: Yes, yes 
 
I: How would you say it compares to those? 
 
P: In terms of controls, without using it, the controls look fairly similar. In terms of the way it 
works the graphics are shown, debug graphics, that’s generally fine as well. In terms of how 
it works, maybe some numbers are not too self-explanatory until you explained them, but in 
some tools I have used they will give tool tip bars or will give an indication like, do not put 
this number past 50, for example. 
 
I: Ye ok, 
 
P: That would break it, or something like that. But other than that ye fine. 
 
I: Great, and those tools that have used before, are those just in-house tools or are they any 
named tools that would be software that is readily available? 
 
P: Ye, well, off the top of my head, I’ve used proprietary in house stuff before that do 
something very similar to this, you know driving a car, pushing a button which then spawns 
an entity of some kind. 
 
I: Sure 
 
P:Also in the Unreal engine, I’ve done something similar where, I’ve created an add on to do 
something very similar to this to place props on street corners, that is randomised every 
time you play the game, so there is always something on the corner but it changes every 
time. And then in Unity I’ve used that kind of thing before also, but not in this context. 
 
I: Ok great 
 
Participant Tasks and Related Questions 

Task 1 
 
I: So what I’m going to do now is give you a set of tasks to complete, after each task im 
going to ask you a few questions about how the task went. And then from there we will 
then go to the next tasks. These tasks will be recorded on screen. 
 
I: Ok great, so the video is now recording, I’m going to give you task one, it’s just for you to 
read and go over, any questions you want to ask during or while participating in it feel free, 
when your done let me know and we will move onto the questions.  
 
I: So you need to create a MISER with the specifications. 



 

 
P: Ye. Just orientating myself 

I: Sure! 
 
P: And just in terms of the size, I didn’t do it there, but normally you push enter, does it 
update it when you deselect? 
 
I: Yes, it updates it as soon as you enter it, so you’re not required to press enter but you can 
switch between the input boxes using tab if you want to as well. 
 
P: Oh right yes. Ok so roughly, in terms of position? 
 
I: Anywhere that you feel is right according to the task, you actually need to be slight closer 
to the floor in order to place the MISER. 
 
P: Yep, and then… So the only thing I noticed there is I didn’t read the second part of the 
task, but I’ve just edited this to correct my mistake. But I have seen in some tools previously 
something like “you cannot create this with 0” basically, its enforcing some limits.  
 
I: Ok great, so I’m just going to close the task. 
 
I: So that was the first task and we have a few questions after the task and after this there 
will be two more tasks. 
 
I: So, can you describe what the task was? 
 
P: To place a MISER roughly in the centre of the level, near the reception desk, to place it 
with a set size and a rectangular shape, slightly offset in terms of rotation and with a 
number of NPCs different in each kind of column. 
 
I: Great, ok, on a scale of 0 -10 with 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy, how 
difficult did you find completing the task. 
 
P: 8. I wouldn’t say it’s a 10, but I found it straight forward. 
 
I: Would there be a more specific reason you gave it an 8? Did you find it very simple to use? 
 
P: Ye pretty simple to use, just in terms of feedback for ease of use, just understanding if it 
had confirmed what I’d done just because I didn’t really understand if it had confirmed or 
not. 
 
I: Ok great, do you think this would be a common task you would perform if using the tool 
regularly? 



 

 
P: Yes. So if you were a level designer; this is what I would see this tool being useful for, 
level designers tend to use something like this for populating environments, but also it 
would be good for testers as well, where they see certain NPCs going in the wrong places, 
and they could edit these MISERs to make them go in the right places. Ye ye, so in terms of 
industry ye absolutely. 
 
I: Ok and just a final question about the task, in terms of tools you have previously used, 
how does it compare with that? Using the tool and completing a similar task? 
 
P: In terms of interactions, it was pretty strait forward. So ye I use Unreal more than 
anything else, so it was pretty strait forward. In terms of entering numbers in that was easy 
but just as I mentioned earlier, in some tools, they may have certain bounds or they make 
sure you have put something In a cell before you confirm. 
 
I: Some sort of clarity? 
 
P: Ye. 
 
I:So some sort of confirmation ok? But in terms of performing a similar sort of task, they 
would be on par? 
 
P: Ye pretty much, I wouldn’t expect it to be too much different to that 
 
I: Ok great 
 
Task 2 

I: So I’m just going to start the second task now. 
 
I:Ok great so, again this is task 2, read through the task complete to the best of your ability 
and any questions feel free to ask at any time. 
 
P: Ok cool 
 
P: So, the only thing I’m doing first is just orientating myself. 
 
I: Ye sure, so you can use the arrows or WASD to move around the environment. 
 
P: So any specifications but different shapes, so I’m guessing rotation doesn’t make so much 
of a difference for spheres? 
 
I: Yes for spheres it doesn’t make a differences, but you can set it if you like. 
 



 

P: Ah right ok, so the second one is calculated based off the first. (Talking about the Role 
Ratio) 
 
I: Yes that’s right. 
 
P: Erm, just a quick note on these two, I’m not too sure on which one is X and which one is 
Y. 
 
I: So that should be made clearer. Ok. 
 
P: Ok so that’s that, so the second part is edit them to have the same shape, and this list is, 
first created order? 
 
I: It will be yes. 
 
P: Ah I know, I properly with unreal you can go up and down with Q and E. In terms of 
movement I think that would just be helpful. 
 
I: Ok no problem 
 
P: Ye I think Q goes down and E goes up. So I’ll just change this one to a capsule. 
 
P: Ok so I’m trying to edit that one but 
 
I: Do you need some help? 
 
P: Yes I think so, is there a step im missing? 
 
I: Ok so for editing you need to select the Shape first and then press the edit selected 
button. 
 
P: Oh right ok, I see. 
 
I: I will make a note of that for future work. 
 
P: Yes because I mean obviously, you’ll find this out for testing anyway but I would probably 
expect it to be the other way round, you use the select button first and then press the 
shape. 
 
I: Ok great. 
 
I: So again, those questions, in terms of this task can you just describe what the task was? 
 
P: That was to create two different MISERs at two different locations, with two different 



 

shapes. In one room I chose to use a sphere, because I hadn’t used it, in the other I chose to 
use a capsule, because I also hadn’t used that, and then to set those up with the bounds 
being roughly the size of the room and then to change the sphere to be a capsule, so it was 
the same shape. 

I: Ok. So on that scale of 0-10 with 0 being very difficult and 10 being easy, how did you find 
that task? 
 
P: Erm, probably about a 6 or a 7? I would say a 7 but towards the end more of a 6. 
Everything was fine, up until the point where I wanted to change one object to the other, 
the only other thing was at the start, I didn’t know which was X and which was Y. So then I 
could orientate the shape in particular direction. 
 
I: Ye I remember there was some lack of clarity with that. Again do you think this would be a 
common task you would perform with the tool. 
 
P: Yes especially with the changing shapes, if the room dimensions were to change for 
instance, if the room was to get bigger through iteration, but ye pretty common task. 
Obviously with the rotation, not particularly an issue with the scenario you’ve got, 
particularly if you’re using a sphere. But other than that yes. 
 
I: And again just finally, compared to other tools you have uses similar to this, would you 
find using a tool similar to this to be a similar exercise? 
 
P: Yep, similar in terms of difficulty similar in terms of expectations of how you would go 
about performing the task. The only one I would probably mention is the one towards the 
end, the order in which you do the tasks may differ from tool to tool. So tools ive used do 
select the edit rather than edit and confirm, but ye other than that pretty comparable. 
 

I:Ok fantastic. 

 

Task 3 

I: So I’m just going to set up the third and final task. 
 
P: Sure yes. 
 
I: Ok so for the third task, the instructions are here, again just read through the task make 
sure you’re comfortable and if you have any questions feel free. 
 
P: Yep 
 
P: Right ok, so delete the one shaped like a sphere, I assume there is only one. 



 

 
P: Ok and then set the number of background agents to 17. 
 
I: Great ok 
 
I:Ok so again, can you explain what you did in that task? 
 
P: Ye so, started off by looking around the environment, in this case it was sphere, to select 
it and then delete it, and then to change the number of agents within the level. 
 
I: And again, on that 0-10 scale, with 0 being the very difficult end, hoe difficult did you find 
that task? 
 
P: Relative to the other ones 9, (laughs). Yes I mean the other ones were more difficult but 
that seemed really strait forward. 
 
I: Great. Do you think this would be a common task you would perform? 
 
P: More slightly but, when I said earlier about level designers and testers, this would be 
more something done by a tester, for instance, we are spawning something in an area and 
some weird stuff is going on, why don’t we just delete it? Its quicker to just delete it at that 
point. Predominantly more for something like testers than level designers. 
 
I: Ok great, again just lastly, in terms of other tools you have used, would you say the 
difficulty compares? 
 
P: Yes absolutely, the only thing I would say is, compared to other tools, I know you had 3 
MISERs in the list, other tools might have a stack or a preview window that might list 
everything currently on screen, whereas that was a drop down list, in the case where there 
was 3 items it was fine, but in the case where there might be 40 or 50 items, it might be a 
problem. 

 

Post Task Questions and Feedback 

 
I: So just to finish off we have some ending questions. So what did you think of the tool 
overall? 
 
P: Ye really nice, in terms of the concepts being able to save people time and behaviours 
that do what would you expect them to do in areas, that’s really nice. In terms of is it 
comparative with industry standards, at the moment this is exactly the kind of thing that 
industry is interested in. You know, time saving tools that automate behaviours, or so that 
people don’t have to place 100s of entities, they can place one entity and the system sort of 



 

manages that. 
 
I: Absolutely, is there anything in particular you liked about the tool? 

P: The debug graphics are pretty good, I know that’s not the number one thing people will 
probably say but the fact you get some visual feedback on what you’re doing, and the fact 
there are a couple of different shapes, you could imagine a scenario where some adds 
custom shapes for different shapes and stuff like that. 
 
I: Ye ok, and I know we have briefly touched on it as well, do you think there are things on 
the tool that could be improved? Any specific areas? 
 
P: Ye I mean I mentioned a couple of big ones could explicitly saying X Y and Z on some of 
the variables that would be good. Before confirming the addition of a new assets, probably 
having a cell the user has to confirm, even if the user has to confirm to leaving an option 0. 
 
I: So some sort of confirmation that the user has entered something into a cell? 
 
P: Ye for all the cells. 
 
I: We also briefly touched on their use in industry, do you have in general any additional 
comments on anything you’ve seen. 
 
P:No not really, I mean in terms of usefulness it looks really good, in terms of how it can be 
applied, to different games and different scenarios is really nice as well. You could also, 
imagine not shown here, but how this could tie into different systems, so for instance, a day 
night cycle change what kind of things populate and different factors. I know good thing 
could be in terms of picking absolute values for people or agents, that could be based on a 
min and max, so it’s always fluctuating, or if it’s on a day night cycle those numbers could 
change, but its, just the also thing a mentioned, being able to create your own shapes, and 
how useful that might be would vary from game to game. But overall, really nice tool does 
what it kind of says on the tin. 
 
I: Ok fantastic, thank you very much for your time. 



Appendix E

Professional User Two Interview

Transcript

The below document is a transcript of the interview between the inter-

viewer and professional user participant two.
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User Walkthrough and Evaluation Transcript 

User 2 
 

Key: 

P - Participant 
I - Instructor 
 

Note: The Order in which Tasks were given to this participant was: 1, 2, 3 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Participant Background Questions 

I: Just before I show you a short video about Mise-en-Scene regions, learning about them, 
can you just give me a little bit of background on yourself to do with professions you have 
held in the past, anything with games. Can you give me a brief overview of that? 
 
P: Well I previously worked as a game programmer, different engines, Unity 3D, unreal. I 
worked there for 2 years. After I started my research with c++ and c# 

I: Ok so some experience with games and then moving onto academic work? 
 
P: Yes 
 

MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration Questions 

 
I: Ok great, I’m just going to ask you to pop these headphones on and watch this short video 
about MISERs, Mise-En-Scene regions. The video is going to play but at any time if you want 
to stop and ask questions or want to clarify a point feel free. Sound good? 
 
P: Yes 
 
I: Ok so that’s a short explanation of MISERs. Is there any questions you want to ask about 
the system so far? 
 
P: No 
 
I: Ok great, I’m just going to ask you to switch places with me and im now going to 
demonstrate to the tool I have created and explain it. 
 
I:So this is the tool I have created to allow users, software engineers, level designers to add 



 

MISERs into an environment easily and effectively. So you move around this environment 
using the WASD keys, W forward, S backwards, or you can use the arrow keys depending on 
what you want to do. You can also navigate round the screen using the left mouse button 
and sliding left, right. 
 
I: So as you can now see on the screen there is a box, an outlined shape. So this is a 
potentially created MISER, and the way you create these MISERs is you “look at” (NOTE: 
meaning using the onscreen camera) and you then set its specifications. So you can change 
its size of the MISER, so let’s change it to 200 x 300 to give it more of a rectangle shape. 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: You can move between these boxes by using tab or just clicking inside of them and 
entering a number. Similarly in the same way you can specify its rotation, so if youy were to 
enter 70 in the X axis, we can rotate it like that. 

 

I: We can also specify the role ratio, which is mentioned in the video and that specifies the 
number of agents expected to be in the MISER at a given time, because different agents of 
different roles might perform different behaviours in the same MISER. So here for example 
we could set it so we have two staff members to every one member of the public. Again we 
can click the boxes to enter that. 
 
I: We can also change the shape just by clicking the different shape buttons, so if we 
selected a sphere we would only have the option to enter one size box. 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: And if we got back to a rectangle, we can easily put that size back in. To add a new MISER, 
say we like what we have created we centre the MISER where would like to place it and left 
click the Add New Miser button, and once we have done that we will see a green outline in 
the world which represents MISERs that will be added to the world when we start the 
simulation. 
 
[P nods, agrees] 
 
I: We can also edit these MISERs if we want to, let’s say we have this added MISER but we 
don’t like the rotation anymore, we got to the added MISERs dropdown, these are the 
MISERs we currently have added into our environment. We select our MISER and it turns 
blue to show we are selecting that MISER. Then we can edit by changing its rotation back to 
0. So we can change that back to 0 by selecting that setting in the same we did before, and 
to confirm that we wanted to edit it, we press the edit selected MISER button and the 
MISER transforms into the edits we have made. 
 



 

I: Alternatively let’s say we have placed this MISER down here and we hate the position we 
have put it in, we don’t want that MISER anymore and we want to place a different MISER in 
a new location. We can delete that miser by going to the currently added MISER section, 
selecting that MISER and just pressing the delete selected MISER button. Alternatively lets 
say we hate all the MISERs we have placed we can press the delete all MISERs button and 
that will clear all the MISERs from the environment. Another important step for the 
simulation is to select the number agents roaming around when the simulation starts. So 
that can be entered in the number of background agents, so lets say we want 10, we just 
enter the number 10 and hit play and our agents our roaming around in the environment. 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: Ok great. So that’s an explanation of the tool, before I ask you some questions, do you 
have any questions so far? 
 
P: So when you do this tool as a MISER placement to making it easier, are there tools that do 
similar things? 
 
I: So there are a few tools I have discussed with other people that do similar things but 
that’s actually one of the things I wanted to ask you, as a games programmer, you’ve 
worked in the games industry before have you seen tools similar to this? Perhaps as a level 
designer or as an AI tool? 
 
P: No nothing similar. 
 
I: Ok so just to summarise what we have discussed so far, so you describe what a MISER is 
and what its function is? 
 
P: From my understanding it’s a region where a behaviour will be triggered when an agent 
enters. 
 
I: Ok great, so from what you have seen so far of the tool, without using it, how confident do 
you think you would be using the tool? Do you think it looks fairly easy? Fairly difficult?  
 
P: It should be fairly easy looking at the tools layout. 
 
I: I know you said you haven’t worked with any tools similar to this, so I’m guessing you 
can’t name any tools you know other people in industry might have used that do something 
similar? 
 
P: No 
 
I: Ok great. 



 

Participant Tasks and Related Questions 

Task 1  

I: So what im going to do know is give you a set of tasks to complete. There will be three 
tasks and while you complete this tasks im going to record the monitor. At any time you 
want to ask questions during the task, feel free, there is no limit on asking question while 
you are performing the task. All id do is encourage you to read the document fully before 
starting the task to make sure you fully understand it. 
 
P: Sure 
 
I: Ok so im going to start the recording now, im going to give you task one, again if you have 
any thing you need to ask during the task feel free, and again all I would do is encourage you 
to read the task fully and if there is anything you don’t understand feel free to ask. 

I: Ok so you are just starting the task now 
 
P: So how do you move left a right? 
 
I: You mean the camera? So to do that you would hold the right mouse button and move it 
left or right. 
 
P: No I mean just move from left to right. 

I: So you can use A and D or the arrow keys. 
 
I: Is everything ok? Do you believe the task is complete? 
 
P: Ye its, do I just know to click this ? 
 
I: Ye so you just need to click the add new MISER button to confirm its added, and you will 
see that green outline. 

 
I: Ok great so that’s that task one. 
 
I: So after each task I’m going to ask you a few questions about the task 

I: Can you describe to me, what the task was to do? 
 
P: It was to create a MISER in the highlighted area on the task sheet, with size and rotation 
and other information given. 
 
I: Ok perfect, so on a scale of 0-10 with 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy, how 
difficult did you find completing the task? 



 

P: So it was easy, but I just found adding the MISER 
 
I: The button; the completion of adding a MISER was difficult at times? 

P: Yes because the button says add new MISER and I was thinking I just need to confirm this 
thing. 
 
I: OK ill note that down. Out of 10 what would you say? 
 
P: An 8? 
 
I: An 8? Ok. Do you think if you were using this tool to add MISERs into a virtual 
environment, this would be a common task you’d perform? 

P: Ye 
 
I: Ye? Ok. I know you haven’t really used any tools previously that compare to this one, but 
it terms of ease of use, do you think that the UI was understandable? Did you have any 
difficulties understanding it? 
 
P: It was easy to understand 
 
I: OK great 
 
Task 2 

I: So I’m just going to load up task 2 
 
P: Ok. 

I: Ok so I’ve just started the recording, I’m going to give you task 2, when you have read it 
through let me know and you can start the task. 

P: Ye, ok so we are just starting the task now 
 
P: So if you want to see the outline of a MISER, you need to go closer to the environment, 
which you can do with W, ye like that. 

P: So I’m moving to part B because… 
 
I: So far part A there, you were intend to create the MISERs of different shapes, I know that 
two rectangles are different shapes but the intention was to use the shape buttons. 
 
P: Ah ok, 
 
I: However, can you edit one of the MISERs for me so that one is perhaps a Sphere? 
 



 

P: Yes ok 
 
I: Yes that’s good, so you’ve selected the shape as a sphere and if you press edit selected 
MISER, it changes the shape to a Sphere 
 

P: Yep 
 
I: Ok so I’m just going to stop the recording there. 
 

P: Again, I’m going to ask you a few questions about the task. Can you describe what the 
task was? 
 
I: The task was to create two MISERs of different shapes that was part A, Part B was to edit 
those MISERs to be in the same shape. 
 
I: Ok fantastic, again on that scale of 0-10 was 0 being very difficult, how difficult did you 
find that to complete? 
 
P: Urm, not very difficult, it was easy 
 
I: Was it more difficult than the previous task? 
 
P: I’d say it was about the same really, I would give it an 8 again. 
 
I: An 8? Ok.  Again, do you think this would be a common task you would perform if using 
the tool regularly? 
 
P: Yes 
 
I: Finally then in terms of ease of use of the UI interface, did you find things confusing? Was 
it simple or was there something you think could be improved? 
 
P: It was simple ye 
 
I: Ok great. 

 

Task 3 
 
I: So I’m going to load up the final task and then ask you some questions again. 
 
I: Ok, so I’m going to start recording, I’m going to give you task, please feel free again to take 
as much time as you like reading through, and when you’re ready to start we will start. 



 

 
P: So for part B, it says set the number of background agents to 17, is that for the MISER? 
 
I: Setting the number of background agents is for the simulation overall. 
 
P: Ok 
 
I: Great, so when you’re ready if you start the task. 
 
I: Ok great, so that’s the task, I will stop the recording there. 
 
I: So finally, can you describe what the task was to do? 
 
P: So the task was, the first part of the task was to delete the MISER that was a Sphere 
shape, and the second part of the task was set the number of background to 17 and run. 
 
I: Great, great, and on that scale of 0 being difficult and 10 being very easy, how did you find 
completing that task? 
 
P: 10, really easy. 
 
I: Really easy, a lot easier than completing the other tasks? 
 
P: Yes yes. 
 
I: Do you think this would be a common task you’d perform when using the tool. 
 
P: Yes I think so 
 
I: And just in terms of ease of use, did you find it easy to understand the UI or was it 
confusing at points? 
 
P: No, it’s very easy to understand it’s just I’ve used it twice before going to the third task, so 
I’ve gotten use to using it. 
 
I: Sure, more experience with the tool overall 
 
P: Ye Ye 

 
Post Task Questions and Feedback 

 
I: Ok so im just going to finish off with some ending questions here, to summerise your 
thoughts then, what did you think of the tool overall? 



 

 
P: As a tool, its fairly useful, the UI made for it is straightforward and easy to use, the only 
thing I would suggest is going around the map, you can only really move left and right. 
 
I: So some easier navigation features perhaps? 
 
P: Ye 
 
I: Is there anything else you can think of that would improve the tool? 
 
P: Not at the moment, its looks quite good and useable. 
 
I: Ok, just in terms of things you liked about the tool, is there anything you particularly 
enjoyed about the tool, or thought was good. 
 
P: I liked the way the MISERs showed the name of the MISER, rather than just saying MISER 
1 2 3 etc, 
 
I: Yes a lot more understandable, great. I know you haven’t used tools similar to this but do 
you think there are tools out there similar to this one in use. 
 
P: Ye I think there are lots of them in use. 
 
I: And just to finish off, do you have any additional comments or questions about anything 
you’ve seen about MISERs or the tool in general. 
 
P: Not at the moment, I think that’s great. 
 
I: Great that’s perfect, thank you. 
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User Walkthrough and Evaluation Transcript 

User 3 
 

Key: 

P - Participant 
I - Instructor 
 

Note: The Order in which Tasks were given to this user was: 2, 3, 1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Participant Background Questions 

 

I: Great ok, so just before we start I’m going to ask you a few questions just about your 
general background. So, if you can just tell me a bit about yourself, and what your 
experience is with software and work in general, has it been generally with games 
companies? Finance companies? Academic purposes? Just a general background into your 
work. 

P: Quite a broad background, I did a software engineering degree at undergraduate level 
which included a year in industry, which was at [OMMITED] (note: a large communications 
software firm) , largely back end type systems for them. After that I worked for [OMMITED] 
(note: a large communications software firm) developing mostly large software 
development projects designing tools and systems for that. 
 
I: Ok yes. 

P: I did that for about three years. After that I went to [OMMITED] University and studied 
for a PhD and completed a number of European projects. 

I: What was that PhD focused on? In general 

P: Urm, so I dealt with quite a cross section, it dealt with abit of AI and planning and it was 
to do with conversational agents, so it handled a great deal of dialogue and speech systems. 

I: Ok so with elements of AI and AI Planning, areas like that. Ok, and what do you currently 
do, after the PhD? 

P: So I’ve also done some research [OMMITED] as well, which has worked with the Unity 
Game engine and at the moment I am a game developer, with again the Unity Game engine, 
which has been a great experience. 

 



 

MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration Questions 

I: Ok great. So now I’m going to ask you to put on these headphones and watch a short 
video, at any time if you want to stop the video and ask questions feel free, or if you want to 
watch the video again, or certain sections again, that is absolutely fine. Just let me know and 
we will get that sorted. 

P: Ok, cool. 

I: Can you hear everything ok? 

[P nods, agreeing] 

I: Ok so that explains the concepts of the system, before I walk tool really, do you have any 
questions? 

P: So just to confirm, the MISER, when you talk about the MISER region, that’s a specific 
thing, like a statue, a region around the statue, rather than like the entire level, with several 
different features? 

I: Yes, so as you say, it’s a region within the virtual environment that could be centred 
around certain objects, for example that statue element you just mentioned, we could place 
a region around that statue, and in doing so agents could enter that region and interact with 
that statue, in ways that make sense for that object. 

P: Ok 

I: Does that make sense? 

P: Yep fine 

I: Ok Great, so I’m just going to ask you to switch place with me and then I’m going to 
demonstrate the tool, after which ill have a few questions about everything so far. 

I: Ok this is a small tool I’ve created for adding MISERs into an environment using a UI based 
system, that can add MISERs in an easy and customisable way. I’m going to take you 
through all the features of what this tool can do and then we are going to have a quick 
conversation about the tool and MISERs in general. 

I: So you can move around within this tool, it works with any virtual environment, you can 
move around in the tool by using the W,A,S,D keys, standard video game movement, or you 
can use the arrow keys to rotate or alter position. If you want to look around and navigate 
you just use the right mouse button, which you can stroll along and look at different parts of 
the environment. 

P: OK 

I: You’ll see sort of in the middle here, an outline of a shape, that is a potential MISER we 
could place, notably you have to be close enough to the environment to enable that to 
happen, but it shows a potential placement of the MISER. 



 

I: We can specify lots of details about the placement of this MISER, so we can start with the 
size, by clicking in the size area we can change this, so we can enter it to be 300 in X and 
then customise 200 in Y. 

P: So it’s basically centimetres, looking at the currently example here. 

I: Ye so at the moment it’s just world units, which is defined within the virtual environment, 
but it could be to any size, it depends on the scale of the environment. 

P: Yes, but the current one looks like it’s about in cm, given the scale. 

I: Yes so it looks about 200 cm across in this section. So yes we can specify the size, we can 
also specify the rotation, so say we want to rotate, we can specify that as well, so if we want 
it at  slightly different angle, so agents enter the MISER and gain those unique behaves from 
a slightly different angle. We could rotate it so that the MISER is at say, 17 degrees in the Y 
axis, and we can rotate it even further etc. 

P: In the same manner, we can also alter the shape of the MISER, which can be of three 
different shape choice, a rectangle, well a cuboid/rectangle, a sphere, and a ellipsis, like a 
cylinder style of shape. 

P: Ah ye ok. 

I: Ye, which you can see is different to the sphere. We can also specify its role ratio, which is 
an important specification for a MISER. To specifies how many agents of different types we 
expect to populate our region at a given time. So let’s say our region wants to specify two 
staff to every one member of the public we can just enter 2, 1, and we can actually see that 
the expected numbers actually auto-populate for us. 

I: So if we want to place that MISER, let’s say we are happy with the settings with the 
settings we have created here, so the size, the shape, the rotation, all we do is click the add 
new MISER button, and we can see that by the green outline in the environment. So it gives 
a good overview of what MISERs we have added. 

I: Another couple of quick steps, so let’s say we have added this MISER, but we are not 
happy with some of the details , we like where its placed but are not happy with the 
rotation for example. We can edit the MISER instead of having to delete them and replace 
them. So, urm, we can look at going to currently added MISERs by going over here, selecting 
the MISER we want, and clicking it. It highlights it in blue. 

P: Highlights it in blue 

I: Ye, which shows it’s the MISER we want to edit, to edit it, its fairly simple, we change the 
settings, let’s say we want rotation to be 0, we enter that, and to confirm those changes we 
just click the edit selected MISER button. And that changes, that confirms our changes. 

I: A few more things, let’s say we have this currently added MISER but we are not happy 
with it, we can go to the currently added MISERs section  again, select our MISER and delete 
the MISER, so its removed from the world. The final step is that the tool allows you to 
specify how many agents you want wondering in the environment, and we can easily select 



 

this by specifying a number, setting it to let’s say 14, entering that and clicking play, in which 
we can see our 14 agents there. How does everything sound to you so far. 

P: Its fine ye 

I: Nothing to confusing? 

[P nods to say no] 

I: Ok so I’m going to you a couple of questions, and then give you a few tasks to complete 
within this tool. 

I: So, what is your understanding of a MISERs function? What do you think its doing? 

P: It’s providing an interaction point for the AI agents I guess, that they can go to a certain 
region, to then perform some sort of activity, that is to do with to do with, not quite path 
finding, but drawing them, or equally repelling them to a certain region based on a function. 

I: Fantastic, Ok, and from what you have seen, although you haven’t used the tool yet, how 
confident do you think you would be using the tool? Do you think it seems difficult to use, or 
simple to use, or perhaps a mix of both? 

P: Looks straightforward ye. 

I: Yes ok, I know you mention you work within games at the moment, do any of your current 
game colleagues, or perhaps yourself, use tools that are similar to this one or use tools that 
a similar activates with the AI planning you mentioned. 

P: No 

I: So no perhaps level designer tools that are perhaps used. 

P: No, not that I know of. 

 

Participant Tasks and Related Questions 

Task 2 

I: Ok, that’s fine, great, so what I am going to do now, is give you a set of three tasks to do, 
after each task, I’m going to ask you a few questions and while the tasks are going on, I’m 
going to record your computer monitor, is that all ok? 

P: Sure ye. 

I: So I’m just going to set that up quickly, great so I’m just going to start recording, so I’m 
going to give you the task to read through, if there is anything you don’t understand just 
Ask, and when you are ready let me know and we can start the task. 

P: So we are starting with task 2? 

I: We are starting with task 2, yes. 



 

P: Ok great, so 

I: Ye, if you want to ask a question that’s fine. 

P: So the MISER doesn’t have to map to that exact region, just within that area. 

I: That’s correct, just within that region; it doesn’t have to match what the shape looks like 
in the task. 

I: Ok Fantastic, great, so I’ll just stop the recording complete, that is task 2 complete, so im 
just going to ask you a few questions about the task and then we will move onto the next 
task. 
I: So that task, can you just briefly describe what that task was? 

P:To create two separate regions in two locations, with different shapes, and then to amend 
one of the regions to be the same shape as the other one. 

I: Great fantastic, on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy, 
how would you say you found completing that task? 

P: Both 9 

I:Ok and was there a reason for that? Was the UI easy to use or did you find it fairly simple 
to do? 

P: I found it pretty straightforward in terms of editing things, it could perhaps be a bit easier 
in terms of widgets, something that you might find in other packages, in terms of 

I: Is that like tooltips?  

P: I’m thinking of the widgets to help things, not so much in this one perhaps, but thinking 
about the other tasks, but the rotation as well, its difficult to see what the different axis are. 

I: Sure, ye, the axis aren’t labelled here 

P: Ye so, labelling of this, and in something like Unity or Blender you have access to different 
widgets so it’s not just the shape of the box, but its different widgets you could extend out, 
and to be able to click on it, you may have seen but I forgot to select the MISER from the 
dropdown, but it was more natural for me to click on the placed MISER to edit it. 

I: Ok great, so if you were using this tool to add these regions into a virtual environment, do 
you think would be a task you would commonly perform. 

P: Urm, so I don’t know how we may define commonly perform, its not a task you might 
repeatedly do, but as part of setting up a level or an environment, then yes it would be part 
of that setting up process but it is not something I see myself repeatedly doing as part of any 
given environment. 

I: Ok that’s great, I also have a question about ease of use, but that also ties into what we 
have talked about already with the UI. In terms of how easy you found it to use the UI, I 
know we just talked about this, but did you understand fairly well, or did you think it was 
confusing at times? 



 

P: I think of in terms of how its presented its fairly clear, it’s just that tendency to want to 
click on something to select it, which that drop down list maybe goes against. It may also be 
helpful to name regions, as I see we had two regions, I can’t remember what they said, but 
one said it was a sphere and one said it was a cube. Because of that, I knew to select the 
sphere, but if they were both cubes for example, I wouldn’t have known which one to 
select. 

Task 3 

I: Ok great fantastic, I’m going to give you another task to complete and then we will go 
through similar questions about the task. 

I: So here is the Task, again have a good read through of the task and if there is something 
you don’t understand let me know, and when you’re ready just say. 

P: Ready. 

I: Ok so that’s that task done, again I’m going to ask similar questions to last time. 

I: So briefly, can you describe what that task was again. 

P: So it was to delete a specific region, a sphere, specify the number of agents and start the 
simulation. 

I: Great, on a scale of 0 -10, with 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy, how did you 
find that task. 

P: I’d say an 8 

I: Similar to the last task would you say? 

P: Yes I’d say pretty similar, I got a bit confused between the delete selected and the delete 
all, I couldn’t quite see where the delete selected button was at first. 

I: So it was a little confusing at times? 

P:Ye, but broadly it was the same as the previous task, but compared to the last one, that’s 
why I’ve gone slightly down compared to the last one, but it was quite similar. 

I: Ok fantastic, so do you think that this would be a common task you would do if you were 
using this tool a lot? 

P: Yes, I could see that you would need to tweak things, and run the tool. 

I: So again, in know we just talked about those UI elements there, but mostly you found it 
pretty easy to understand? 

P: Yes 

I: OK so we are going to do a final task, ask a few more questions after the task and ask a 
few summary questions to finish off.  

Task 1 



 

I: Here is the task sheet, again please have a good read of the task, and if there is something 
you don’t understand let me know. Just tell me when your read to start 

[P nods, agreeing] 

I: ok so that’s that task done there, a few questions then, can you describe what that task 
was? 

P: To create a MISER was specific specifications given on the sheet which included editing 
the size and rotation and the number of different agents details. 

I: Great, and on that scale again with 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy, how did 
you find the task? 

P: Again 9, quite straightforward. 

I: Do you think adding MISERs with certain specifications would be a common task you 
might do with the tool if? 

P: Yes 

I: And again with ease of use, I saw during the task you had a small issue with the sliders, but 
did you find pretty simple to put it the information that you needed? Or was it complex at 
times or confusing? 

P: Ye so again quite straightforward, one thing I might raise, is when your adding one, I 
know you can see on the screen it becomes red once you’ve added one, but you still have 
your curser area which is yellow, it might be better to change that to red once you’ve done 
something, because it’s not until you actually move the cursor out of the way until you see 
you’ve done something. So I had to kind of click and check to see if I had added it or not. 

I: So something like a conformation message or more visual indicator? 

P: Probably not a conformation message, as that would interrupt your flow a bit, it just 
needs some sort of visual response to you pressing the button, to show you. 

I: Ok so a visual response that indicates, to show you that you’ve added it? 

P: Yep, 

Post Task Questions and Feedback 

I: Great, ok so, we have almost finished, but id just like to ask some questions in general 
about what we have done today, overall, what did you think of the tool, did you think it was 
good, it was bad? Any thoughts or opinions on the tool in general 

P: Ye I thought it was quite straightforward and easy to use, in terms of people working with 
3d engines and setting up levels, it should be quite straightforward to be able to do things. I 
think that, in the current example, you just had the options for the agents, you just had the 
ration between staff and patients, whereas with in other regions, in the video you’re talking 
about a statue, just in terms of the options for more agents, I think for other environments 
you would need more options than I saw in this current demo. I think there has to be a more 



 

general way of doing that, I don’t not quite what the full range of parameter you might be 
handling is , in terms of doing things but if I imagine I was setting up a demo level for a video 
game and you had lots of different regions, I think you would want more variables. 

I: Absolutely, so while we are talking about that then, do you think there is anything else 
that could improve the tool a lot, I mean adding more/editing agent variety would be a way, 
but is there any other things you noticed? 

P: Again I think the point and click aspect of the regions that you’ve created, if you’ve got a 
large level in a video game and you have say 30 regions, to be able to select a region, say 
you have 10 different cube shaped regions, it’s going to be hard to find a specific region, so 
you would want probably to label the regions or select a region by clicking on it. 

I: exactly so a more definable way of being able to identify those regions, and being able to 
click on them to select them easily, I think that’s a really good point. 

P: Another thing, when you selected a region, I don’t know if, let’s say you were zoomed out 
and you selected a region from a drop down, I don’t know if the region would be centred on 
the screen because again that could be handy for actually going to the right region or 
actually just showing you where its located. 

I: I agree ye, 

P: So that could be useful then for showing you which region you have selected 

I: So is there anything you particularly liked about the tool? Anything that stands out that 
makes you think this actually works quite well? 

P: As I was saying before, with game engines, it fits in well there with, it seems quite 
straightforward, there are things that could be improved as I’ve mentioned, but in general a 
game designer would know there way around it, it’s a format people are used to. 

I: Sure, and I know we talked about that you’re not using any similar tools at the moment, 
but did you have any additional comments about anything you’ve seen, the MISER video, 
the tool, or any questions for me? 

P: I talked about not using any sort of similar tools but you may do similar types of things 
within an editor, with unity or unreal or whatever, is your tool running in unreal? 

I: Ye so the current implementation of the tool is in unreal ye. 
 
P: Ye so I’m more of a developer in the unity game engine, but I can imagine a plugin that 
allows you to add MISERs within the editor itself, but I could see something like that working 
well. The only thing I was maybe unclear about, are the different forms of area, obviously 
we had that ratio of how many staff, how many public you how many staff you had in an 
area, you would want to have more options there, as you would want to accommodate 
more agents comfortably. 

I: Absolutely, great, thank you for you time. 
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User Walkthrough and Evaluation Transcript 

User 4 
 

Key: 

P - Participant 
I – Instructor 

 

Note: The order in which Tasks were given to this user was: 3, 1, 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Participant Background Questions 

 

I: OK, fantastic. So just before I show you any videos, can you sort of introduce yourself very 
briefly and maybe talk about some current and previous experience or professionals or 
things you've done.  
 
P: OK, my name is [OMMITED]. I have a background in computer science. Recently I have 
completed a PhD in computer science. My background profession is in software 
engineering.  
 
I: OK, great and what kind of things we doing software engineering wise.  
 
P: Java desktop applications.  
 
I: So programming? 
 
P: Yep 

 

MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration Questions 

 

I: Great OK, so I’m going to ask you to put some headphones on and get you to watch a 
short 2 minute video. At anytime if you want to stop the video and ask some questions, feel 
free.  If you want to watch the video again after it’s finished also fine, but there's going to be 
a few questions. And if you like, you can just ask me afterwards anyway. Ok so if you get the 
headphones on.  

 



 

 

I: OK, so that's the end of the video. Do you want to ask any questions from this point or 
everything ok?  
 
P: No I’m fine 
 
I: OK, great. I'm just go through a demonstration then. If you want to switch places to me, I'll 
just show you all the things about the tool and then we'll have a quick couple of questions 
after demonstrated it to you.  
 
P: Sure 
 
I: OK, so this is the tool and it's basically a simple user interface throughout allow people to 
add MISERs, test MISERs, edit and delete them in different virtual environments. For this 
virtual environment, we sort of have a sort of simple hospital layout, but it could be any 
virtual environment that user wants to bring in.  
 
I: So to move around the environment, it's very game, like we use WASD to go forward and 
back, and left and right. We can also use the Arrow Keys as well if you will comfortable with 
that.  
 
I: To sort of look around using the camera just hold the right mouse button and click, 
and drag and we can sort of look around the environment there.  
 
I: As we get closer to sort of the floors, we can see sort of an outline shape here, which is a 
cube, and that is a potential miser that we could place outlined for us. So let's say we want 
to place this miser and want to change some specifications about it, such as the size.  
 
I: To change the size. This implies just entering those numbers into that box. So let's say we 
want to make it 200 in the X. 
 
I: Enter that pressing enter and it changes the box for us on the screen. Similarly with the 
rotation, if we want to change things about the rotation, let’s say we wanted like 70 in the 
X, then we sort of have a rotated box here.  
 
P: Ok 
 
I: In the same way we did it, the size and rotation, we can also change the shape. The three 
shapes are sort of the moment a cylinder, a sphere and a cube or box which could also be a 
rectangle, depending on how you specify the size, and that's easily enough change just by 
clicking the buttons here.  
 
I: Another thing that sort of the video mentions is the role ratio, and that's the sort of 



 

number of agents that expect to populate intelligent region in this minds or any given 
time. And we can change this numbers just by editing them in the role ratio boxes. So let's 
say we want one staff member to one public member and it auto populates the expected 
number of agents for us. In this instance we get only staff in public. Just because the two 
roles that we selected there and you know, make sense for this region. But if somebody was 
to use a different virtual environment, you could change the roles easily quickly.  
 
I: So let's say we like everything about our MISER. We can easily add it to the environment 
just by clicking the add new miser button. And if we click that button, what we can see is 
sort of green outline appears in the environment, it just shows us that we've added this 
MISER and it will be placed when we start the simulation.  
 
I: We have this one green outlined miser now. But let's say we've changed our mind about 
the rotation. We're not super happy with how it's rotated. We want to change it back to say 
zero. We can edit any specifications about the miser by clicking the currently added MISERs 
dropdown and selecting the MISER that we want to edit.  
 
I:  When we do that, it will be highlighted in blue, just to show that we're sort of in edit 
mode. It shows that we are editing this MISER. So if we change that back to sort of the 
rotation from 70 back to 0. We sort of get an outline of what it will look like in the Red Miser 
and we can click the edit selected miser button to confirm that edit, so change it from blue, 
get back to green by edits, have been saved.  
 
P: Or if you want to move it, can you move it?  
 
I: If you want to move it at the moment what we have to do is delete the MISER and replace 
it, which can be done as well by going to again the currently added MISER section, selecting 
the MISER and then clicking the delete MISER button, and that just deletes our MISER.  
 
I: We can also delete all MISERs, by clicking the delete all button as well. The last sort of 
important point about the tool is we want to set the number of background agents that 
might be roaming the environment. So you know when we're testing environment we want 
agents to be walking around, potentially gaining their behaviors as they enter the miser, and 
that can be set by just entering the number into the number of background agent section.  
 
I: So if we want 17 agents here. Select 17 and we click play. And we have our agents 
wandering around the environment.  
 
I: Great. 
 
I: So how was that, understanding so far? Everything OK,  
 
P: Yeah,  



 

 

I: OK, so I’m going to ask you switch places with me again and I’m going to ask a few 
questions about what you’ve seen, and then we're going to move onto some tasks so.  
 
P: Great 
 
I: Just to start off. What would you say your understanding of a miser's function is? From 
what you've seen so far.  
 
P: So it seems to me like we would use a provide Contextual behavior through agents, or 
rather than defining all of the tasks an agent can do, they get solved. The kind of acquire the 
specific tasks when they're inside that area, and it can also be used for like navigation and 
things like that.  
 
I: Fantastic, great and I know you haven't used it yet, but from what you've seen, how 
confident do you think you would be using the tool? 
 
P: I am very confident.  
 
I: Yeah, does it look simple or difficult?  
 
P: Yeah, it seems pretty simple 
 
I: OK, great, I know we mentioned you know your current performance is sort of in the 
software engineering environment, but have you used any tools that might be similar to this 
one in previous positions. 
 
P: Not really. I played around with like game engines and stuff. 
 
I: Is that like the popular engines like unity and unreal and such?  
 
P: Ye 
 
I: OK interesting.  

 

Participant Tasks and Related Questions 

Task 3 

I: Great, OK so what im going to do now is we're going to start doing some tasks for all the 
tasks I give you, I'm going to just give you a task. Feel free to read it and ask questions about 
the task if you feel confused. I'm here to help after the task is done, I'm going to ask you a 
few questions about the task and then we're going to move on to another task and there's 



 

going to be 3 tasks to complete, so.  
 
I: Anytime if you know you're confused or worried about doing a task or don't understand it, 
please just ask and I'll try and clear it up as best as possible.  
 
I: So we'll get the task up now.  
 
I: Here is task that has to complete. Have a read through it and when you're ready we will 
on the task.  
 
I: Alright, so you ready to start?  
 
P: Yeah 
 
I: OK, fantastic that's that task complete.  
 
I: OK, so I've got a few questions about that task and a couple of other tasks to complete.  
 
I: So just to start off, can you describe what that task was to do?  
 
P: It was to delete the sphere miser. And change the number of agents to 17.  
 
I: OK, great and so on a scale of 0 to 10 with 0 being very difficult, and 10 very easy. How 
difficult do you think that task was for you to complete?  
 
P: 10 is easy? 
 
I: Yeah  
 
P: I'm going to go with 10.  
 
I: Ok 10, why do you think 10?  
 
P: It's very easy.  
 
I: Did you find it easy in terms of using the UI or just it was just a simple task to?  
 
P: Both, it was simple and the UI was fine, more than capable of helping more to complete 
the task.  
 
I: OK, fantastic if you were using this tool add and test MISERs in a virtual environment? Do 
you think this would be a common task you to perform?  

 



 

P: Probably yeah,  
 
I: And that's just the sort of deleting part or the same number of agents?  
 

P: I think probably both like navigating around delete things.  
 
I: OK, great. I know we sort of talked about briefly, maybe having a play around in different 
engines that are capable of doing similar things to this.  If you have, you know, had a bit of 
experience with them, do you think the tool is sort of comparably easy to those, or is it you 
think it's more difficult?  
 
P: I think yeah it's comparable. I think anyone that's familiar with clients; games in general 
like the first person controls, we find it easy enough to use.  
 
I: OK, fantastic.  

Task 1 

I: Great, so I'm going to give you another tasks to sort of start completing in a second.  
 
I: So here is another text to read now again. If you have any questions, ask and when you're 
ready to start the task.  
 
I: Ok so for the miser to appear we need to go a little bit closer to the floor. 
 
I: OK fantastic so that’s that task complete 
 
I: So just some questions about the task in general, can you describe again what that task 
was to complete? 
 
P: It was to add a box, with shape and rotation, and then change the number of agents, the 
ratio of agents. 
 
I: Ok great, and on that same scale with 0 being very difficult and 10 begin very easy, how 
did you find that task to complete? 
 
P: Probably about a 9 
 
I: A 9, so slightly more difficult than the previous task? 
 
P: Only because the placement of the MISER initially confused me, 
 
I: Ah yes, so was it just that you needed to go closer in order to place the MISER? 
 



 

P: Yes 
 
I: And do you think placing misers with certain specifications is something you would be a 
common task if you were using the tool regularly. 
 
P: Yes, I would think so. 
 
I: And again, in terms of other tools that might exist, you mentioned game engines such as 
unity, do you think this is a similar way you would add things, do you think similar in the way 
you would add things? 
 
P: I think it’s comparable, so yes. 
 

Task 2 

 
I: Ok so I’m going to give you the final task to complete, I’m just going to set that up now, 
while I’m setting that up please feel free to take a read through.  
 
P: Thank you 
 
I: Ok so when you ready, feel free to start. 
 
I: Ok fantastic, so again, I’m going to ask you a few questions about the task and then there 
will be some final questions to finish here today. 
 
I: So can you describe what this third task was? 
 
P: It was to place two different shaped misers, at two different locations and then to edit 
the shapes so that they were both the same shape. 
 
I: Great, and on that 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being very difficult and 10 being the very easy, 
how would you rate that task? 

P: Probably about a 9 
 
I: A 9 as well? Again similar to the last task in terms of difficulty? 
 
P: Ye I would say so 
 
I: Sure, do you think editing the MISERs would be a common task? 
 
P: I would imagine so 
 



 

I: Do you think it would be more common than the other tasks 
 
P: About the same really 
 
I: In terms of editing, do you think that it is similar to other tools out there; will the game 
engines you have used? Or perhaps slightly more confusing or slightly easier? 
 
P: I think it’s, about the same, about the same yeah, once you get used to the interface 
 

Post Task Questions and Feedback 

 
I: Ok great, so there are no more tasks to complete but I’m going to finish up with some final 
questions. 
 
P: Ok coo 
 
I: so overall, what did you think of the tool? 
 
P: Urm, I thought it was good; it seemed pretty user friendly for what it was intended to do. 
 
I: Is there anything you particularly liked about the tool? 
 
P: I liked the controls I think, I said before; I think it would be familiar to anyone who has 
used controls like this before 
 
I: So those gaming style of controls? 
 
P: Ye, 
 
I: Ok and I know we got a little bit confused in one task where you had to go closer to the 
screen in order to place the misers, but is there anything else you think you’d improve about 
the tool? 
 
P: Urm, I don’t think so, the rest seems fine. 
 
I: It seems ok apart from that slight bit of confusion? 
 
P: Ye it seems fine 
 
I: Ok, and you think similar tools would do something similar to this? I know you’ve used 
briefly, game engines like unreal engine and unity before. 



 

P: Yes, it seems about the same, it’s kind of like a drag and drop, similar to those tools I 
guess. 
 
I: Ye, a familiar interface compared to tools like the ones you mentioned then? 
 
P: Uhu, Yes 
 
I: Great, and just in general about anything you’ve seen, the video, the tool, do you have any 
additional comments or questions? 
 
P: Urm, I think the tool is good for what it’s intended to do, it seems quite user friendly and 
overall seems fairly useful. 
 
I: Ok great, thank you. 

 

 



Appendix H

Professional User Five Interview
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The below document is a transcript of the interview between the interviewer and
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User Walkthrough and Evaluation Transcript 

User 5 
 

Key: 

P - Participant 
I - Instructor 
 

Note: The order in which Tasks were given to this user was: 3, 1, 2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Participant Background Questions 

I: Just before we start, can you give me sort of a brief introduction about yourself, perhaps 
professions you've worked in the past and current profession doing now?  
 
P: Yeah, sure, so I worked [OMMITED - UK University] in the past. Doing Interactive 
storytelling research, so that was using UDK. Uh, and then since then I've done stereoscopic 
3D applications specialized more recently in VR applications and like for training and 
commercial uses.  
 
P: So yeah, so I'm doing now working in UE 4.  
 
I: Kind of like as a developer?  
 
P: Technical artist / UE 4 developer I guess.  
 
I: Is that sort of related sort of visual scripting based elements as well?  
 
P: As in blueprints? Yeah, yeah. So I've also done unity with C Sharp and stuff, but now most 
of it is blueprints  
 
I: more specifically in unreal side of things? 
 
P: Yeah 
 
I: And when you were using you UDK, was that more of a programming position or more of 
an artist position again?  
 
P: Artist position, but with Kismets,  
 
I: Yes, a more visual scripting, excellent.  
 



 

MISER Explanation and Tool Demonstration Questions 
 
I: OK, fantastic. So now I’m going to show you a short video, it's about 2 minutes long. It's 
just going to explain the MISER approach. At any time if you want to pause the video, ask 
questions. That's absolutely fine.  If you want to re watch the video. Yeah, you know. Again, 
that's absolutely fine and it will be a few questions you can ask after the video.  
 
P: That's fine.  
 
I: OK, so that's the video.  

 
I: Any questions so far in general, do you want to re watch anything or?  
 
P: No, it's good.  
 
I: OK, fantastic. So what I'm going to do is I'm just going to take you through a walkthrough 
of the tool and just show you some functionality of it. And then I’m going to ask to be a few 
questions about everything so far. Is it OK?  
 
P: Yeah, fantastic.   
 
I: So this is the MISER tool. And basically some sort of overlay you can add to any in virtual 
environment, the virtual environment we're using here is sort of a basic hospital layout. And 
the overlay allows users to add MISER easily and effectively.  
 
I: So to move around in the tool, it sort of game like controls you would use WASD so 
forward back left and right so to move forward W, S is back. A is left, D right and you can 
move the camera around by holding the right mouse button and just shifting from side to 
side.  
 
I: As you get closer to the environment, you'll see sort of an outline of a shape, and this is a 
potentially placed MISER that you could place in the environment, and it outlines the shape 
of where you would like to place it on the specification so that my eyes are. So let's say we 
want a MISER around here. We want to set some specifications for it too.  
 
I: We can specify its size and rotation. It's as simple as just clicking in the boxes and entering 
the numbers. So let's say we want to have some sort of rectangular base shape, let's say 300 
in our X axis and 200 Y axis. We have sort of a rectangle outlined on the screen for us of 
what it would look like.  
 
I: Similarly with the rotation. Let's say we want to slightly rotate it in the X axis by 76 units, 
we enter it into the box, and now we have a rotated rectangle 76. Alternatively, to switch 
between these boxes, we can just press tab and that just switches between us.  
 
I: We can also change the shape. I mean when you have a rectangle MISER. So we want 
something like a sphere. We can do that by just pressing the shape buttons and it changes 



 

the shape for us of our potentially placed MISER.  
 
I: Another important factor for users, which was explained in the video are role ratios and 
this is the sort of expected number of agents of different roles that should populate this 
region at a given time. I: So perhaps we want at any given time around one staff member to 
every two members of the public, we can just enter that in the role ratio section by entering 
one and two and you'll see that our expected number of agents so auto populate for us. We 
can also change the expected number of agents that say two, and because our ratio is set, it 
automatically populates that number for us. 
 
P: Cool.  
 
I: If we want to, let's say we like our MISER, that we've set up some similar specifications we 
like. We like the look of it, we just could we add me MISER button and we'll see sort of 
green outline in the alignment, and those are misers that will be created when  the 
simulation starts, and it surely gives an overview of what it will look like?  
 
I: Let's say though, we've placed this MISER, but we want to change the rotation. We're not. 
We're not super happy with how we've rotated it. What we can do is go to the currently 
added MISER section down here. Select the MISER that we want to edit. And when we 
select it, it sort of outlines it in blue just to confirm that that is the miser we've selected.  
 
I: We can then edit the rotation, so let's change this back to 0 here.  
 
I: Right, so it gives us a preview of what it will look like, but to confirm that we've changed it, 
we click the edit selected MISER button and it changes our blue highlighted MISER. 
 
I: Alternatively, let's say we really hate where we've placed a MISER or just don't like 
anything about it. We can easily delete it by again, going to the currently selecting the 
MISER we want, which highlights it in blue and clicking the delete MISER button.  
 
I: Let's say we hate all of them and want to start again. We can just delete all MISERs 
button.  
 
I: The other sort of feature of the tool is that we can specify the number of agents that we 
want to be roaming around the simulation when it starts up, and we can just select that by 
putting it in sort of the number box here. So let's say, well, 17 or 43. For example, we select 
43 and hit play, and we have our 43 agents there.  
 
I: OK, fantastic.  
 
P: Sound 
 
I: Do you understand everything there? 
  
P: I think so.  
 



 

I: Yeah, great, so I'm just going to switch places again and we'll have a few questions and 
then I'm going to give you a few tasks.  
 
I: So from your understanding, after seeing the video on the tool, what would you say your 
understanding is? 
 
P: Uh, so it's kind of like a volume that affects how the agents reach certain locations I 
guess. So you can how many agents are allowed in it and specify what they do in it.  
 
I: OK, and from what you see just me showing you the tool there. How confident do you 
think you would be using this tool with the features I showed you there?  
 
P: I think it looks complex now but it seems fairly intuitive, yeah yeah.  
 
I: I mean, you said you've worked with sort unity and stuff like that before, perhaps even in 
sort of games and industry based positions. Have you seen any tools sort of similar to this, 
to add perhaps volumes into the world that allow you to control agents?  
 
P: Yeah, but it's I guess it's an edit level feature rather than at runtime. So yeah, like adding 
now filters and navigation volumes are an unreal feature. And yeah, that sort of.  Just 
naming those tools, so it's just unreal and unity and sort of those.  
 
I: So popular game engines? 
 
P: Yes, that you would probably do these things.  
 
Participant Tasks and Related Questions 

Task 3 
 
I: OK fantastic great. So I'm just going to set you up for tasks. 
 
I: I'm going to give you a task. Feel free to read through it carefully if there's anything you 
don't understand, please ask. And when you're ready, just say and will start. You can start 
the task, so here's the task to complete.  
 
I: Please, yeah, just read everything you can and then let me know if you have any 
questions.  
  
P: OK 
 
I: OK yeah fantastic yeah. So when you're ready just grab the mouse and keyboard and then 
start up.  
 
P: I'm sorry is not much room. 
 
I: Fantastic, that's the first task complete.  



 

 
I: OK, great so after each task I'm going to ask a couple of questions about the task and then 
general questions at the end of all the task, just going to ask the summary of questions just 
to get our thoughts and opinions on everything that we've covered so far.  
 
I: So for that task. Can you describe what the task was?  
 
P: So it was to delete our currently existing MISER and changing the number of background 
agents from 17.  
 
I: Yeah OK, great on a scale of 0 to 10 with 0, very difficult sorry and 10 being very easy, how 
difficult do you think it was to complete that task?  
 
P: I don't like saying things are perfect. 
  
I: That perfectly understandable.  
 
P: It's very close to 10. That's it, and I'd say a 9 I guess. Yeah,  
 
I: OK, great. If you were sort of using this tool to sort of test out MISERs and them and use 
them. Do you think this would be a regular function you perform?  
 
P: What deleting MISERs?  
 
I: So yeah, deleting the MISERs and setting the number of background.  
 
P: Yes, yeah.  
 
I: And I know we've talked about sort of briefly, UDK, unreal and unity in terms of comparing 
those tools to this front end. Would you say it was comparably easy to use tool as adding 
those? Or is it easier, more difficult?  
 
P: Yeah, more easy, especially for people without prior knowledge. Could do this in a matter 
of seconds rather than hours. 
 
I: Would you say it's more aimed at sort of programmer level or more level designer style 
level?  
 
P: Yeah level designer.  
 
Task 1 
 
I: OK great fantastic. So I'm going to give you another task now. OK, so you starting up the 
task and then if you if there's any part you get confused that let me know, right?  
  
I: OK yeah, fantastic. That's that task complete as well.  
 



 

I: OK, so again, could you describe what you did in that task?  
 
P: So I had to set up a MISER with specific size, rotation and specific location.  
  
I: And again on that sort of scale of 0 being very difficult and 10 being very easy. How 
difficult did you find that task to complete?  
 
P: Nine, yeah, about the same as the last task.   
 
I: Fantastic. And again this would be a common task you would perform with your using this 
tool,  
 
P: Yeah  
 
I: Briefly, in terms of that unreal or the other tools you mentioned, ease of use wise adding 
things into the world like this was easier with this tool or more difficult with this tool? 
 
P: Yeah more yeah more easy, more easy  
 
Task 2 
 
I: Fantastic. OK so I'm going to give you a final task to complete now, after which I'm going 
to do some task questions again. 
 
I: I'm going to give you the last task complete. Now again, feel free to read through it. 
Anything confusing let me know and we can work through it together.  
 
I: OK, so again, just going to ask you a few questions about the task and there's going to be 
some final questions just to finish up. 
 
I: So again, can you describe what the task was to do? 
 
P: It was adding two MISERs with two different shapes, two different locations and then to 
edit the shapes so that they were both the same.  
I: Great on that note to 10 scale with 0 being very difficult, 10 being very easy. How did you 
find that tasks?  
 
P: Again about a 9. 
 
I: And was that just because the interface was easy to understand, or a different reason? 
 
P: Urm, yes, it was just easy to understand. The only problem I had was that I forgot to click 
add, but that was my own fault rather than the fault of the system. 
 
I: Do you think that’s something that could be clearer? 
 
P: Honestly no, there’s a big fat add button there I just missed it! 



 

 
I: It was just maybe in-experience with the tool. 
 
P: Yes. 
 
I: And do you think editing would be a common task?  
 
P: I would imagine so.  
 
I: Do you think it would be more common in the previous tasks or about the same?  
 
P: So for different shapes, less common I guess. Because you can only edit the MISERs that 
you have added, so adding MISERs would be more common. 
 
I: Sure, yes, the other tools out there you think it can be compatible to those, or maybe 
slightly more confusing or slightly easier?  
 
P: I think it's also about the same, yeah? Once you get used to the interface.  
 
Post Task Questions and Feedback 

 
I: OK, great, so there are no more tasks completely. I'm just going to finish up with some 
ending questions just to.  
 
I: OK, so um overall, what did you think about the tool?  
 
P: Um, I thought it was good.  It was intuitive, it would be useful if you had specific task you 
needed to do for like navigation, and agents ye. 
 

I: Ok, did you like anything in particular about the tool? Perhaps in the UI or the way you 
used it that worked fairly well for you? 
 
P: I guess like the placing the MISERs using the top down view was helpful. 
 
I: I know you mentioned briefly about not pressing that Add button on one of the tasks, and 
maybe that’s something that could be more flagged up in the tool, but do you think there is 
anything in the tool that needs to be improved, or perhaps an area where you lacked 
understanding? 
 
P: The selecting the MISERs from the list, if you could somehow have like an edit mode, so 
you could click them in the scene rather than going into a list. 
 
I: So click on the ones you’ve added rather than selecting from the list ye 
 
P: I can imagine if I had 5 or 6 spherical MISERs dotted around, you get that list for the 



 

shape and size of things but it might be more accurate if you can just click on it in the 
environment. 
 
I: Do you think, again compared to those game engines tools that its similar ease of use 
compared to those tools? 
 
P: Ye, I think it’s easier to use that those tools, obviously you get more options in one of 
those editors, but not necessarily things you need. It depends on your goal, I think. I don’t 
think you need any more options in there for the goal of the tool. 
 
I: I know you said about what goal was, can you expand upon what you mean by that? 
 
P: Ye so, specific roles for specific characters, I Know in this tool I didn’t see any characters 
be effected by a MISER, but I know that something that the MISER system can do from the 
video. 
 
I: Sure, and just in general, before we finish, do you have any comments or questions about 
anything you’ve seen, the MISER tool or the video? 
 
P: The only thing I thought, like I wonder if it can do this sort of thing, is it capable of 
overlapping MISERs, or anything like that? 
 
I: So at the moment, it can do that, but the functionality is rudimentary, in that it will gain 
and perform behaviors from the first MISER it enters, and ignore additional ones, but that 
could potentially be a future avenue of work to investigate. Ok, thank you. 
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transcribe what is said only and are being kept offline. 

Only relevant data to the experiment will be included in 

the transcription. Once the transcription is finished, the 

audio file will be deleted. No personal data is being 

collected as part of this experiment. 

Will human participants be recruited?  

If so, what will they be doing? 

Participants will be given a set of tasks to perform with 

the tool after being learning about the tool and its uses. 

Throughout the session, participants will be asked 

general questions about their understanding of the 

system, the tool they are using and thoughts on the 

approach the system is taking to provide AI agents 

different behaviours. In total, the session should last 

between 30-60 minutes for each participant. 

Does this work involve analysis of data 

previously collected?  If so, explain 

how you will comply with the Data 

Protection Act 

N/A 

Which professional body's Code of 

Practice applies to this work? 

N/A 



ETHREL-SCM-201505 

 

 

The Supervisor / Director of Studies should submit this form as a PDF by email from their 

university account.  Cc the email to all researchers/students involved.  If already available, include 

questionnaires, participant information sheets, etc. as attachments. 

 

By submitting this form, you certify that 

 you have assessed and mitigated any possible risks to students, researchers and participants; 

 effective procedures are in place for preserving confidentiality and complying with data 

protection and similar legislation; 

 potential conflicts of interest (e.g., involving monetary inducements and/or funding) have 

been properly assessed and managed; 

 the proposed work conforms to the conditions in SREC's guidance of 29 May 2015; 

 the proposed work conforms to the university’s ethical standards (including the six 

Principles for Research Ethics – avoid harm; high standards; fully informed; voluntary 

consent; confidentiality, anonymity and data handling; and independence); 

 you have sufficient understanding of the ethical implications of the work; and 

 you will promptly inform SREC of any significant changes to the project. 

 

“Signature” REMOVED  Date 14/03/2018 

 



Appendix J

Survey Email

The below document is a record of the email sent to survey participants, request-

ing their participation in the professional user survey. Any sensitive information

has been removed.
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Mail - Matthews, Jamie - Outlook 

PhD Survey Participation 

Matthews, Jamie <Jamie.Matthews@tees.ac.uk> 

Hello, 

My name is Jamie Matthews and I'm currently a third year PhD student at Teesside University. I am writing to 

ask for your participation in a short on line survey about a software tool I have developed for my PhD. Your 

name has been suggested because of your technical knowledge with virtual environments and computer 

games programming; your honest opinions would be invaluable to my evaluation. The short survey would take 

10 minutes to complete and the answers you give will be anonymous. 

The link to the survey can be found 

below: LINK REMOVED 

Thank you for taking the time to read this, if you have any questions about my work or the survey please feel 

free to get in touch with me via email. 

Kind Regards, 

Jamie Matthews 

1 /1 
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